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Abstract

The world of  human-computer interaction (HCI) bases itself  on three cyclic activ-
ities when designing interfaces: understanding users, designing, and evaluation.
As time has progressed, HCI has grown to include other types of  devices beyond
the desktop computers with a keyboard and mouse that are traditionally associ-
ated with it. Devices such as portable music players, digital cameras, and mobile
phones increasingly require methods and ideas that come from the world of  HCI.

Methods for determining user needs usually are not dependent on the hardware
that will be used. However, many design metaphors that are standard on the desk-
top do not transfer to portable devices due to the special requirements of  power and
input. An open question we try to answer is whether evaluation techniques that
were originally developed for desktop platforms could transfer to mobile devices?
If  they can, what do they bring to mobile evaluation and are there any differences
that need to happen to these methods? We examine mobile phones specifically and
take a look at several evaluation methods.

We examine a method from the GOMS family of  evaluation, the Keystroke-Level
Model. The Keystroke-Level Model gives the time it takes for an expert to do a
task error-free. It does this by using operators that represent keystrokes, mouse
movement and presses, the movement of  hand between the two, and the the time
spent mentally preparing for an operator. While these operators are clearly linked
to the desktop there are analogs to these operators on mobile phones as well.

Creating a model for a task is straight-forward, but it has a potential for being au-
tomated. To help in this automation, we have developed a tool called KLM-Qt.
KLM-Qt is an open source tool that can examine events that are delivered to an
application and convert them into Keystroke-Level Model operators. This has the
advantage that all that needs to be done is demonstrate the application to get a
model, resulting in a savings of  time. We include how the tool works along with
the details of  its implementation. We also discuss changes that are made to make
it work better on mobile phones.

Besides describing the tool, we do several evaluations of  some mobile phones us-
ing different methods. The methods include using KLM-Qt, usability testing, and
heuristic evaluation. All with the intent of  discovering how well each method
works with mobile devices and to see what each approach can provide. We find
each method can provide insight into items that could be improved in an inter-
face. The KLM-Qt and the Keystroke-Level Model produce useful results but could
use some adjustments to help produce more accurate models, particularly when it
comes to handling input and calculating when certain operators are needed. Our
heuristic evaluation shows that the nature of  the results is partially controlled by
the use selection of  heuristics. Recommendations for the evaluated phones are also
reviewed.

We conclude with possible improvements that will help make the Keystroke-Level
Model method a better fit for mobile devices, and changes for KLM-Qt that will
make it a better tool. We also briefly discuss factors to keep in mind when doing
evaluation of  mobile devices, regardless of  the final methods that are used.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Development for mobile devices is different from development for desktop machines.
Mobile devices typically run on slower processors, with smaller screens, have different
input methods than a traditional keyboard, and they run on battery power. There are
also idioms and programming practices that make sense on desktop applications, but
that are not practical on a mobile device because they either require a full sized screen
or keyboard or are too resource-hungry.

Designing applications and interfaces to work on mobile devices is a challenge. How-
ever, there is another factor that must be considered—the user. What good is it to have
an interface on a device that uses the right amount of  resources to work with the device,
but that the user is not able to properly use it or is simply confused by.

Additionally, users have goals that are sometimes at odds with the limitations of  a device.
Consider for example, the screen on a mobile phone. Some users will want the screen
very bright so that they can easily see what is displayed. A bright screen consumes a
lot more battery power than a dim screen, so there is a conflict regarding how long the
screen should remain bright when the user is looking at it and preserving the battery.
This usually means striking a balance between the two opposing goals.

This begs the question, when does someone know when the balance is correct? One of
the best ways to find out is to test out the device before releasing the final version out
into the world. This would ensure that most of  the sharp edges of  the device are blunted.
Evaluation is a long established technique in the world of  human-computer interaction
as a way of  finding out how well an interface works. However, like human-computer
interaction itself, many of  the techniques and methods originate on the desktop.

The purpose of  this master’s is to focus on the evaluation of  interfaces on mobile devices
by applying methods that originally were designed for desktop machines. As mentioned
above, many desktop application software development methods do not work on mobile
devices. An open question we hope to answer here is how well these desktop evaluation
methods work on mobile devices.

One of  the evaluation techniques that is used is called the Keystroke-Level Model that
is part of  the a larger family of  evaluation methods called GOMS (Goals, Operators,
M ethods, and Selectors). The Keystroke-Level Model simulates the keystrokes, mouse
movements, and mental preparations of  an expert user. The result is the total amount
of  time it takes to perform a task.

1



2 Chapter 1. Introduction

The Keystroke-Level Model is an elegant way of  modeling interaction and it also has
the possibility of  being automated and helping out evaluators. Another part of  this
thesis was to create a tool called KLM-Qt. KLM-Qt can be used for creating models by
simply carrying out the actions on an interface. KLM-Qt will then record the actions
and convert them into a keystroke-level model.

1.1 Research Area

This thesis focuses on human-computer interaction (HCI) and the evaluation of  user
interfaces with an emphasis on mobile devices. However, this is just one piece of  the
overall HCI puzzle. Doing an evaluation of  a user interface that is just about to be
released may reveal fatal flaws that are impossible to fix properly. To have reached
a point where you can evaluate a device, it is important to have spent time trying to
understand users (in an abstract or concrete sense), and to have prototyped some ideas.
Ideally, as in software development, the best results arise when iterating through these
stages until there’s a satisfactory result.

Another focus is on task automation. Keystroke-Level Models are not a difficult concept
to understand. As will be shown early on in this thesis, creating a trivial model is straight
forward. The challenge comes when creating models for more complicated tasks. In
those situations, having a tool that can aid in the process will make the models less error-
prone and reduce the tedium involved in creating them. It is also hoped that having a
tool to generate Keystroke-Level Models will open this method up to more people who
would not necessarily have used the method before.

1.2 Motivation

The motivation comes from experiences from working life, especially programming,
trying to design interfaces, and giving advice to others designing user interfaces. One
of  the lessons learned was that even though one is able to take data and present it on
a computer screen, it does not necessarily mean that it is presented in a usable way for
users. Another lesson learned was that it was necessary to spend time learning how to
design interfaces in the same way that one learns about different data structures and
algorithms when starting to program. Another lesson was that it is difficult for some
people to make changes to their interfaces because to them, the advice is “only opinion”
and has no facts to back it up.

During my research, I came across the book, The Humane Interface by Raskin (2000).
Among other things in the book, he covers the concept of  GOMS and the Keystroke-
Level model. Raskin also introduced the idea of  efficiency which the keystroke-level
model could be used to determine what percentage of  the keystrokes where being used
for data and what parts for other things such as setup and confirmation.

The Keystroke-Level Model really appealed to me. Here was something that could pro-
vide a clean quantitative answer about the effectiveness of  a user interface. The numbers
could be used as some sort of  yardstick to help determine how good a user interface one
had. The only thing that did not seem appealing to me was the fact that you had to
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do a lot of  the calculations “by hand.” This might not be so much of  a problem, but it
could be very time consuming and could put off  people unfamiliar with design meth-
ods. However, the whole process could easily be automated with the computer doing
the heavy lifting and just letting the user use the interface. I was also inspired by such
tools as Valgrind (Valgrind Developers) and Shark (Apple Developer Connection, 2004)
which offer exciting new ways for developers to build applications. I wanted to make the
tool open source so that anyone would be able to use the tool and be able to get some
benefit from it. I thought that this would be a great enabler to get people to start to
evaluate their interfaces and that people would make it part of  their development cycle.
As pointed out by Nielsen (1994, page 4), “…the simpler methods stand a much better
chance of  actually being used in practical design situations and they should therefore be
viewed as a way of  serving the user community.”

1.3 Research Questions

Since the focus is on evaluation methods and the KLM-Qt tool, the questions that are
addressed in this thesis are the following:

1. Does applying evaluation methods that are designed for desktop computers work
on mobile devices?

2. Specifically, how well does the Keystroke-Level Model transfer to mobile phones,
and can it handle the different input methods that are provided by mobile phones?

3. How does KLM-Qt help in the evaluation process?

4. What sort of  information can each evaluation technique provide?

The way that we find out more about these evaluation methods is to actually use them.
During the course of  this thesis we use some different evaluation techniques and some
different phones and see what we can get out of  each evaluation. Part of  these evalua-
tions are to test KLM-Qt, but the others are more for comparison. For the evaluation
we use a set of  phones that have innovative user interfaces and two of  them are also
fairly open for experimentation.

1.4 Contributions

The main contribution that can be taken from this thesis is that it is possible to take
methods designed for desktop machines and use them to evaluate mobile devices, at
least with mobile phones. All of  the methods that were used in this thesis were able to
find points for improvement on all of  the devices. Some methods, like usability testing,
transfer over easily, and some, like the Keystroke-Level Model, need minor adjustments.
Others, like heuristic evaluation, will work, but require careful thought to be effective on
a mobile device. An evaluator seeking to evaluate a device should not be afraid to select
any of  the methods that we present here, because they all provide useful information in
an evaluation.
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A secondary contribution comes from looking at the Keystroke-Level Model and KLM-
Qt. The Keystroke-Level Model is firmly rooted in the desktop systems and metaphors
that were present at the time of  the writing; i.e. using a keyboard and pointing device
for interacting with a computer. We found that it can be used for evaluation of  mo-
bile phones quite easily without adding many new operators, and in the case of  one
evaluation, none were needed. Another thing that can be taken from this is that the
Keystroke-Level Model makes it easy to have some sort of  way of  comparing models to
help answer the question which phone is the fastest to do a task.

Another contribution can be found in KLM-Qt. KLM-Qt is an effective tool for helping
with an evaluation. It can ease the evaluation process, even when it cannot be used as a
recorder on the device. With a little bit of  work, it can help automate other evaluations
as well. Since it is available under an open source license, anyone is free to take it and
modify it to suit their needs.

Finally, this thesis also gives an overview about what sort of  information each evaluation
method can provide in a mobile phone evaluation. There is also a discussion about the
investment in time and resources that is required for each method. It is also possible
to use the tasks, heuristics, and scenarios presented in this thesis for the evaluation of
other mobile phones.

1.5 Overview

The layout of  this thesis can be roughly divided into three parts: background, an intro-
duction of  a tool, and using the tool, along with other methods, to see how it works
for evaluating mobile devices. The background is the basis of  the next two chapters.
Chapter 2 covers some of  the background of  the thesis, including an introduction to
GOMS. The various versions of  GOMS are presented, but the main focus is on the
Keystroke-Level Model. A complete example of  the Keystroke-Level Model is given to
show how to use it to evaluate interfaces. Chapter 3 continues with an exploration of
some of  the methods that are available for evaluation in Human-Computer Interaction,
starting with a brief  look at quantitative and qualitative methods and then focusing on
methods used for evaluation. The chapter ends with a look at software development
and the methods that are available when writing a program like KLM-Qt. The chapter
ends with a discussion of  software licenses, with attention paid to open source licenses.

The second part of  the thesis consists of  introducing the tool used in this project. Chapter
4 introduces KLM-Qt and gives some of  the background motivation before describing
the design and giving an example of  how the tool can be used. Since KLM-Qt is not the
first tool that aims to assist in the construction of  GOMS models, there is also a review
of  earlier tools and how they worked and where they differ from KLM-Qt. Chapter 5
is probably the most technical chapter and discusses the implementation of  KLM-Qt.
A brief  introduction is given to some of  the tools, libraries, and technologies that are
used to help build KLM-Qt. There is also a description of  some of  the programming
methods used along with the protocol used to communicate between KLM-Qt and the
application being evaluated.

The final part of  the thesis consists of  the evaluations performed during this thesis and
discussion about them. In chapter 6, the evaluations are presented along with the
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phones that were used. The results are detailed in chapter 7. Discussion of  the re-
sults and the experience of  using these different methods for evaluation are presented in
chapter 8, along with some thoughts about the phones used in the evaluation. Finally,
in chapter 9, we attempt to draw some conclusions from the evaluations and present
possible places that would be valuable for further research.

Readers who are interested in some of  the work that went on during the thesis will find
additional information in the appendices. The first two appendices cover the usability
test. Appendix A discusses the tasks that were done for the usability testing. Appendix
B is the informed consent form. The final two appendices include information about
KLM-Qt. Appendix C is the document type definition (DTD) for the KLM-Qt file
format. Finally, appendix D includes the test runs for the three phones for one of  the
evaluations that was done as part of  the thesis. The source code itself  for KLM-Qt is
not included as an appendix, but those wishing to look at the code can find the public
repository available online at: http://heim.ifi.uio.no/trentonw/hg/klmqt/.





Chapter 2

Human-Computer Interaction
Background

This chapter covers background information that is useful in understanding KLM-Qt.
We start with a brief  history of  HCI (Human-Computer Interaction) and then proceed
with a discussion of  HCI and explain the steps involved in designing a user interface.
We then focus on a specific area of  HCI—evaluation of  user interfaces—and present an
overview of  some of  the available methods. We then take a detailed look at evaluations
done through modeling—in particular GOMS. We then present the Keystroke-Level
Model and illustrate how it is used with an example. We finish up with a discussion of
the advantages and disadvantages of  GOMS.

2.1 What is Human-Computer Interaction?

The term “Human-Computer Interaction” has only really been in use since the 1980s.
Before then, the study of  human performance with machines was called “ergonomics”
or “human factors engineering”. However, as computers became ubiquitous in everyday
life, HCI emerged as an area of  specialization for those studying human factors, whether
the physical, psychological, or theoretical aspects. The term originally used was “man-
machine interaction,” but this changed to “human-computer interaction” to reflect the
emphasis on computers and to acknowledge that both genders use computers (Dix et al.,
2004).

Though primarily associated with computer science, HCI encompasses other disciplines
including, psychology and cognitive science, engineering, information science, and the
visual and audio arts. While much of  the early work of  HCI focused on just a sin-
gle user at a terminal, it has since branched out to include multiple users in multiple
locations. As microprocessors and integrated circuits have spread to many different de-
vices, HCI has grown to accommodate them as well. Some areas, such as Computer
Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) became so large that they spun off  into their own
discipline. The term “interaction design” has been coined to emphasize “designing in-
teractive products to support people in their everyday and working lives (Preece et al.,
2002, page 6),” instead of  only designing for a desktop computer. Dix et al. (2004) de-
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8 Chapter 2. Human-Computer Interaction Background

spairs that HCI is so large that there may never be a unified theory for it. Fortunately,
there are some ideas that appear to be universally accepted as good HCI practice.

2.1.1 Three Phases of Human-Computer Interaction

Standard HCI practice advocates three distinct parts in the process of  designing a user
interface. As identified by Preece et al. (2002) these are:

• Understanding Users

• Prototyping

• Evaluation

Different books or researchers may call them by a different name or divide them up
differently1, but the process remains the same. Each of  these activities can provide input
for the others, so an iterative approach is commonly used. For example, one should use
the information from the evaluation to create a better prototype, or, the evaluation may
generate new information that will help in user understanding, which will lead to a
better prototype that can then be evaluated, etc.

2.1.2 Understanding Users

During this phase, the idea is to try to understand the people who will be using the
interface. In some cases, this may include trying to identify who the users are or will be.
Once the users have been identified, one can determine their needs and requirements by
“…understanding the characteristics and capabilities of  the users, what they are trying
to achieve, how they achieve it currently, and whether they would achieve their goals
more effectively if  they were supported differently…” Preece et al. (2002, page 172).

There are a variety of  methods available for achieving this. Understanding users can
involve observation, interviews, conducting surveys, coming up with task descriptions,
etc. Each method provides different information about who the user is and what a
user does. Therefore, it is a good idea to combine multiple methods to gain a richer
understanding of  the user.

Another issue to consider is at what level to involve users. Some designers like to have
the involvement of  users at the beginning and then use the resulting information to create
personas as introduced by Cooper (2004) to act as proxies for the actual users. Others
prefer methods like participatory design which involves users throughout the process
(Elovaara et al., 2006). Herstad et al. (2000) points out that, in some situations, it may
even be worthwhile to include “non-users” in the design process since they could also
be important stakeholders in the overall design.

1For example, Dix et al. (2004) identify the processes as: [finding out] what is wanted, analysis, design,
and, implement and deploy with prototyping looping between analysis and design. Shneiderman and
Plaisant (2005) divide the idea into guidelines documents and processes, user interface tools, and expert
reviews and usability testing. We use the separation put forward by Preece et al. (2002) because it seems
to be the most succinct and it was the one first introduced to author in class.
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2.1.3 Prototyping

Once there is an idea about the users and there is a list of  requirements, an attempt
can be made to design something. This is usually done by prototyping an interface and
using the prototype to elicit feedback from users. Prototypes can be anything from a
set of  sketches to a piece of  wood to a physical mock-up of  a device to a completely
functional interface.

Prototypes serve multiple purposes. Some are meant to convey a concept or how some-
thing should work. According to Preece et al. (2002), the main point is to be able to
allow users to interact with the prototype and explore its usability. They also introduce
a dichotomy of  high-fidelity and low-fidelity prototypes. Low-fidelity prototypes may
not closely resemble the final product at all and could be sketches of  the device, a sto-
ryboard, or something made out of  cardboard. If  it is software, a low-fidelity prototype
can be a user interface on a computer screen, but with all the functionality handled by
another person on another computer. This method is referred to as “Wizard of  Oz”
prototyping. High-fidelity prototyping attempts to use materials or tools that would be
used in the final product. Obviously, low-fidelity prototypes are easier and cheaper to
build but can be harder for usability tests, while high-fidelity prototypes cost more and
take longer to build and can be very useful for selling an idea to stakeholders and testing
out technical issues. As with methods for understanding users, it’s important to find a
good combination on what sort of  prototypes to use and when.

An interesting point is brought up by Dix et al. (2004) about using prototypes in iterative
development in that it is a “hill climbing algorithm.” This means that it is possible to go
a long way in improving information on a prototype, but there’s a potential to get stuck
on a local maximum. It is important to understand what is wrong and have a good start-
ing point to get to the “highest point.” A good evaluation of  prototypes and alternate
designs can be a way of  avoiding this problem. Schrage (1996) describes a “culture of
prototyping,” where prototypes drive a specification instead of  a specification driving
the prototype and how it can provide much more information during the design process.

2.1.4 Evaluation

Once there is a prototype that is a potential candidate, it is time to go and figure out what
works with the design and what needs to be improved. Many different approaches are
possible, but Preece et al. (2002) proposes three general ways of  evaluating:

• Evaluation by users

• Asking experts

• Modeling users2

2Just to show that this is not necessarily canonical, Dix et al. (2004) folds between “expert analysis” and
“user analysis.” He lumps modelling in with expert analysis, since the basis of  the models comes from
“experts.”
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When having users do the evaluation, user testing is what people normally think about.
This can be done either in a lab or on-site, and consists of  the user going through a list of
activities with the interface with someone taking notes. These tests can be video taped
or the user can complete a form as the test progresses. Many of  the methods that were
used for understanding users, such as observations, surveys, and interviews can also be
used for evaluation here.

Having experts do an evaluation usually involves bringing in an expert to do something
like a heuristic evaluation, where the experts apply some well-known principles to the
interface to see if  there are any issues. Another method is cognitive walkthrough. This
is where the expert simulates a user and walks through the interface to carry out typical
tasks (Shneiderman and Plaisant, 2005) . This can also involve rare but critical tasks
and “a day in the life of...” scenarios as well.

Modeling users can be used when it is not possible to get access to users or experts.
A model may not be able to behave exactly like a real user nor be able to give other
feedback, but it may still provide relevant data in many areas. Modeling can be done
quickly and cheaply since it does not involve experts and users. It also makes it possible
to evaluate more ideas. As summarized by Heim (2007), the models can be of  two types,
predictive or descriptive. A descriptive model tries to provide a framework for thinking
about user interaction and can help explain how people interact with dynamic systems.
GOMS and the Keystroke-Level Model belong to the area of  predictive models. They
both attempt to approximate how a user will use an interface.

2.2 GOMS

2.2.1 Introducing GOMS

GOMS and the Keystroke-Level Model were introduced in the book The Psychology
of  Human-Computer Interaction by Card, Moran, and Newell (Card et al., 1983). The
book begins with a presentation of  the Model Human Processor, a simplified idea of
how a human mind interacts with a computer, and one that doesn’t require extensive
knowledge of  psychology. As illustrated in 2.1, the Model Human Processor consists
of  several processors: the motor, perceptual (eyes and ears), and cognitive, long-term
memory, and working memory. Part of  the working memory is also taken up with the
visual and audio store of  what the human is currently experiencing.

Including the values for the times of  operations in the model human processor, Card
et al. also had ten principles that guided the operation of  the model human processor
(2.2). Some of  these principles were taken from earlier work in psychology and consist
of  things such as “Fitts’ Law” and “the Power Law of  Practice,” while others came
from restrictions put on the model. The important thing is that it is possible to take the
principles and the idea of  how the model human processor works and predict how long
it takes a person to do something on a computer given a particular interface.

While the Model Human Processor works as a nice simplified model, it still requires
some knowledge of  psychology. Card, Moran, and Newell go on later in the the book to
introduce an engineering model that focuses on a user’s set of goals, a set of operators, the
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Figure 2.1: The components of  the Model Human Processor.

methods used to achieve those goals, and selectors, rules for choosing one method over
another. They called this the GOMS model(Card et al., 1983, chapter 5).

GOMS focus is on an expert’s error-free use of  an interface. The idea here of  an expert
is someone who knows the task domain well and knows how to perform all the tasks
that need to be done. The expert does not have to look up or ask for guidance in doing
any task. Also, the expert, ideally, makes few, if  any, mistakes. Therefore, GOMS has
no built in mechanism for handling mistakes.

To illustrate the idea of  an expert user’s error-free action, consider the example of  an
expert applying corrections to a draft of  a paper.

Goals The overall goal is to apply all the corrections to the draft. This can be split up
into sub-goals such as: reword the seventh paragraph in section three, replace all
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0. Recognize-Act Cycle of  the Cognitive Processor

1. Variable Perceptual Processor Rate Principle

2. Encoding Specificity Principle

3. Discrimination Principle

4. Variable Cognitive Processor Rate Principle

5. Fitts’ Law

6. Power Law of  Practice

7. Uncertainty Principle

8. Rationality Principle

9. Problem Space Principle

Figure 2.2: The Model Human Processor—principles of  operations (Card et al., 1983,
page 27).

occurrences of  “England” with “Britain,” save all the changes, correct all mis-
spellings, etc.

Operators Operators consist of  a set of  simple acts that can either be mental or physi-
cal. For example, moving around the document can be accomplished by several
different operators, for example, using direction keys, other keyboard shortcuts,
searching, or by using the mouse.

Methods Methods are somewhat like operators, but they describe a method for accom-
plishing a goal. For example, the method for accomplishing the goal, “change title
for section three”, could include the operators, “search for section three”, “delete
text”, “type new title”. Methods may contain branches that include operators that
are only executed when certain conditions are met.

Selections Most goals have multiple methods (or operators) that could be used to satisfy
them. Usually some method is better to use in certain situations. In order to
choose the correct method for the situation, selections are necessary. Selections
provide rules for when a particular method or operator should be used.

2.2.2 The GOMS Family

Since the creation of  GOMS, other researchers have adapted GOMS to suit their needs.
As a result several GOMS variants have emerged. These have been covered in several
articles (e.g., (John, 1995; John and Kieras, 1996b,a)). The current set of  GOMS models
includes:

Card, Moran, and Newel GOMS Card, Moran, and Newel GOMS is also denoted as
CMN-GOMS and indicates the original GOMS model as presented above.
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Natural GOMS Language Natural GOMS Language, or NGOMSL for short, is a
formalized natural language for representing GOMS models (John and Kieras,
1996a). It originally arose from analysis of  the cognitive complexity of  an inter-
face and because of  this it has the advantage over the other models that it can
predict the learning time for each method or operator.

Cognitive-Perceptual-Motor-GOMS The Cognitive-Perceptual-Motor-GOMS (CPM-
GOMS) is a bit more complex than the other models, but it is also able to handle
actions that happen in parallel, whereas the other models all assume that actions
occur sequentially. This version has also been called the Critical-Path Method
since the critical path in a schedule chart that is produced by CPM-GOMS pre-
dicts the total task time (John and Kieras, 1996a).

Keystroke-Level Model Originally introduced in chapter 8 of The Psychology of  Human-
Computer Interaction and an earlier paper (Card et al., 1980, 1983). Also known
as KLM-GOMS or simply KLM, this attempts to simplify GOMS by ignoring
the overall goals and selectors and instead focuses on the keystrokes and mouse
presses of  the expert user. Even though it is simpler than the other models, it is also
very elegant and has been used in a wide variety of  situations, from text editors
to a database of  outer space operations (John and Kieras, 1996b, pages 307 and
308).

Each variant has its own strengths and weaknesses, but they are all based on the same
central idea of  an expert user using the computer in an error-free way. This thesis focuses
primarily on the KLM.

2.3 The Keystroke-Level Model

2.3.1 How the Keystroke-Level Model Works

As mentioned above, the Keystroke-Level Model (KLM) ignores the high-level goals
and methods and focuses on the key presses and mouse movements of  the expert user.
It also tries to include the user’s cognitive processes. The KLM consists of  a stream of
operators. There are five operators that most modern applications are interested in: P ,
K, H, R(t), and M . These operators are presented in table 2.1. There was also a D
operator in the original KLM to indicate drawing a straight line between two points, but
it was only used for a couple of  special purpose applications and it is not covered in this
thesis.

The P operator represents pointing with a pointing device to a position on the screen,
excluding button presses. This originally had a value of  1.10 seconds, but later work by
Gong and Kieras (1994) showed that using Fitts’ Law resulted in times that were closer
to what real users achieved.

A pointing device button press and release or a keyboard key press and release is rep-
resented by the K operator. The K operator applies to a single key, so two or more
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Table 2.1: The KLM operators with times determined by Card et al. (1980, 1983)

Operator Description Time in Seconds

P Pointing with a pointing device 1.10a

K Key or button press and release 0.20b

H Moving hand from mouse to keyboard or vice-versa 0.40
R(t) Time spent waiting for the system to become responsive t
M Mental preparation and thinking time 1.35

aThis is the original value found by Card et al. However, Gong and Kieras (1994) have that Fitts’ Law
gives a more accurate result.
bBased on an average typing speed of  55 words per minute (Card et al., 1980, 1983).

separate K operators are used to represent shortcuts key combinations such as Com-
mand+O. This value is very dependent on how fast a user can type. The value for a
person typing at 55 words per minute is approximately 0.20 seconds.

There are also points where the hand moves from the keyboard to the pointing device;
this is taken into account by the H operator. This value has been demonstrated to
be approximately 0.40 seconds for a keyboard and mouse combination, but can vary
depending on the devices being used and the distance between the device and the key-
board. For example, in personal tests, using a keyboard and trackpad on a notebook
usually provides faster results, while using a tablet and stylus results in longer times.

The user also spends time mentally preparing to execute an operation. This can include
deciding how to invoke a command, how a command should be terminated, or which
options to choose. The M operator represents this activity. Thinking time was originally
shown by Card et al. to be around 1.35 seconds (Card et al., 1980, 1983). Olson and
Nilsen (1987) have shown this to be a valid upper bound

Finally, there are times when the computer is unresponsive because it is busy doing
some processing, and the user must wait before they can interact with the system. This
is indicated by the R(t) operator where t indicates the time in seconds that the user has
to wait. This value can be dependent on various factors such as the computer’s memory,
processor and disk speed, network connection, etc. It should be noted that this is time
left over from other commands. For example, if  a user is mentally preparing to execute
a command, the value for t is the positive difference between the thinking time, M , and
when the system is ready.

Most of  the operators can be defined by following the physical movements of  the user.
The exception is the M operator where Card et al. (1980, 1983, pages 5 and 265 respec-
tively) developed a list of  heuristics for applying operations (Figure 2.3). The heuristics
start by adding in Ms in all the locations where there could be a potential for mental
preparation and then start removing them where they can be eliminated; for example,
pointing and then clicking is usually done without any hesitation by expert users. Some
of  the original heuristics are not used very much in modern desktop GUIs (Graphical
User Interfaces).
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0. Insert Ms in front of  all Ks that are not part of  argument strings (e.g., text strings
or numbers). Place Ms in front of  all P s that select commands (not arguments).

1. If  an operator following an M is fully anticipated in the operator just previous to
M , then delete the M (e.g., PMK → PK).

2. If  a string of MKs belong to a cognitive unit (e.g., the name of  a command), then
delete all Ms but the first.

3. If  a K is a redundant terminator (e.g., the terminator of  a command immediately
following the terminator of  its argument), then delete the M in front of  the K.

4. If  a K terminates a constant string (e.g., a command name), then delete the M in
front of  the K; but if  the K terminates a variable string (e.g., an argument string),
then keep the M .

Figure 2.3: Heuristics for Placing M operators as presented by Card et al. (1980, 1983,
pages 5 and 265 respectively).

2.3.2 Value of the Keystroke-Level Model

Like other GOMS models, the Keystroke-Level Model can provide both quantitative
and qualitative data. We can use the operators to model how a user interacts with the
system. Quantitatively, we can get the total time it takes to execute a specific sequence
of  actions by summing them as follows:

Texecute = TK + TM + TP + TH + TR(t) (2.1)

In the above equation, TK is defined as nktk where nk is the number of  times K is in the
sequence and tk is the time to execute a K operator. The M , P , and H operators are
defined similarly while TR(t) is defined as a sum of  the various R(t) operators. Many
papers have demonstrated the validity of  GOMS models, starting with Card et al. (1980),
and further developed by Olson and Nilsen (1987), Lane et al. (1993), Haunold and
Kuhn (1994), Luo and John (2005), Teo and John (2006), Amant et al. (2007), and
Holleis et al. (2007). Once the time is known, alternate interfaces can be tested to see
how much faster or slower a prospective interface is compared to the current interface.
Another possibility is to combine the numbers to generate statistics, indicating how
much time is spent on different kinds of  tasks and what commands are heavily and
lightly used.

While a stream of  operators and their times may not present much qualitative infor-
mation by themselves, an evaluator can take notes about what specific goal is being
accomplished by a stream of  operators and also make notes about what each operator
is doing. With this extra information, it should be possible to determine patterns of
interaction that could potentially be shortened or done differently. They could also use
the information in guiding the questions that they ask users. Finding out why experts
prefer one particular function over another, for example.
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Figure 2.4: The currency convertor application.

2.4 Keystroke-Level Model Example

It is helpful to illustrate how to generate a Keystroke-Level Model and the steps that are
involved in it. Imagine a user, we’ll call him Clyde, who works at a currency exchange
booth in Oslo. He is constantly handed various sums of  money in either Norwegian
kroner (NOK) or U.S. dollars (USD) to convert to the other currency . Clyde is near the
Oslo central station, so he gets an equal number of  transactions in each currency. To
assist Clyde, he has an interface like the one pictured in Figure 2.4.

To keep things simple, we assume that the exchange rate is constantly updated and that
Clyde is usually so busy exchanging the currency that the application is always on his
screen and is always the active application. The currency convertor application itself  is
fairly simple to use. Clyde simply chooses a radio button to indicate which conversion
he wants to do, types in the amount in the line edit underneath the radio buttons and
presses the Enter key. The result is then shown underneath the line edit.

We can now generate a keystroke level model for this application. We’ll take the fact
that Clyde wants to exchange krone to dollar and that the current radio button selected
is “USD to NOK” (something that happens approximately 50% of  the time in this ex-
ample). The physical operators and a description of  them is shown in table 2.2. We can
also write this as a string of  operators:

HPKHKKKK (2.2)

Once we’ve calculated where to put the physical operators, we need to work out where
we should put the R(t) and M operators. In this program, the computer is performing
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Table 2.2: Physical Operators for the currency convertor application converting 100
NOK to USD. Assuming the opposite radio button was selected.

Operator Description

H Clyde moves his hand to the mouse
P Clyde moves the cursor to NOK to USD
K Clyde clicks the mouse button to select the radio button
H Clyde moves his hand to the keyboard
K Clyde hits ‘1’
K Clyde hits ‘0’
K Clyde hits ‘0’
K Clyde hits “Enter”

a simple multiplication, so there is never any noticeable waiting involved. We use the
the rules that were provided in Figure 2.3.

First, apply rule zero:

HMPMKHMKMKMKMK (2.3)

Then, simplify with rule one, the mouse button click after the P is fully anticipated:

HMPKHMKMKMKMK (2.4)

Rule two states that we can eliminate the MKs that are part of  a cognitive unit. The
key sequence ‘1’ ‘0’ ‘0’ is one such unit.

HMPKHMKKKMK (2.5)

Rules three and four compete with each other for eliminating the finalMK of  the string.
To err on the side of  caution, we’ve kept it.

Now that the operators have been calculated we can use equation 2.1 and the values
presented in table 2.1 to calculate the amount of  time it takes for the model to do a
conversion between Norwegian kroner and U.S. dollars:

TconvertUSD→NOK = 4K + 2M + P + 2H = 4(.20) + 2(1.35) + 1.10 + 2(.40) = 5.40s

So, it takes about five and a half  seconds to perform a conversion on a three digit number
of  dollars. This may seem like a good value. Raskin (2000), however, points out that
applying information theory and efficiency can show how much of  the operators are
“wasted” working with the user interface elements and how much is used to enter in
information. An alternate interface is presented in Figure 2.5. The final Keystroke-
Level Model for this one is:

MKKK (2.6)

This results in a time of  only 2.15 seconds, less than half  the time of  the other interface!
Clearly, one can build an interface that allows Clyde to calculate the information very
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Figure 2.5: An improved currency convertor that computes both values at the same
time.

quickly. The Keystroke-Level Model does not give much information on errors, but we
can see in this example that correcting errors should be simpler in the second interface
as well since correcting the text does not require pressing Enter. It would be even more
interesting to see the difference if  Clyde had chosen the wrong currency to convert in
the first interface. This does not mean that we can say that we are done designing. More
testing would need to be done to determine if  Clyde or other users of  the program would
be confused by seeing both values at the same time. This is the kind of  information that
can be found out in an actual user test. The Keystroke-Level Model helped produce a
good candidate interface to test.

2.5 The Success of GOMS

According to John and Kieras (1996b), GOMS has been used successfully in many
projects. Some noteworthy projects are the effort by Gong and Kieras (1994) to re-
design a port of  a program to the Macintosh platform. The original port followed the
Macintosh Human Interface Guidelines, but it was much slower to use than the MS-
DOS version. GOMS helped the developers redesign the software and still honor the
guidelines. Another example is Haunold and Kuhn (1994) who used the Keystroke-
Level Model to help model the process of  digitizing maps and looking for paths in op-
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timization. They found that the Keystroke-Level Model “…retains its appeal even for
complex applications that may otherwise require more sophisticated models for overall
design and analysis,” (Haunold and Kuhn, 1994, page 343). Another noteworthy suc-
cess is Gray and John’s(1993) work on the NYNEX transfer system where they used
GOMS to show that a new proposed system would be slower than the current system.
They claim that using the proposed system would cost around two million dollars in
lost time every year. GOMS has even been used on systems that require near real-time
response, such as video games, with accurate results (John and Vera, 1992; Bauer and
John, 1995; Bonnie E. John, 1994).

GOMS is still used in interface design. Santoro et al. (2004) and Kieras and Santoro
(2004) detail work done with the U.S. Navy to simulate and evaluate designs for a ship-
board military workstation. It includes modeling how each user interacts with the other
users in the team. Tonn-Eichstädt (2006) recommended adapting GOMS to help deter-
mine how accessible a website is to blind users and showed how well it could work on a
conference’s homepage. Hinckley et al. (2006) used the Keystroke-Level Model to com-
pare various user interface metaphors for tablet-based programs and found that a con-
fusing existing metaphor was not significantly faster than a new easier-to-use metaphor.
Users preferred the new metaphor and Hinckley et. al were able to propose ideas that
would speed up the new metaphor as well. Both Keystroke-Level Models and elements
of  user centered design were employed by Knight et al. (2007) to help them come up
with the current tab interaction in Firefox 2. They found that, “The combination of
small usability studios and cognitive modeling helped the development team make an
informed decision about critical aspects of  their UI (Knight et al., 2007, page 1788).”

GOMS has also been applied to mobile devices. Luo and John (2005) were able to
accurately predict execution times using a Keystroke-Level Model tailored for Palm-
based devices. This work is further expanded in Teo and John (2006) where an analysis
using Cohen’s Kappa for statistical reliability was done to see how well the predictions
and the results matched. Amant et al. (2007) used multiple methods in an attempt to
model expert use of  cell phone menu use. They found that the Keystroke-Level Model
did a better job than just counting keystrokes and using Fitts’ Law. Holleis et al. (2007)
also applied the Keystroke-Level Model to mobile phones, and came up with various
modifications that could be done, such as micro and macro focus changes, getting access
to the phone from where it is stowed and finger movement.

2.6 The Limitations of GOMS

While GOMS and the Keystroke-Level Model can produce valid evaluations of  user
interfaces, there are some problem areas. One, originally pointed out by Card et al.
(1983) is that GOMS only models experts’ error-free operation and does not take errors
into account. Part of  the reason why is because it is difficult to predict when and where
someone will make a mistake Card et al. (1980). Card et al. point out that errors do exist
in routine cognitive skilled behavior, and education research has shown that experts do
not necessarily make fewer errors than novices, but rather that they are able to notice
them and correct them, so this may make the models seem useless. However, given
that most errors are detected quickly by skilled users, this usually results in a minimal
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increase in the overall time to complete a task. Therefore, one could see the models
produced by GOMS as being valid, but a little inaccurate when errors are included.
Even though almost one quarter of  an expert’s time might be used to correct errors,
the models can still be viewed as an ideal execution. Card et al. (1983), discuss some
changes that could be made to GOMS to handle errors, although they conclude that
this ends up complicating the models needlessly.

There is also the issue regarding unskilled users. As pointed out by Olson and Olson
(1990), unskilled users spend much of  their time trying to trouble-shoot and solve their
problems instead of  routinely executing a task. While some have argued that no one is an
expert anymore, there is usually a difference between a skilled user and an unskilled one.
NGOMSL allows us to determine how long it takes to learn how to perform a particular
task, which can be useful in determining how long a user will take to become proficient
using a user interface, but it does not address how an unskilled user approaches the
interface.

Another issue could be the fact that it is based on a particular model of  how the human
mind works. As pointed out by Dix et al. (2004), when the theory of  the Model Hu-
man Processor was proposed, it focused primarily on the information provided from
the sensory, cognitive, and motor units. However, the use of  computers have branched
out and now a lot of  information is situated in the environment. This has resulted in
a focus on “knowledge in the world” versus “knowledge in our head” which is miss-
ing in the Model-Human Processor. While the model human processor may not be as
relevant anymore Bonnie E. John (1994) points out that any psychological theory that
supports the idea goals, operators, methods, and selectors could be used as a “back-
end” for GOMS. Also, since the Keystroke-Level Model doesn’t necessarily deal with
the high-level goals, methods, and selectors, it should be less coupled to the model hu-
man processor than other versions of  GOMS.

Another view encountered during the research was an opinion by several people that
GOMS is “old technology” and no longer relevant. While there does seem to be a pe-
riod of  time at least academically when there was not so much research going on in
the GOMS field, it seems that research in this area has now picked up again, as can be
seen by the papers referred to in this thesis. In fact work has already been done to make
the Keystroke-Level Model and GOMS work with frameworks such as Adaptive Con-
trol of  Thought—Rational (ACT-R) (Santoro et al., 2004) and the symbolic cognitive
architecture (Soar) framework (Bonnie E. John, 1994).

Even though GOMS and the Keystroke-Level Model have limitations, all techniques
have trade-offs that need to be considered when making a decision. In regards to mod-
elling, the Keystroke-Level Model is certainly a good starting point. Card et al. probably
sum it up best in their original article about the Keystroke-Level Model:

One of  the great virtues of  the Keystroke-Level Model, from our own per-
spective as scientists trying to understand how humans interact with com-
puter systems, is that it puts a lower bound on the effectiveness of  new pro-
posals. Any new proposal must do better than the Keystroke-Level Model
(improve on its accuracy or lessen its restrictions) to merit consideration.
(Card et al., 1980, p. 409)
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2.7 Cognitive Modeling and Other Methods

Cognitive modeling is a useful approach when one cannot get access to users to evaluate,
either because of  lack of  funds, time, or convenience. It is also useful when no com-
plete prototype is available or when trying out “what-if ” scenarios to see how different
designs would work. Also, as pointed out by Nielsen (1994), using some or even one
method in human-computer interaction is better than not doing anything. On the other
hand, it should not be considered a cure-all and used exclusively for user evaluation
because it is not possible to get all the necessary data with this method. While there are
ways and research can be done to remove the limitations mentioned in 2.6 and research
has been done to expand GOMS in other ways like adding fuzzy logic (Karwowski et al.,
1989), there are certain things that interviews and user tests will reveal that no amount
of  cognitive modelling will. The user evaluation performed by Alsos and Svanæs (2006)
of  handhelds and PCs in a clinical setting or the paper by O’Hara et al. (2006) about how
a group of  people use video telephony in the United Kingdom provide information that
cognitive modelling cannot. The first provides insight into how the proposed interfaces
work between the hospital patients and those treating them and which interfaces the
users ultimately prefer. The second presents when, where, and how video telephony is
used and shows that its use is dependent on a number of  factors in the user’s life.

As mentioned above, Knight et al. (2007) found it very useful to use cognitive modelling
in combination with user studies to refine their designs of  tabs in Firefox. This is a good
example of  taking the strengths of  both methods. They use the user studies to determine
if  a certain feature is worth changing. Then, they use cognitive models to create good
designs. The models also provide data to help target the focus of  future usability studies
to help validate their design.
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Methods

In this chapter we review the methods used in the projects that make up this thesis.
Taking a top down approach, we start with exploring the idea of  research methods, dis-
cussing qualitative and quantitative methods and then focusing on the actual methods
that were used in the project. Since part of  this thesis is also about writing KLM-Qt,
there is a discussion of  software engineering methods. Software licensing is also touched
on, since KLM-Qt is released under an open source license and there are certain obli-
gations that that entails.

3.1 What is a Method

Methods can be divided into two broad categories, quantitative and qualitative. Neither
category is better or worse than the other nor is either one alone suitable for every re-
search situation. The best choice is to select the methods that work for the situation and
what is to be researched. In HCI, both quantitative and qualitative methods are used.

3.1.1 Quantitative Methods

Quantitative methods seek to find results using numerical data. The classic scientific
method consisting of  a hypothesis, experiment, results, and conclusion is quantitative.
This is because the analysis of  the results is usually some form of  numerical analysis.

Many quantitative methods employ statistics to find out if  the results are statistically
significant. Specifically, how likely the results could happen by chance. This is derived
by finding the p value. The p value indicates the probability that the event (or one less
likely) is to happen. The value is calculated by taking the probability of  the null hypoth-
esis—the hypothesis to disprove—and subtracting the probability of  the result given the
probability of  the hypothesis. The lower the p value, the more likely that the results of
the experiment are not by chance and prove or disprove the hypothesis. In general, the
results are taken to be significant if p ≤ 0.05. In other words, if  the results would happen
5% or less by chance they are taken to be statistically significant.

23
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For example, to try and prove that drink A and drink B are either the same or different,
we start with the assumption that drink A and drink B are the same1 and ask twenty
people what they taste. Since the assumption is that if  they both taste the same, the
result should be ten for each. The actual results might be that 14 believe drink A is
different than B. Calculating the p value would yield a value of  about 0.1154 or 11.54
%. This is too high to be statistically significant and, therefore, one could say that the
drinks probably taste the same. However, if  15 found that the drinks taste different, the
resulting value of p would be around 0.0414, which is under 5%. This would indicate
that the drinks probably are different. A more realistic example is given in Hinckley
et al. (2006) where they use the p values from their keystroke-level models to show that
their springboard method is superior to the current method. In Cass et al. (2006), they
calculate the p value from their user tests to show that even though there are few partic-
ipants, the number that chose a particular method as the “most natural” is clearly not
random.

3.1.2 Qualitative Methods

Qualitative methods do not focus so much on statistical data but more on the informa-
tion that is gleaned through observations, interviews, or spending time in the environ-
ment. Usually qualitative research investigates a specific area, providing a richer picture
of  a phenomenon or event. It can also provide the viewpoint of  a participant in a sit-
uation. Qualitative research methods are usually employed in information systems to
understand how the system and people interact.

While experiments typify some quantitative methods, qualitative methods rely more
on techniques such as interviews, observations, and ethnographic research. Each tech-
nique has different approaches depending on what the goals are. For example, inter-
views can be structured—all questions are determined beforehand, semi-structured—some
guidelines are set out beforehand but the interview may diverge to other topics, or free-
from—no questions are prepared in advance.

Qualitative research can be divided into three groups: positivist, interpretive, and critical
(Myers and Avison, 2002). Positivist studies get their name from the fact that the study
is trying to prove a result much like in quantitative studies. Interpretive studies attempt
to interpret a situation or event in the terms of  a theory. Finally, critical studies take the
information provided in the study to make a case for change in the current situation.
Some example of  studies using qualitative methods is the diary-keeping experiences of
video telephony described in O’Hara et al. (2006) and to a lesser extent in application of
multiple evaluation methods by Alsos and Svanæs (2006). Knight et al. (2007) is a good
example of  combining both quantitative and qualitative methods to make a product
better.

One of  the issues with qualitative research methods is that the results are not necessar-
ily repeatable and cannot always be reproduced independently. This is different from
quantitative methods that pride themselves on them being able to be reproduced inde-
pendently. According to Silverman (2005), a better aim is to be reliable; the methods
used should yield similar results if  used in other situations. The best way to do this is to

1For the sake of  this example, we assume that everyone tastes things the same.
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document the procedures that were used and not to “polish” the data that is presented.
Silverman also suggests that to a way to ensure validity of  the results in a qualitative
study is to try and disprove the initial assumptions or what the evidence could be show-
ing. If  the evidence and assumptions stand up to an attempt to disprove them, it is an
indication that they are valid. Applying triangulation—using another method to see if
you get similar results—is another popular way of  checking validity.

3.2 Evaluation Methods

One of  the projects for the thesis is an evaluation of  user interfaces using several tech-
niques. One of  the methods is using the Keystroke-Level Model as described in section
2.3. The other methods are usability testing and heuristic evaluation.

3.2.1 Usability Testing

Usability has different definitions depending on who is asked. There is even an ISO
standard (9241-11) for usability. An uncontroversial description of  usability is “…en-
suring interactive products are easy to learn, effective to use, and enjoyable from the
user’s perspective (Preece et al., 2002, page 14).”

Usability testing is likely one of  the most comprehensive ways of  evaluating a user in-
terface. It is also the most expensive as it uses lots of  resources (time, money, people,
and potentially a laboratory). Usability testing involves real users doing real tasks with
a user interface while evaluators observe the process. Though not a requirement, the
testing can take place in a lab that includes sound and video equipment. There can be
extra equipment that captures where the eyes focus on the screen, keyboard keystrokes,
and so on, to capture more information. At the end of  the test, a report is compiled of
the recommendations that should lead to an improved interface.

According to Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005), usability testing emerged in the 1980’s
as a new way of  looking at evaluation. It differed from academic lab experiments and
instead borrowed ideas from marketing and advertising. For example, usability testing
focuses on the qualitative results that are given by a couple of  users instead of  the quan-
titative approach of  using a control and experiment group and looking for statistically
significant differences. While there was initial skepticism by developers and managers
to usability testing because of  its demanding use of  resources, it was shown that usabil-
ity testing generally made for a much better product and reduced time to market. This
has resulted in a wide acceptance of  usability testing and the creation of  many usability
laboratories.

There are both positive and negative aspects of  usability testing. Aside from the benefit
of  seeing how real users will perform a task, Heim (2007) points out that usability tests
minimize help desk calls, increase brand loyalty (by virtue of  the product or service
being easier to use), and provides benchmarks for future products. It can also be used
at various stages of  the development cycle, providing feedback and shaping the product
further. Some of  the disadvantages that Heim discusses are the fact that the test usually
happens in a lab and not in the normal place a user would use it, that it is not a guarantee
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of  success, that the users who are selected might not be representative, and that it may
be inefficient to do usability testing at every point. Shneiderman and Plaisant (2005)
also points out that in many cases, usability testing focuses only on a user’s first couple
of  hours and not on how well the product works over the longer term.

Heim (2007) dedicates a whole chapter to conducting usability tests. Some of  the most
important points he makes are presented below. He describes the process as consisting
of  the following steps:

1. Design the Test

2. Prepare for the Test

3. Perform the Test

4. Process the Data

When designing the test, it is important to decide the purpose of  the test and selecting
what exactly should be tested. Once this has been determined, the features that will be
tested can be turned into tasks for the user to perform. On top of  the tasks, there should
also be scenarios. This helps ensure that the tasks happen in a natural way. It is also
useful to write a script of  what to say to the users; this ensures that each user gets the
same information. Another consideration is how to do the test, should it be a diagnosis
where a proposed solution is tested, comparative where multiple designs are tested to
determine which is the best, or a validation of  the design against earlier stated usability
criteria.

There is also the issue of  determining where to do the user test. Ideally, having access
to a usability laboratory is best, but it is possible to build a makeshift lab with a couple
of  cameras and a place for both the user and the evaluators. In some cases, (e.g., doing
a user test of  a website) it may be possible to have users do the test remotely without a
laboratory.

The best results will come from potential users of  the product or service. Since usability
testing involves people, it is important that all the necessary rules for gathering infor-
mation are followed. Participation should be voluntary and an informed consent form
should be signed by the participants indicating their willingness to participate, what is
going to happen, and how the obtained data will be used. It is also important to em-
phasize that it’s the interface that is being tested and not the user. This fact may need to
be repeated during the test.

During the testing, it’s important to take notes for each task and check when they are
completed, and to make additional notes for unexpected problems, and any other issues
that may arise. Most tests run between one to three hours. Once the test is completed,
debrief  and thank the user for participating and provide compensation. Then reset the
area for the next participant.

After the test, the data must be processed. This can vary depending on what was tested.
It may involve transcribing video or sound footage, creating lists of  problem areas, or
transferring times and error rates to spreadsheets. At this point, conclusions and rec-
ommendations can be made.
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3.2.2 Heuristic Evaluation

While usability testing can be seen as an expensive method, heuristic evaluation is pre-
sented as a less resource intensive method or, as Nielsen (1994) calls it, a “discount
usability method.” Heuristic evaluation is the idea of  using experts to evaluate an in-
terface by applying a set of  heuristics to it. The experts use the heuristics and their own
opinions to evaluate an interface and find problems. Using heuristic evaluation does
not guarantee that all the problems an interface has will be found, but, it can find many
of  them without requiring many experts. Heuristic evaluations are quicker to do and
less expensive than usability testing and they can be done on projects that are in use.
Because of  this, heuristic evaluations are typically employed in evaluating websites, but
the method is just as effective for desktop applications.

Nielsen and Molich (1990) first studied the concept of  expert evaluation because they
thought that it seemed like a method that would actually be used in practice and they
admitted that, “In real life, most user interface evaluations are heuristic evaluations
(Nielsen and Molich, 1990, page 249).” Over the course of  their experiments, they
found that, individually, an expert tended to not find even half  of  the problems, usually
finding between 20% to 51% of  the problems. When the data was aggregated, an inter-
esting fact was revealed: although any one particular expert does not find all the errors,
each expert does find different errors. Doing some extrapolation, Nielsen and Molich
found that in one case, combining three evaluations found 81% of  usability problems,
while five evaluations found 90%. Adding more experts would find more problems,
but at a much slower rate and at an increasing cost. They determined that three to five
independent evaluations by experts is sufficient to find around 75% of  usability errors
while not spending much on hiring experts or taking too much time.

In a follow-up article, Nielsen (1992) found that having experts was much more impor-
tant than having novices doing the evaluations, since a small number of  experts found
more errors compared to a large group of  novice usability evaluators. The most desir-
able evaluators were the “double experts” who had expertise in the kind of  interface
being evaluated along with general HCI knowledge. Two double experts were able to
find as many issues as three regular experts.

Heuristics are rules of  thumb that are true in many cases, but not all. For heuristic eval-
uations, this is usually somewhere between eight to twelve heuristics that are selected
beforehand. Some example of  heuristics are Nielsen’s “Ten Usability Heuristics” (2005)
available from his website and listed below:

Visibility of System Status The system should always keep users informed about what
is going on, through appropriate feedback within reasonable time.

Match Between System and the Real World The system should speak the users’ lan-
guage, with words, phrases and concepts familiar to the user, rather than system-
oriented terms.

User Control and Freedom Users often choose system functions by mistake and will
need a clearly marked “emergency exit” to leave the unwanted state without hav-
ing to go through an extended dialogue. Support undo and redo.
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Consistency and Standards Users should not have to wonder whether different words,
situations, or actions mean the same thing. Follow platform conventions.

Error Prevention Even better than good error messages is a careful design which pre-
vents a problem from occurring in the first place. Either eliminate error-prone
conditions or check for them and present users with a confirmation option before
they commit to the action.

Recognition Rather Than Recall Minimize the user’s memory load by making objects,
actions, and options visible. The user should not have to remember information
from one part of  the dialogue to another.

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use Accelerators—unseen by the novice user—may of-
ten speed up the interaction for the expert user such that the system can cater to
both inexperienced and experienced users.

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design Dialogues should not contain information which is
irrelevant or rarely needed.

Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors Error messages should be
expressed in plain language, precisely indicate the problem, and constructively
suggest a solution.

Help and Documentation Even though it is better if  the system can be used without
documentation, it may be necessary to provide help and documentation. Any
such information should be easy to search, focused on the user’s task, list concrete
steps to be carried out, and not be too large.

Another example are the “eight golden rules of  interface design” as detailed by Shnei-
derman and Plaisant (2005, pages 74–75):

Strive for Consistency Consistent sequences of  actions should be required in similar
situations; identical terminology should be used in prompts, menus, and help
screens; and consistent color, layout, capitalization, fonts and so on should be
employed throughout.

Cater to Universal Usability Recognize the needs of  diverse users and design for plas-
ticity, facilitating transformation of  content.

Offer Informative Feedback For every user action, there should be system feedback.
For frequent and minor actions, the response can be modest, whereas for infre-
quent and major actions, the response should be more substantial.

Design Dialogs to Yield Closure Sequences of  actions should be organized into groups
with a beginning, middle, and end.

Prevent Errors As much as possible, design the system such that users cannot make
serious errors. Erroneous actions should leave the system state unchanged, or the
interface should give instructions about restoring the state.
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Permit Easy Reversal of Actions As much as possible, actions should be reversible.
The units of  reversibility may be a single action, a data-entry task, or a complete
group of  actions, such as entry of  a name address block.

Support Internal Locus of Control Experienced operators strongly desire the sense that
they are in charge of  the interface and that the interface responds to their actions.

Reduce Short-Term Memory Load The rule of  thumb is that humans can remember
“seven plus or minus two chunks” of  information requires that displays be kept
simple, multiple-page displays be consolidated, window-motion frequency be re-
duced, and time allotted for memorizing codes, mnemonics, and sequence of  ac-
tions.

Other sources of  heuristics include using the guidelines for the operating system the
program runs on. If  it is a website, the W3C’s Web Content Accessibility Guidelines
(W3C Web Accessibility Initiative, 2008) or Mobility Best Practices(W3C Mobile Initia-
tive, 2006) are good starting points. Since these guidelines may present many heuristics,
the best choice is to use a subset of  them.

Like usability testing, there are advantages and disadvantages to using heuristics evalu-
ation. As mentioned earlier, using heuristic evaluation can be quicker and cheaper than
usability testing since it usually involves only selecting heuristics and finding a few ex-
perts. Once the evaluation is done, the results can be used almost immediately to make
changes as opposed to going through all the data that is generated by usability testing.
On the other hand, the heuristics are just heuristics and they are only the experts’ opin-
ions. As in usability testing, there is no guarantee that a heuristic evaluation will make
users accept the product. Also, as pointed out above, not all problems will be found.
Doing a heuristic evaluation is great for a fast evaluation and is certainly better than
nothing, but ideally it should be complemented by using other methods as well.

3.2.3 Mobile and Stationary Environments

One thing to consider in doing evaluation for mobile devices is how to handle the mo-
bility. Mobility, by its definition, implies that the user is not tied to a single spot, but has
the freedom of  movement. So, how does one best handle this issue? This also brings
up the conflict between a lab and field study. A laboratory study provides a controlled
environment that allows the evaluator to control the environment and ensure that data
gets recorded and elements get evaluated. It also has a good chance of  being replicated
independently. However, this comes at the sacrifice of  realism and the danger that the
results do not generalize outside of  the lab (Kjeldskov and Graham, 2003). On the
other hand, being out “in the field” captures the realism of  people using the device, but
it might by impossible to get all the data for a good evaluation. Of  course, another way
of  conducting an evaluation without using a lab or the field is to conduct a user survey.

Kjeldskov and Graham (2003) did a review of  mobile HCI methods and found that the
majority (71%) of  the research about evaluation is done in laboratory studies, while 19%
happens through field studies and the remainder through surveys. They are not so sure
this large bias is a good thing. However, an interesting point is raised by a study done
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by Kjeldskov and Stage (2004) that tries to simulate the issues of  using a mobile phone
when evaluating a phone. In it, they attempt to evaluate sending simple message service
messages on two different types of  phones and try to see which method uncovers the
most issues in an evaluation. The methods included having the user sit at a table, having
them walk on a tread mill, walking down a sidewalk in a city, and playing a game using
a dance mat.

The interesting result was that they found that having the user sitting at the table un-
covered the most issues, while trying to evaluate the user on the sidewalk caused issues
with being able to get all the information and made the situation a bit unrealistic as most
people moved aside for a group of  three people (the user, evaluator, and cameraman)
walking down the sidewalk. They felt that the reason for this was that the user sitting at
a table has an ability to think and point out more issues than someone who is actively
thinking about the situation and having to make choices. This does not rule out that
other ways of  conducting an evaluation in the field may prove as successful as as the lab
study. For example, Kjeldskov and Stage suggest having alternate ways of  collecting
data could solve the problem. They also felt that all the evaluations thus far have not
included the social aspect of  using the device.

3.3 Software Development

There are many perspectives on software development. One aspect is the actual pro-
gramming, debugging, and algorithm design that is necessary to create the software.
Another is deciding how to publish and distribute the software to the rest of  the world.
There are many options available for any of  these aspects.

3.3.1 Software Development Methods

There are several methods to choose from when deciding how to develop software.
Probably some of  the most well-known models include waterfall, spiral, and agile de-
velopment.

The waterfall development method as discussed by Preece et al. (2002) is based on the
idea of  being able to separate each part of  development into distinct parts: requirements
analysis, design, coding, testing, and maintenance. Each stage serves as a source of  in-
formation for the next stage, (i.e., coding cannot begin before the design is finished
and design cannot begin before the requirements analysis is done). This cascading de-
pendency has the appearance of  a waterfall. In practice, the waterfall rarely happens,
especially as business requirements change. It does not give an explicit role for itera-
tion. Thus, the modified waterfall model was created where input from later stages can
be used as input in earlier stages. An example for the modified waterfall is shown in
Figure 3.1.

The waterfall model lacks an explicit idea of  iteration. For this reason, Boehm (1988)
introduced the spiral model as shown in Figure 3.2. The key feature of  the spiral model
is that the process goes through the various phases repeatedly. As detailed by Preece
et al. (2002), the spiral model encourages alternatives to be considered and time for
risks and planning to be reassessed.
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Figure 3.1: The modified waterfall model where input from later stages can be used as
input to earlier stages (Preece et al., 2002).
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Figure 3.2: The spiral software development model, where each phase is visited multiple
times as the project spirals out (Boehm, 1988).
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The agile development model is one of  the newer development models. It is a reaction
to many of  the more formalized methods mentioned above, though it has many things
in common with other iterative models that have existed in the past (Larman and Basili,
2003). It consists of  several elements, but the essentials of  agile development consist of
developing software in an iteration that resembles waterfall development. The goal of
each iteration is not to have a fully marketable product, but something that constitutes
a “release.” An iteration should be rather short, typically just a few weeks.

In the development of  KLM-Qt, various aspects of  these models and some others were
used. If  any one technique could be singled out, it would be iterations. KLM-Qt evolved
from its initial design and gained functionality in each iteration, with each iteration
resulting in a usable version of  KLM-Qt.

3.3.2 Programming Paradigms

There are several programming paradigms that one can choose from when deciding
how to build a program. For the purposes of  this thesis, we focus on two.

For many years, the most common programming paradigm taught was procedural pro-
gramming. This paradigm is based on the idea that the program should be divided
up into procedures with each procedure doing a specific task. This keeps the program
maintainable because fixing a problem is usually limited to working within a few pro-
cedures. The C programming language is probably the most widely used language for
doing procedural programming.

One of  the issues that can arise with procedural programming is that a program may
become more difficult to maintain as it grows in size and complexity, since this usually
entails adding more and more procedures. Another problem is that any procedure can
operate on the program’s data, so as the program grows in size it becomes harder and
harder to ensure that no procedure modifies the data in an unacceptable way. One way
of  combating these problems is to group data into objects. One can then define opera-
tions that can be performed on the objects. This can make programs easier to understand
as the emphasis is now on objects, their operations, and the interaction between them
and other objects. This is object-oriented programming and is currently the most popu-
lar paradigm for developing programs. Object-oriented programing is possible in many
popular languages, the three most popular are C++, C#, and Java.

Since the main library that was used for writing the KLM-Qt is written in C++, this in-
fluenced the choice of  paradigm in favor of  object-oriented programming. This allowed
for a clean separation of  the different parts of  the program and made bug-fixing and
adding features relatively straight-forward. It also made it easy to develop the platform
abstractions that were necessary to make KLM-Qt run cross-platform.

Another popular method in the development in object-oriented programming is the idea
of  design patterns. Originally introduced in Gamma et al. (1995), the book explains
that solving problems using certain patterns make code more maintainable and easier
for others to understand. The library used for developing KLM-Qt uses several design
patterns. The most prevalent patterns used were the Listener pattern, the Model-View-
Controller pattern and the Command pattern. These are explained in more detail in
chapter 5
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3.3.3 Software Licenses

Software by its very nature is not a physical object. It is possible to simply copy soft-
ware from one computer to another. This can be a blessing in some cases (for example,
electronic distribution of  programs) and problematic in other cases (software piracy).
One of  the ways of  controlling how software is distributed is through the use of  soft-
ware licenses (or license agreements). Along with covering what a user can do with
the program, there is also the question of  what can be done with the source code to the
software. Broadly speaking, there are two types of  licenses, closed source licenses and
open source licenses.

Closed source licenses are most often used for commercial software. The software only
includes the executable and the data that is needed for running the program. The user
is usually not allowed to make copies other than for backup purposes and is certainly
not allowed to distribute the program. The source code is not available, so if  there are
any issues with the program, the only way to get them fixed is to find a workaround or
wait for an update from the original supplier of  the software2. In most cases, the user
only has the right to use the program and that is it. Despite the limitations imposed
on users, many popular applications, games, and operating systems are only available
under closed source licenses.

Open source licenses are the opposite of  closed source licenses. The idea is to make
the software available to the largest number of  people and to allow modifications to be
made to the source of  the program. The Open Source Initiative (OSI) has developed
a definition for open software, the Open Source Definition, which is defined by the
following ten points (The Open Source Initiative, 2006):

1. Free Redistribution

2. Source Code is Available

3. Derived Works are Allowed

4. Integrity of  the Author’s Source Code; the Original Author maintains rights over
the code

5. No Discrimination Against Persons or Groups

6. No Discrimination Against Fields of  Endeavor

7. Distribution of  License with Product

8. License Must Not Be Specific to a Product

9. License Must Not Restrict Other Software

10. License Must Be Technology-Neutral

2Assuming that the supplier is still in business.
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There is also the idea of  free software that is advocated by the Free Software Foundation
(FSF). The FSF believes in the idea that software should be “free as in speech.” The
Free Software Definition has its own set of  defining points (Free Software Foundation,
2004)3:

0. The freedom to run the program, for any purpose.

1. The freedom to study how the program works, and adapt it to your needs. Access
to the source code is a precondition for this.

2. The freedom to redistribute copies so you can help your neighbor.

3. The freedom to improve the program, and release your improvements to the pub-
lic, so that the whole community benefits. Access to the source code is a precon-
dition for this.

Open source and free software licenses have similar implications (i.e., being able to have
access to the source code and being able to redistribute the software), although there
are some philosophical differences between the OSI and FSF. For example, some open
source licenses are not considered to be free software licenses by the FSF, while the OSI
does accept all the FSF-approved licenses. For the purpose of  this thesis, when the term
“open source” is used it refers to both open source and free software.

There are many licenses that qualify as open source licenses. Some licenses are incom-
patible with other licenses and cannot be mixed together. Probably the most well-known
open source license is the GNU General Public License (GPL) by the FSF, which has
recently gone through its third revision (Smith, 2007) and includes the conditions out-
lined above. It also has a requirement that any derivative versions of  the software must
also be released under the terms of  the GPL. Some call this license “viral” since using
GPL-software in a project means that that project must also be released under the GPL.

Because of  the GPL’s nature of  requiring other programs that use the GPL code to be-
come themselves GPL, some developers don’t like it. Fortunately, other open source
licenses are available that are not so strict on the license that derivative software must
have. One example of  this is the modified (or “three clause” BSD license (Open Source
Initiative, 2006). The modified BSD license comes from the Berkley System Distribu-
tion of  Unix and is a permissive license that allows distribution in both binary and source
form, as long as the original copyright notice of  the software is included. The modified
version of  the BSD license does not add any extra conditions for the GPL, it is compat-
ible to use BSD licensed software with GPL licensed software. As mentioned above,
using a GPL software with BSD software means that the outcome is GPL software.

The library that is used in KLM-Qt is distributed under both a propriety license and the
GPL license (versions 2 and 3) with an exception (Trolltech ASA, 2007f). The exception
allows software linking against the software to use other open source licenses. Since it
was possible to choose a different license, the decision was to use the modified BSD
license. This means KLM-Qt is available under liberal terms and allows others to make
their own version and distribute as they see fit.

3Like many things in computer science, the numbering starts with zero.
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3.4 Summary

In this chapter, we have reviewed the methods for this thesis. We looked at quantitative
and qualitative methods and their differences. We discussed the two other evaluation
methods that are used for the project in this thesis, the “discount” method of  heuristic
evaluation and full-blown usability testing, along with the advantages and disadvan-
tages of  each. We also looked at some of  the building blocks used in making the soft-
ware, KLM-Qt, that is used for generating the Keystroke-Level Models. This included
a glimpse into the realms of  software licensing and the world of  open source software.
Now that the foundations have been laid we can look at the KLM-Qt software itself  and
then proceed on to the project for the thesis.





Chapter 4

Introducing KLM-Qt

In this chapter we introduce KLM-Qt, a tool for generating keystroke-level models of
applications written using the Qt toolkit. We begin by revisiting the motivation for
creating KLM-Qt and why such a tool is useful. We then provide a high-level overview
of  the tool’s design and how it can be used. Finally, we take a look at other tools that
have been made in this area and how KLM-Qt differs from them.

4.1 Motivation

The main idea was to provide a tool that would be useful to developers who do not
necessarily have much knowledge about user interface design or HCI. A tool that could
generate Keystroke-Level Models would provide information on how long it would take
to do a task with an interface. Knowing how long it takes for an expert to do a task in an
interface is generally useful for most developers, even if  they do not know much about
HCI. It does not explain everything (e.g., an interface that is very error-prone, but is
fast when used correctly is probably not that helpful), but numbers can be practical. Of
course, full knowledge of  the Keystroke-Level Model can provide additional insight.

The tool should also be available with an open source license so that the largest number
of  designers and developers would have access to it. The Qt toolkit is already available
under open source licenses and is used in many open source projects, such as the K
Desktop Environment (KDE, 2008). As reported by Çetin and Göktürk (2007), there
is a lack of  tools and experts to help solve usability problems in open source projects. A
tool like KLM-Qt could help fill this gap.

Although the Keystroke-Level Model is an easy to understand and use method that
produces useful data for evaluating interfaces, its use seems confined to academia. So,
the idea was also to make designers and developers outside academia aware of  the
Keystroke-Level Model and get them interested in evaluating their user interfaces.

4.2 General Design

KLM-Qt works on the assumption that a lot of  the information about the operators
that are part of  the keystroke-level model (e.g., the key and mouse presses and mouse
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movements) can be taken directly from a user interacting with an interface. Other things,
such as hand movement, can be inferred by looking at the places where a mouse event
is followed by a key event or vice-versa. Information about mouse and key events are
delivered by the operating system to the currently active application. Therefore, all that
is really needed is to examine the information when it is delivered to the application
without interfering with the application’s event handling. A nice aspect of  this approach
is that it does not change much when moved to mobile phones. There are still events
that occur, such as pressing keys on the phone or using a stylus on the screen, and these
are sent by the operating system to the application where they can be examined just the
same as for desktop applications. Using this operating system specific information can
make a Keystroke-Level Model defined for a task in about the same amount of  time
it takes to demonstrate the task in the interface. This can save a lot of  time and avoid
many errors compared to creating the model by hand.

As mentioned in chapter 2, the Keystroke-Level Model tries to model an expert user’s
error-free performance. When creating a model by hand this is not a large issue, because
there is time to stop and think how the expert would be thinking. If  this is done by
prototyping the application in code and then recording a user’s interactions, the user
most certainly is not an expert—especially if  the interface is incomplete. This may mean
that the automatically generated model is not perfect; mistakes could be made or there
may be long pauses when some actions are performed. For this reason, the model can
be edited by adding or removing operators as necessary. Users can even start with a
completely empty model and create all operators from scratch if  they wish, although
this is not the standard way of  using KLM-Qt. It is also possible to add notes to each
individual operator and give a name for the overall task that is being evaluated.

While it is possible to get most of  the operators from the computer and determine when
users switch hands, there are two operators that do not provide their information this
way: the M and R(t) operator. The R(t) operator is difficult to evaluate because there
is no way to reliably get information from the computer when it is “busy” and when it is
available again because this usually happens many, many times in a second and usually
is not noticeable to a user. With most modern systems, it is less of  an issue of  the user
waiting for the computer and usually the computer waiting for user interaction, but it
can be an issue for mobile phones since they do not have as much memory or processing
power as a desktop system. In those situations where it is really needed, an acceptable
workaround is to add the operator manually by editing the model.

The M operator presents similar problems. One possible solution is to look at pauses
between operators and compare them with the time given by Card et al. (1980) of  1.35
seconds. This is a technique that is similar to what Olson and Nilsen (1987) did and they
found that this number is more or less an upper bound. However, as mentioned above, a
user evaluating an interface with KLM-Qt may not be an expert user of  the interface, so
this may result in an occasional insertion of M operators where they are inappropriate.
Another approach would be to automatically apply the heuristics mentioned in Figure
2.3 to add the operators. KLM-Qt does have the ability to place Ms by looking at
the time between events. One issue with this is that the heuristics were designed for
interfaces that were a bit different than those that exist today and they may not apply
so easily to modern interfaces (i.e., it is hard to define what are arguments and what
are commands in newer interfaces). On the other hand, KLM-Qt does not have enough
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information at this time to automatically place these operators. There is also the option
of  adding the operator manually.

4.3 KLM-Qt in Action

KLM-Qt has two parts, a library and the main KLM-Qt application. The library must
be linked into the application that is being tested and listens for events and sends the in-
formation back to the KLM-Qt application. The KLM-Qt application acts as a remote
control providing an overview of  all currently running applications that can be evalu-
ated, allowing a user to select which application they will evaluate, and controlling the
recording of  the events. It is also an editor for the KLM models that it has generated.

The typical use case of  KLM-Qt is that someone adds a few lines to their build process
to link the application under evaluation with the KLM-Qt library. The user then runs
the instrumented application and KLM-Qt. The user then selects the application from
the list of  applications available under evaluation in the KLM-Qt main window and
clicks the “Start Recording” button to start recording events from the application under
evaluation. At this point, the application can be interacted with as it normally would.
When the user is finished, clicking “Stop Recording” makes KLM-Qt stop recording
events and bring up a window displaying the keystroke level model for the instrumented
application. At this point, the user can do additional editing by making notes or adding
or removing operators. Finally, the user can save the model, discard it, or start recording
a new one.

4.3.1 Generating the Initial Model

It may be useful to show an example of  how the application works in practice. This
example uses the currency exchange applications from section 2.4 as desktop applica-
tions on the same computer, but there is little difference if  the application is on another
computer or mobile device. The main requirement is that there is a network connection
between the two devices (chapter 5 has the technical information).

First, KLM-Qt client is launched and presents the window shown in Figure 4.1. Then,
the first version of  the currency converter application from section 2.4 is launched (see
Figure 2.4). The currency converter informs the client that it is able to provide informa-
tion (Figure 4.2).

Once the currency converter application is listed, clicking on the “Start Recording” but-
ton, will connect to the currency converter application and begin receiving information
from it. Then the same set of  steps outlined in table 2.2 can be executed. When those
steps are done, clicking the “Stop Recording” button will end the recording session and
a window showing a table similar to the one in Figure 4.3 is displayed. This table con-
tains the operators that were recorded by the KLM-Qt client. It also contains the time
at which the operator occurred, relative to the start of  the recording, and its duration.
If  there is extra information (e.g., which mouse button or key was pressed) that infor-
mation is included as well. For each operator, it is possible to also add a note. It is also
possible to provide a description to the overall task.
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Figure 4.1: The KLM-Qt window with no processes to check.

Figure 4.2: The KLM-Qt client discovers the currency convertor application and dis-
plays it as a candidate for recording.
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Figure 4.3: The model generated by the currency converter as presented in KLM-Qt.

Table 4.1: The currency converter model

Operator Elapsed Duration Detail

H 0 400
P 400 1271
K 2208 208 Left Mouse Button
H 2416 400
K 3634 96 1
K 4138 72 0
K 4290 72 0
K 4538 88 Return
H 4626 400
P 5235 535

4.3.2 Making Adjustments to the Model

For the ease of  readability, the model shown in the window in Figure 4.3 is reproduced
in table 4.1. Comparing the operators in the KLM-Qt model presented in Figure 4.3
with those in table 2.2, shows that the operators are pretty much the same, with some
small differences. Here is an example to bring the model to the final sequence presented
at the end of 2.4.

The difference is that there is an extra H operator and an extra P operator at the end
of  the KLM-Qt model. These were generated when we moved the mouse back to the
KLM-Qt client to stop the recording. KLM-Qt does not distinguish these final opera-
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tors that are generated when stopping recording. The P operator can be removed easily
enough by selecting the offending operators and clicking on the “Remove” button,press-
ing the delete key, or choosing “Delete Operator” option from the menu. If  there is a
mistake , the action can always be undone by choosing “Edit” > “Undo” option from
the menu or by pressing the corresponding shortcut key sequence.

After removing the excess operators, the stream of  operators is the same as the set of
operators presented in Table 2.2. For some cases, combining this with the time that
is included with the operators is sufficient. In other cases, it’s better to have a more
complete model that includes information about the M operators and perhaps R(t).
This makes it possible to compare the models with Keystroke-Level Models produced
by other techniques.

Adding operators is accomplished by selecting an operator and then choosing whether
to add the operator before or after the currently selected operator. The commands to do
this are “Edit” > “Add Operator Before…” or “Edit” > “Add Operator After…” from
the menu bar or by clicking the appropriate button in the model. The “Add Operator”
dialog is then presented as shown in Figure 4.4. It is possible to choose the various
Keystroke-Level Model operators here along with their start time relative to the first
operator in the model and the operator’s duration. The K requires the key or mouse
button that was pressed to be specified; the P optionally needs to know the start and
end point for the operator. After specifying the information, the operator is inserted.
Since the Keystroke-Level Model does not allow operators to overlap, if  the duration
of  the inserted operator would overlap with the start of  the operator that follows it, all
the following operators have their start and end times shifted forward by the amount
necessary to eliminate any overlap.

Besides adding operators manually, it is also possible to get KLM-Qt to automatically
calculate where to insert M operators. This is accomplished by selecting “Edit” >
“Compute Ms”. KLM-Qt will then go through the model and look for breaks of  time
that are greater than a threshold (by default 1.2 seconds, but adjustable in the prefer-
ences) and then inserts an M operator, with a note to indicate that it was placed there
by KLM-Qt. This simplifies the process of  inserting Ms and may work in cases where a
real expert is using the system. As mentioned in the preceding section, the current im-
plementation of  KLM-Qt does not have enough information to apply all the heuristics
listed in Figure 2.3. Adding the extra M operators makes the model match the model
that we had for section 2.4.

The stream of  operators that were created as presented in table 4.2 now match what
we had derived in section 2.4, but the time that it took to complete the operation is
now about three seconds longer than it was previously. This shows that the conditions
the model was generated under were not perfect and therefore need to be corrected.
One possible explanation is that user performing the actions knew beforehand to enter
“100” and hit Return, which means that the user did not have to think about what keys
to press at all. A test that used more realistic values or had another person tell the user
the new value to enter in would provide a more accurate representation of  the situation
of  exchanging currencies. The point of  this exercise is more to show that useful results
are possible without having a perfect environment for a program’s actual use.

There are a couple of  other tweaks that can be made to the next recorded model. One
issue to keep in mind is that if  a different pointing device is used (e.g., a track-pad or
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Figure 4.4: Adding a K operator in the “Add Operator” dialog.

Table 4.2: The updated currency converter model

Operator Elapsed Duration Detail

H 0 400
M 400 1350
P 1750 1271
K 3558 208 Left Mouse Button
H 3766 400
M 4166 1350
K 5516 96 1
K 6020 72 0
K 6172 72 0
M 6244 1350
K 7594 88 Return
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Figure 4.5: Preference dialog for KLM-Qt.

stylus rather than a mouse on the desktop) it may be necessary to adjust the time for the
H operator. For example, using a track-pad on a notebook computer can be faster to
“home” to than a mouse on the desktop, while it may take longer to grab a pen stylus
for a tablet and use that. For these reasons, the preferences dialog (as shown in Figure
4.5) allows for this operator’s time to be adjusted. Setting this value means that an H
operator is never longer than the time specified. The reason for this is that M operators
can occur after an H and since it is not possible to “see” the M , it would result in a
very long H operation1. There are also options to always include an H operator at the
beginning of  every model—meaning that the user’s hands were on some other device
than the first device recorded. It is also possible to adjust the time that must elapse for
the determining when to add an M operator. All of  these options take effect on the next
recording.

Section 2.4 also detailed an alternate interface. If  KLM-Qt worked as expected, we
should be able to generate a similar faster model. The model for the second interface is
shown in Figure 4.6. The model generated by KLM-Qt is similar to the one supplied
in section 2.4, except for the H operator at the front. This is because of  the preference
selection above to always add an H when at the beginning of  recording. Also, KLM-
Qt can currently only start recording when the application becomes active. In the case
above, KLM-Qt has no way of  determining if  it should add an M operator. Replacing
the H operator with an M operator gets the exact same set of  operators that we had for
2.4 and, in either case, a shorter time to accomplish the task.

4.4 Comparing other GOMS Automation Tools with
KLM-Qt

KLM-Qt is not the first tool that has attempted to automate GOMSand Keystroke-Level
Model generation. Several other tools have been created over the years. Each of  them
has their own approach to the automation process and each has their own strengths and
weaknesses. What follows is a review of  some of  the tools. Most of  the tools are no

1KLM-Qt can work well for helping to determine a good maximum. One can simply raise the upper bound
for the H operator and then start recording an application and shift between the keyboard and the pointing
device and average the times that are reported by KLM-Qt.
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Figure 4.6: The model generated by KLM-Qt for alternate currency converter interface.

longer available. Some of  the ones that are do not run on current operating systems or
hardware. Therefore, much of  the information has been gathered from papers that have
been published about these tools. In the descriptions below, the designer is the person
using the tool and the user is the abstract “expert user” that the tool is modeling.

4.4.1 USAGE

USAGE (UIDE System for semi-Automated GOMS Evaluation) was probably the first
tool for generating GOMS models, at least it is probably the first one that is documented.
As documented by Byrne et al. (1994), USAGE was a plug-in for the User Interface
Design Environment (UIDE), which was a model-based user interface tool developed
in C++ for SunOS. Using the “planning” section of  UIDE, a designer could construct a
set of  action sequences that would be the correct way to do a task. USAGE could then
take the this model plan and convert it to a Natural GOMS Language or NGOMSL
model (see 2.2.2). There was also a supplied NGOMSL interpreter with USAGE that
could provide estimations of  execution time for the NGOMSL model and a set of  tasks
to perform.

Byrne et al. (1994) also mentions some of  the shortcomings of  USAGE at that time.
The NGOMSL interpreter does not have the ability to generate learning times, one of
the strengths of  NGOMSL (section 2.2.2), though a rough estimate could be made as
it is proportional to the number of  operators. It also cannot deal with tasks that have
more than one way of  being accomplished, but there is a claim that it is just a matter of
changing some of  the code. One of  the issues pointed out by Ivory and Hearst (2001) is
that the program is only available for SunOS, which is not an operating system typically
used by consumers. This may also explain why it does not seem to be publicly available.
Aside from these two articles, the author could not find any further mention of  USAGE.

KLM-Qt differs a bit from from USAGE in that it works directly with user interfaces
rather than descriptions of  them. KLM-Qt uses the Keystroke-Level Model instead of
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planner in UIDE ensures the correct and complete action

sequences, this guarantees an accurate NGOMSL model.

The interface actions are processed by lookup. Within the

translator code, a library of “common” NGOMSL methods

arc maintained. These include methods for simple actions

Iikc clicking on objects, selecting from pull-down menus,

and dragging objects with the mouse. The name of the

application action and the interaction technique(s) linked to

i[ arc used as the index for this library. For instance, the

“SclcctCommandFromPullDownMenu” in Figure 1 would

cause the translator to include a step in the DeleteGate

method to accomplish the goal of selecting from a pull-

down menu, and would include the method in Figure 2 as

part of lhc NGOMSL model for the interface.

The USAGE translator makes it possible to quickly and

effortlessly generate an NGOMSL model of an intcrfacc

crcatcd in UIDE, The power of this tool should be apparent

it makes possible rigorous formal modeling of the user

intcrfacc without creating additional work for the interface

designer. The logic for estimating learning time for the

intcrfacc has not yet been implemented in the interpreter,

hul is roughly proportional to a simple count of the number

of NGOMSL statements in the model of the interface, and

execution time for a set of tasks can bc directly estimated

by clmploying the NGOMSL intcrprctcr.

Such a tool has a variety of applications, one of the most

obvious being rapid comparisons between interfaces. This

particular application of USAGE is important enough to

merit more extended treatment.

USAGE AT WORK: CIRCUITDESIGN

In the description of UIDE presented in [6], the digital

circuit application which was constructed using UIDE was

prcscntcd as an example, and it will bc used again here.

CircuitDcsign is a simple demonstration application in

which users can create and manipulate simple digital

circuits made up of logic gates. Figure 4 depicts the

CircuitDcsign interface, The current instantiation of

CircuitDcsign uses a combination of command icons (on

the Icft of the Figure 4) and pull-down menus, a fairly

typical GUI.

However, the designer of CircuitDcsign could have chosen

differently, even within the same interface paradigm; for

example, all of the commands could have been placed in the

pllll-down menus. Conversely, all of the commands could

have been icon-based-on the surface, there dots not seem

to bc much of a difference between the two command

styles. Such decisions are often made casually, based on
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Figure 4.7: An example flow of  a USAGE session as depicted by Byrne et al. (1994,
page 234).

NGOMSL. One advantage of  USAGE’s use of  NGOMSL is that it can provide infor-
mation for learning time (though indirectly). However, with KLM-QT, it is possible
to generate multiple models for each way a task could be accomplished with KLM-Qt,
while it is currently not possible with USAGE. KLM-Qt also can be made to work on
all modern platforms2 whereas USAGE only works on SunOS with UIDE.

4.4.2 QGOMS

QGOMS or Quick GOMS or “quick and dirty” GOMS was created by David V. Beard
and several other researchers from Idaho State University and the University of  North
Carolina (Beard et al., 1996) and was developed to aid in the design of  Computed To-
mography or “Cat Scan” images. They found that it was difficult to apply traditional
GOMS methodologies to CAT Scans because they did not have access to the task times
necessary to build the models, nor were they sure how close their estimates would be to
actual technicians using an as-yet unreleased design (Beard et al., 1996).

The solution they came up with was to design a tool that allowed them to create “back
of  the envelope” models. The tool produces a tree-like structure where various sub-
goals can be sub-divided into further child nodes to get tasks down to their atomic parts.
Individual times can be assigned to each node with child nodes contributing to the time
for their parents. At the end, the root node holds the total time that it takes to accomplish

2The client version of  the KLM-Qt already runs on X11, Windows, and Mac OS X.
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the goal. Beard et al. (1997) points out that developing the models has also helped the
designers to get a better understanding of  how a user might perform a task and that the
amount of  time spent creating the models has been worthwhile. The latest version of
QGOMS is 3.0, written in Visual Basic 4.0 for Windows 95; version 2 is available for
the Macintosh3.

Baumeister et al. (2000) spent time evaluating QGOMS along with a couple of  other
tools included in this section. In their evaluation of  QGOMS, Baumeister et al. (2000)
found that there were some things that QGOMS was helpful with, such as keeping track
of  the total time for the model, having the ability to calculate learning time, and getting
a printout of  the models. However, they also found that a lot of  burden is placed on
the designer. For example, the designer was required to keep track of  where the hand
was in relation to the keyboard or the mouse. The designer was also responsible for
making sure that the model was internally consistent and that there was a path through
the model for each task that a user would perform. Baumeister et al. (2000) also found
that the tool would crash when models got too big and that it would sometimes fail to
open models that they had saved from previous sessions.

QGOMS appears to be a somewhat limited tool when compared with KLM-Qt. While
it can provide models for interfaces that have not been designed at all, there are stability
issues and problems with presenting the information outside of  the program. The fact
that it has not seen active development for several years and does not run on modern
systems also makes it hard to recommend.

4.4.3 CATCHI

CATCHI stands for Cognitive Analysis Tool for Human Computer Interfaces and was
built at Virginia Tech to help develop models for training scenarios (Baumeister et al.,
2000). It also follows a tree-like visualization, but branches are for different methods
instead of  sub-goals. Sub-goals are displayed in different windows. After a designer has
created a model (with the help of  a wizard), the designer can execute the model and
the model will stop at decision points and ask which path to take. Choosing different
paths leads to different execution times. When the model has been traversed, the total
execution time for the path is displayed. There is also a fair amount of  control for
keeping track of  where the user’s hand is and the software tries to keep track of  when
the user’s hand moves between devices. The program also includes many pre-defined
methods to speed up building models.

When Baumeister et al. (2000) examined this tool, they liked many of  the above features,
but still found some things lacking. For example, while the final execution time was
displayed at the end of  a run, it was not recorded anywhere, similarly for showing a
stream of  operators and methods. This meant that the designer had to keep track of
this information separately. There was also no way of  making sure that the model was
consistent. It was also hard to modify the structures of  the model. Different parts could
not be copied or pasted to other sub-goals. It was also difficult to get a good printout of
models.
3The author tried to run the QGOMS for Windows, but it would not install on his machine. The version
for Macintosh is for MacOS “classic” and is hard to find versions that are available anymore for modern
hardware from Apple.
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Comparing CATCHI with KLM-Qt is difficult since the CATCHI is not available and
they model slightly different things (goals versus keystrokes). Perhaps one advantage is
that it may be a bit easier to explicitly set sub-goals. At the same time, it does require
some work in specifying how the interface is used instead of  just demonstrating it and
generating a model.

4.4.4 GLEAN

GLEAN was first presented by Kieras et al. (1995) and stands for GOMS Language
Evaluation and ANalysis. The design goals originally put forward by Kieras et al. (1995)
are:

• Automate the calculations that allow designers to make usability predictions.

• Require little training to use GLEAN and have it be fast and easy to use.

• Make the GLEAN models readable and comprehensible with little training (i.e.,
it is possible for someone not familiar with GOMS to understand the model).

• Stimulate development and standardization of  the GOMS model by being able to
re-use methods.

GLEAN works with a formalized version of  Natural GOMS Language called GOMSL.
GOMSL remains close to the NGOMSL version to keep the models readable by hu-
mans. GLEAN takes as its input a GOMSL model and a set of  benchmark tasks, and
it calculates the learning time, consistency of  the model, execution time for the task,
and the mental workload of  the user. It also keeps track of  where the hand is and tracks
the “device state” to help keep the GOMS model on track. An excerpt from a GLEAN
model is shown in 4.8.

As a final step Kieras et al. (1995) used GLEAN to port the hand-made NGOMSL
model used by Gong and Kieras (1994) when re-designing an application for the Mac-
intosh. Kieras et al. (1995) found that while the calculations for learning times were
different than what Gong and Kieras (1994) had originally made (attributed to differ-
ences in the formalizing of  the models), they both predicted improved learning time.
The execution time predicted by GLEAN was very similar to the original models (av-
eraging an 8% difference).

GLEAN was originally written in Common Lisp and ran on the Macintosh though there
was an attempt to keep the code cross-platform (Kieras et al., 1995). In the evaluation
done by Baumeister et al. (2000), they found that the experience with GLEAN was
“…programming in a classic programming language where the editor is separate from
the compiler, with all the associated benefits and difficulties of  such an environment
(Baumeister et al., 2000, page 508).” This meant that it was easy to share methods and
print out models since the models and results were in plain text, but also offered its own
challenge in visualizing the results. GLEAN was also used in a complex submarine
team simulation by Kieras and Santoro (2004). GLEAN performed fairly well, though
they found a need for some extensions to help make a more accurate model.
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Define_model : ”MacWrite Example”
S t a r t i n g _ g o a l i s Ed i t Document .
Task_item : T1

Name i s F i r s t .
Type i s copy .
T e x t _ s i z e i s Word .
T e x t _ s e l e c t i o n i s ” foobar ” .
T e x t _ i n s e r t i o n _ p o i n t i s ” * ” .
Next i s T2 .

Task_item : T2
Name i s T2 .
Type i s copy .
T e x t _ s i z e i s A r b i t r a r y .
T e x t _ s e l e c t i o n _ s t a r t i s ”Now” .
T e x t _ s e l e c t i o n _ e n d i s ” count ry ” .
Next i s T3 .

Figure 4.8: An except of  a GLEAN task.

It is still possible to get GLEAN4. The Windows version is an interactive command-line
program that asks for a model then requires you to compile the model after which you
can run the model and step through the process and dump the current state to screen. At
the end the results are displayed on screen or saved to disk depending on what is set at
the beginning of  the run. Based on first impressions, it works, but the whole experience
feels a bit primitive, especially when comparing it with other compiled languages typi-
cally in use and the visualization tools that are available for them. Spending more time
with GLEAN may reveal some undiscovered strengths though. Like the other tools
presented thus far, it requires time to specify the user interface instead of  demonstrating
it like KLM-Qt does. Like USAGE, it generates a NGOMSL model that can provide
information about learning time that the Keystroke-Level Model cannot.

4.4.5 CRITIQUE

CRITIQUE is the Convenient, Rapid, Interactive Tool for Integrating Quick Usability
Evaluations and an “in-progress” version is documented by Hudson et al. (1999). At its
heart, CRITIQUE has some similar goals to KLM-Qt. It starts by looking at events in
a toolkit and then applies rules to build an intermediate keystroke-level model. Then,
there is a second stage of  processing where the intermediate model is transformed into a
hierarchy that can be displayed in the UI. The models that are generated by CRITIQUE
are shown by Hudson et al. (1999) to be very close to KLM models generated by hand
(differences usually being in where M s are placed). Hudson et al. (1999) also have plans
for adding other abilities to CRITIQUE, such as adding a way of  specifying sub-goals
and capturing more of  the GOAL structure.

4It is available for Windows and Macintosh from http://www.eecs.umich.edu/~kieras/goms.html, the
Macintosh version has the same issues as QGOMS (it requires MacOS classic).
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Since there are several similarities to KLM-Qt, it would have been informative to have
used it to draw comparisons. Unfortunately, it is not available on the Internet and it
is written using the subArctic toolkit for Java, which does not appear to be available
outside of Hudson et al. (1999). From examining Ivory and Hearst (2001) and Byrne
et al. (1994), it seems that CRITIQUE is only available for machines from Sun, which
is a pity.

4.4.6 Apex

Apex came about from frustrations encountered by John et al. (2002) when creating
CPM-GOMS (see section 2.2.2) models in a tool that really was not designed for that
purpose. In general, a CPM-GOMS model is a PERT (Program Evaluation and Review
Technique) chart that shows the various operators of  a task as “tasks” on the chart and
allows designers to find the critical path for a user interface. In the past, project planning
software was used, but it was ill-suited to the task since it was designed more for planning
projects that may last much longer than the couple of  minutes of  a GOMS task. While
the results were useful, it took many hours to generate the models.

Apex takes a set of  inputs called Procedure Description Language (PDL) that is some-
what like the GOMSL that is used by GLEAN, but there is a way of  specifying depen-
dencies, and this allows operators that are independent of  each other to be scheduled in
parallel. Like GOMSL, it is possible to use PDL code fragments as templates for other
models. After Apex has processed the input PDL, it displays a text trace of  the model
in its GUI Sherpa, but Sherpa is also able to generate a PERT chart that will display
all the operators, their times, and dependencies. Sherpa also allows manipulation of
the PERT chart to search for patterns and to have the boxes that show the operators
proportional to the amount of  time they take. An example is shown in Figure 4.9.

As reported by John et al. (2002), using Apex gave them the ability to find patterns in
CPM-GOMS models that they were not aware of  in the past. This has allowed them to
create many templates that allow them to start with higher-level goals and automatically
get the underlying model correct. They also show that the models generated by Apex for
getting money from an ATM is very close to what a real person does. Furthermore, Lee
et al. (2004) have used Apex to help evaluate new technologies for air-traffic control.
Even though Apex has been used for several projects, it appears to not be generally
available, so no hands-on testing was possible. From reading the article, it would seem
to differ greatly from KLM-Qt with its emphasis on PERT charts and CPM-GOMS.
It would appear to be a useful tool for when it is necessary to track multiple things
occurring at the same time.

4.4.7 CogTool

CogTool was originally presented in John et al. (2004) as a new way of  evaluating in-
terfaces by using HTML prototypes creating in Dreamweaver and running them in
Netscape. CogTool records the actions into a Keystroke-Level Model as ACT-Simple
(see section 2.6) commands in a program . At which point, the ACT-Simple commands
are fed into an ACT-R architecture to generate a model. It then uses the ACT-R model
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(procedure 
 (index (do banking)) 
 (step s1 (initiate session) (priority 300)) 
 (step s2 (do transaction) (priority 200)) 
 (step s3 (end session) (priority 100)) 
 (step t (terminate) (waitfor ?s3 ?s2 ?s1))) 
 
(procedure 
 (index (do transaction)) 
 (step s1 (choose withdraw) (priority 240)) 
 (step s2 (choose account) (priority 230)) 
 (step s3 (enter amount) (priority 220)) 
 (step s4 (retrieve money) (priority 210)) 
 (step s5 (terminate) (waitfor ?s4 ?s3 ?s2 
?s1))) 
 
(procedure 
 (index (enter amount)) 
 (step s1 (enter-number 8-key) (priority 
223)) 
 (step s2 (enter-number 0-key) (priority 
222)) 
 (step s3 (enter-CORRECT) (priority 221)) 
 (step s4 (terminate)  
(waitfor ?s2 ?s1 ?s3))) 
 
(procedure  
 (index (enter-number ?number)) 
 (step s1 (fast-move-click ?number)) 
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Figure 4.9: An example of  of  an Apex run with the PDL script, the script run, and
resulting PERT chart, as shown in John et al. (2002, page 151).

to drive modules to interact with the same mock-up and then generate numerical data
for the interface. The main reason John et al. (2004) created a tool like this was that
they wanted tools that designers would be familiar with and could use with little pro-
gramming knowledge.

While the original idea required several different applications to be able to do a mock-up
and evaluation, John and Salvucci (2005) presented a second version of  CogTool. This
version had moved some way from requiring multiple tools, although it still required
Dreamweaver. The idea behind it has also changed, with each HTML page being a
frame in a storyboard, demonstrating the key presses, mouse presses, or touchscreen
movement for interacting with the interface. After this, the storyboard is exported to
HTML and the ACT-R architecture gets a chance to run and generate a model.

CogTool is publicly available (The CogTool Project, 2006) and an example of  the tuto-
rial is in Figure 4.10. The current version no longer requires tools like Dreamweaver .
Instead, the developer creates a frame, puts a background image on it, and then traces
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Figure 4.10: The CogTool with the included tutorial of  navigating for a museum in New
York City.

out areas of  the background and associates them with different types of  widgets. Af-
terwards, the developer “demonstrates” the mouse and keyboard interaction and adds
points for looking at a widget, thinking time, and waiting for the computer. The pro-
cess takes some effort to learn, but it is possible to get generate useful models with it
as demonstrated by Teo and John (2006) and Knight et al. (2007). In comparison to
KLM-Qt, it provides a novel way of  tackling the problem of  demonstrating the UI,
since you construct the UI and specify interactions to effectively demonstrate the UI to
ACT-Simple. This gets rid of  the discrepancies encountered in section 4.3.2 although at
the price of  added complexity. The fact that it is publicly available allows more people
access to it, however the source code is not available, so making improvements or fixing
bugs is not possible at the moment.

4.5 Summary

In this chapter we have had a brief  introduction to KLM-Qt and seen it in action as it
evaluates user interfaces. We also had a brief  introduction to how KLM-Qt can be used
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to alter a model once it has been produced. Finally, we have reviewed the tools that are
(or were) available for generating GOMS models that existed before KLM-Qt and seen
how KLM-Qt differs from them. Having seen how KLM-Qt is used in this chapter, in
the next chapter we will look at how KLM-Qt is implemented.





Chapter 5

KLM-Qt Implementation

Like the vast majority of  applications, the KLM-Qt tool is built on top of  several other
subsystems and libraries. In this chapter we take an in-depth look at the design of  KLM-
Qt, its component parts, and how they work together. Some of  the technologies used
may not be familiar to every reader, so a brief  review of  the technologies used is provided.

5.1 Technologies Used

Several pieces of  technology were used to create KLM-Qt. Since describing how KLM-
Qt works requires a basic familiarity with the technologies it uses, we review the most
important technologies here. In particular, we introduce Qt, Qtopia, and zero configu-
ration networking. An awareness of  the most widely used operating systems is assumed.

5.1.1 Qt

Qt—or “cute” as it is pronounced by its users and developers—is a C++-based cross-
platform application development framework created by Trolltech ASA in Oslo, Nor-
way. Qt allows developers to write a single version of  their application source code and
have their application run on multiple platforms simply by recompiling the source on
the targeted platforms. Since Qt applications are written in C++ and are compiled into
native machine code, unless they are very poorly written they will likely run much faster
than equivalent Java applications. While Qt originally only targeted the GUI layer of
applications for X11 and Windows, it has expanded its coverage in both platforms and
areas of  programming. Qt now runs on Mac OS X, Windows, X11, Embedded Linux,
and Windows CE. Qt also provides modules for networking, I/O, OpenGL, access to
SQL databases, XML processing, and more. A simplified version of  where the Qt li-
braries are positioned in an operating system is shown in Figure 5.1. As mentioned in
4.1, Qt is available under both a commercial and an open source license and is used in
many open source projects. In addition Trolltech has over 5000 customers developing
commercial software with Qt worldwide.

At the user-interface level, Qt embodies the concept of  an application that distributes
events to the user interface. The user interface consists of  a hierarchy of  views (such as

55
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Figure 5.1: The Qt architecture as presented by Trolltech ASA (2008).

tables, and text areas) and controls (like buttons and sliders) called widgets in Qt termi-
nology. The parent of  the hierarchy is typically called a top-level widget or a window.

Widgets can respond to events from the operating system, but they can also communi-
cate using the signals and slots mechanism. This mechanism was introduced by Qt and
is now used in many other libraries—GUI and otherwise. Signals and slots work a lot
like normal C++ methods, but they are more flexible to use. A signal can be thought of
as a way of  communicating a high-level event that has some sort of  semantic connection
to the widget. For example, the press and release of  a mouse button can be thought of
as a “click.” A button class could examine the low-level mouse events sent to itself  and
determine when a press and release has happened and then emit a signal that says that
the button has been clicked. If  other widgets want to know when the button is clicked,
a developer can connect the button’s clicked signal to a slot in these other widgets1 and
do what the developer wants to do in response to the click in that slot. A slot is just a
method that has been declared specially so that it can be called by Qt signals2. There
can be as many connections to a signal or a slot as is necessary, and any two objects
that are connected using signals and slots do not have to know anything about each
other to communicate. Since signals and slots are C++ methods, as long as the pa-
rameters for the signal and slot match up, any sort of  event can be communicated. An
example is shown in Figure 5.2 and a more thorough explanation is available in the Qt
documentation (Trolltech ASA, 2007d).

The majority of  KLM-Qt consists of  various Qt subclasses of  widgets and other Qt ob-
jects. Many of  the widgets can be used “out of  the box.” Some parts required more
customization, such as the table model that is part of  Qt’s model-view framework. This
is covered in the next section.

1It is also possible to connect to objects that have nothing to do with UI elements, they are called QObjects
and, naturally in an object-oriented framework, QWidget inherits from QObject.
2Qt signals are completely unrelated to Unix signals.
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Figure 5.2: An example of  the signal-slot mechanism, inspired by the Qt documentation
(Trolltech ASA, 2007d). As can be seen, signals can be connected to multiple slots, and
slots can be receivers for multiple signals.

5.1.2 Qtopia

Qtopia is described by Trolltech ASA (2008) as an application platform for writing ap-
plications on embedded Linux devices, such as mobile phones, set-top boxes, or PDAs.
Qtopia is currently divided into three layers. One is Qtopia Core, which is essentially
Qt for embedded Linux3. The second is Qtopia Platform, which includes Qtopia Core,
a program launcher, and additional libraries for Personal Information Management
(PIM) and interacting with other Qtopia applications. The third and final layer is Qtopia
Phone Edition that includes everything from Qtopia Core and Platform and adds on top
of  it mobile phone technology and applications that use the libraries from the Platform
edition. Different editions of  Qtopia have been used to build devices like the Sharp Za-
urus, Sony mylo, multimedia players from Archos and digitalCube, and various phones
from Motorola, Royal Phillips, Panasonic, and ZTE, as well as for other kinds of  de-
vices.

Like Qt, Qtopia is also offered under a license for commercial use and an open source
license, but until recently parts of  Qtopia were only available under the commercial
license, most notably the phone components. As of  release the Qtopia 4.3.0, the entire
product is available under the terms of  the GPL.

3That is how it is presented in Figure 5.1.
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Since Qtopia is essentially a set of  programs and libraries running on Qt for embedded
Linux, all that was needed was to write a specific part of  KLM-Qt that could properly
interpret the events that were sent by embedded Linux. This was easier to do than on
other systems because Qtopia itself  is the windowing system and has its own commu-
nication protocol.

5.1.3 Zero Configuration Networking

Zero configuration networking or zeroconf  has been described by its creator Stuart
Cheshire as “electricity for IP” (Cheshire and Steinberg, 2005). The idea is that as more
and more devices get network access, it should not require any extra work to actually
connect them to the network. As Cheshire and Steinberg (2005) describe it, when you
purchase something like a lamp, you plug it in and it works, this is how it should be
with networking devices.

Cheshire and Steinberg document zeroconf  as having four parts. These are:

• Allocate addresses without a DHCP server (IPv4 Link-Local Addressing, already
solved in IPv6)

• Translate between names and IP addresses without a DNS server (Multicast DNS)

• Find Services, like printers, without a directory server (DNS Service Discovery)

• Allocate IP Multicast addresses without a MADCAP server (future work)

It is the first three parts that are the basis of  Zeroconf  today. Link-Local Addressing
is a standard of  the Internet Society (RFC 3927) and has been available on systems
as old as Windows 98 and MacOS 8. Multicast DNS specifies a way of  requesting a
name on the local network and letting others on the local network connect to you by
that name. DNS Service Discovery is the final part, it makes it possible to get a list of
all devices that provide a particular service. Typically, this allows someone to pick the
device offering a service from a list and then when it comes time to find the device to
actually use the service, a lookup is done to get the correct IP address and port. This
means that a user does not have to know the name or address of  a network printer
supporting zeroconf—simply plugging it in and turning it on is sufficient for the printer
to show up in a printer dialog and to be available.

There are several different implementations of  zeroconf  currently available. The most
well-known one is Bonjour (Apple Developer Connection, 2007) and is developed by
Apple Inc. as an open source project with a liberal license. It is built into Mac OS X and
utilized by many of  the programs that come with the system. Additionally, the source
compiles on most POSIX (Unix-like) systems, and also, Windows, and Windows CE.
Another popular version that is standard on most Linux distributions is Avahi from The
Avahi Project (2007), which is available under the LGPL (see section 3.3.3) license4. In

4The Bonjour server is currently available under the Apache License 2.0, with the library available under
the “three-clause” BSD license. Earlier versions of  Bonjour were under the Apple Public Source License,
which, while open source, could not link against applications using the GPL. This was the original reason
for starting the Avahi project.
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type
operatorTime
duration
note

KLMOperator

Figure 5.3: The declaration for the KLMOperator class.

addition, Avahi also offers a compatibility layer, so that programs written using Bonjour
can work with it. Other custom implementations exist that have been put on printers,
web cameras, hubs, and many other networking devices.

KLM-Qt uses zeroconf  to find applications that it can evaluate. While, this may not
be an issue on a desktop machine, it becomes difficult to run both the client and do
an evaluation on a mobile device. With zeroconf, it’s just a matter of  registering the
“KLM-Qt” service and then the client sees the list of  applications that are available for
evaluation. It was decided to use Bonjour as its lack of  dependencies made it easy to
deploy to mobile devices. Also, its current license solved the issues that it had earlier
with mixing with other open source projects.

5.2 KLM-Qt In-Depth

KLM-Qt uses a fairly simple object oriented design. What follows is a discussion of
some of  the major aspects of  the program’s design. We start by examining the funda-
mental operators for dealing with keystroke-level models in KLM-Qt and proceed to
take a look at how KLM-Qt and the application under evaluation communicate with
each other and a thorough examination of  the protocol it uses. We also take a look
at what the KLM-Qt client does to create its keystroke-level model from the raw data
that the server sends it. Since KLM-Qt works on multiple platforms, there is also an
examination of  how cross-platform issues are handled.

5.2.1 Basic Types

Before looking at some of  the other parts of  KLM-Qt, it is worthwhile looking at some
of  the basic object types and data structures that are used throughout KLM-Qt. The
basic element of  the Keystroke-Level Model is the operator, so KLM-Qt’s basic element
is the KLMOperator class. KLMOperator class and its attributes are shown in Figure
5.3. The KLMOperator class contains the basic parts that are necessary for subclasses of
KLMOperator. This includes the type of  operator, the time that the operator occurred,
the duration of  the operator, and an optional note to describe the operator. The operator
type is stored as a C++ enumeration that lists the set of  operators that a KLMOperator
can represent. The current values of  the enumeration are:

• Mental

• Homing

• Point

• KeyPress

• KeyRelease

• ButtonPress
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Figure 5.4: The subclasses of  KLMOperator: PointOperator, ButtonClickOperator, In-
putMethodOperator and KeyStrokeOperator.

• ButtonRelease

• WaitStart

• WaitStop

• IMComposing

• IMCommit

Most of  the enumerations correspond to what has already been described in chapter
4. One thing that may be surprising is that key presses and mouse button presses are
separated out and split between a press and a release. This is an implementation detail
in that a key press and a mouse press are different types of  operating system events and
knowing the difference helps to determine where to place an H operator. Note that as
mentioned in section 2.3, the K operator is both a press and a release, so it is necessary
to know when the press and release happen in order to know how long the K operator
actually lasts. The WaitStart and WaitStop values are used to mark the start and stop
of  an R(t) operator. The IMComposing and IMCommit types are new. They are a way
of  following input that happens with various types of  input methods. Input methods on
the desktop include methods for entering Asian characters into a document, but they are
more prevalent on mobile devices where they are the primary means of  entering text.
Most input methods consist of  a point where input is composed (i.e., where the letters or
symbols are chosen) and a mechanism for the composed text to be committed as input.
While there are many ways of  inputting text, they all present the same interface to the
operating system.

A few of  the operators need extra information. The Point operator should include its po-
sition and, if  it represents a group of  point operations, its final position. The ButtonPress
and ButtonRelease need to record the mouse buttons; the KeyPress and KeyRelease
need to record the key and perhaps the text, and the IMComposing and IMCommit
need to record their text. This extra information is stored in the subclasses of  KLMOp-
erator as depicted in Figure 5.4.

5.2.2 Model/View Programming

Qt is provided with a model/view architecture that works in a very similar way to the
model-view-controller pattern that is described by Gamma et al. (1995). The model is
the data, the view is what presents the data, and the controller provides a means by
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Figure 5.5: The model/view architecture (Trolltech ASA, 2007a).

which the user can interact with the data. The advantage of  this approach is that the
clean separation allows the data in the model to be presented and interacted with in
multiple views. In Qt, the decision was made to combine the controller and the view
together since in many cases the view and the controller are the same widget (Trolltech
ASA, 2007a). A delegate is also provided to allow more customization without having
to subclass a view. The architecture is illustrated in 5.5.

What this usually means in practice is that to do model/view programming in an appli-
cation, programmers must implement a model subclass of  some type. The model must
adhere to the QAbstractItemModel interface (Trolltech ASA, 2007a), which, as its name
implies, is a purely abstract interface. QAbstractItemModel subclasses can represent a
list, a table, or a tree of  tables. There are a couple of  predefined model subclasses that
implement an abstract list model and an abstract table model, along with several more
specialized models to deal with strings, directories, or SQL queries. There are also some
shortcuts available if  the amount of  data that will ever be displayed is small. The most
robust solution, though, is to determine which structure presents the data best, a list, a
table, or a tree and start with that abstract model. In the case of  KLM-Qt, even though
a keystroke-level model consists of  a list of  operators, we found that the best way to
present the data to users is in a table as that allows each individual property of  an op-
erator to be displayed or edited. Therefore the model used in KLM-Qt is a subclass of
QAbstractTableModel.

Once a model has been selected, the next step is to subclass and implement the func-
tionality that is needed by molding the data to the subclass. Since all models need to
be read in order to display their data in a view, the read-only functionality of  returning
the total rows, the total columns, and the data at a specific row and column is required.
For tables that want to present information about what each row and column contains,
that can be returned by reimplementing methods for header data. If  the table needs
to be editable, methods must be implemented for setting and removing data items and
indicating which items are editable. Additional functions must be implemented if  drag
and drop functionality is required. The model used in KLM-Qt implements everything
except drag and drop and includes undo/redo functionality based on the Qt undo/redo
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framework, which itself  is based on the Command pattern from Gamma et al. (1995).
Getting the undo/redo framework and the model to work well together required making
the commands friends of  the model.

Overall, the molding of  the data to fit the model and making sure that items are inserted
and removed correctly was the most challenging part of  developing the KLM-Qt appli-
cation. On the plus side, once a model is implemented, plugging the model into one of
the view classes provided by Qt is as simple as setting the model for the view. The views
provide quite a bit of  functionality out of  the box and do not require much adjustment.
If  customization is necessary, such as changing the appearance of  how certain data is
presented or invoking a special editor for a specific item, this can be achieved by using
a delegate (Trolltech ASA, 2007a).

5.2.3 Client-Server Architecture

It would be desirable to have KLM-Qt be able to evaluate multiple applications. There
were a couple of  approaches taken to accomplish this. The first approach was to add
extra code to each application that inserts the KLM-Qt client into the application. This
certainly does not cost much in terms of  evaluating the application, but it does require
some extra work for setup, but if  done cleverly could be as little as adding a single line
of  code. Having the KLM-Qt client be an extra window in the application works ac-
ceptably for desktop applications since there is usually enough space on the screen for
both the application and for the KLM-Qt client, but it becomes impossible when you
are on devices like mobile phones where there is usually only enough room for the ap-
plication’s interface. It also becomes difficult when there are multiple applications, all
with their own client windows. This led to the second approach, which was to use a
client-server architecture. The client-server approach was to make each application that
would be evaluated into a server, while the program that displays and manipulates the
resulting models would be the client. Typically, the server in the application is idle and
does nothing except listen for incoming connections from a client. When a client does
connect, it acts like a remote control for the server, telling it whether or not it should
record events. When it is told to record, it looks at each event and, if  it is a mouse or
keyboard event, sends that information to the client until the client tells it to stop.

The advantage of  a client-server architecture is that it frees the client from having to
be embedded in the application under evaluation. Once this has happened, a small
server can be linked into the application being evaluated. If  there is a way to connect
the application under evaluation to the client, they do not have to reside on the same
machine.

Once the decision was made to implement a client-server architecture, the next step was
figuring out how to connect the devices together. There are many connection methods
and technologies available for connecting two devices such as serial, USB, Bluetooth,
Infrared, Ethernet, or wireless and they all have their own strengths and weaknesses.
The simplest way turned out to be using TCP/IP and not worrying about how the de-
vices were connected. Since this was first targeting Qt and Qtopia applications, and all
the devices that could run Qtopia run Linux, they have networking support regardless
of  the hardware used to connect to them.
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Figure 5.6: How the KLM-Qt client and server work conceptually.

It is extremely easy to create a TCP server with Qt, so the applications offering evalu-
ation on the device could quickly have a server added to them. This just left the prob-
lem of  how to actually get the application with the server and the client on the desk-
top machine to know about each other. The client needs to know the IP address of
the device and the port that the server is running on. Traditionally, this is handled by
agreeing on a well-known port. For example, it has been decided that nearly all web
servers run on port 80. This means that when you point a web browser at a web ad-
dress like http://www.uio.no, the browser actually connects to port 80 on that server
and talks with the web server there. If  some other type of  server is running on port 80 at
www.uio.no, the connection will fail. Also, there can only be one server on that port. If
there is a need for another web server at www.uio.no, that server must be run on another
port and the port number must be specified explicitly when connecting to it using a web
browser. Since there is a potential that many applications running on the device may
be offering to be evaluated at the same time, a single standard port number would not
work well. Even saying that a block of  ports was for KLM-Qt and only allowing a cer-
tain number of  applications would still be problematic, because it would be a constant
struggle to make sure these ports got assigned fairly and not cause any deadlock while
waiting for ports to free up.

A better approach is to just let the TCP server pick a port itself. This port is assigned
by the operating system and guaranteed to be open when it is assigned. Most operating
systems do not allow the port to be reassigned for a period after the port is freed. The
upshot is that every server gets a unique port and there can be as many servers as avail-
able ports, each with its own unique port (i.e. a server is run and gets port 40876, it is
closed and re-run, the port is now 45231). This is where zeroconf ’s DNS-Service Dis-
covery comes in handy. The server simply needs to register that it provides the KLM-Qt
service and say the name of  the application that is offering the service. The client then
just asks what is providing the KLM-Qt service. This results in a simple list of  servers
that can be presented to the user running the KLM-Qt client, providing an easy-to-use
interface for selecting the application to evaluate. How this is done in code is detailed
by Schulz (2007). A conceptual version of  how this works is presented in Figure 5.6.

As can be seen in Figure 5.6, the server lives inside a larger Listener object. The Lis-
tener object lives in the application that will be evaluated and records operators from
the application depending on its command from the server. The Listener server is in
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turn controlled by the Listener Client object that is part of  the KLM-Qt client, more
specifically, it is controlled by the “Start Recording” button (see Figure 4.2).

In order to put the Listener object inside the application under evaluation, it requires a
small adjustment to the application. First, a Listener object must be instantiated some-
where in the application, the best place to do this is in the main() function of  the pro-
gram after the event loop for the application has been setup—but before the event loop
has been started (this is standard procedure for applications using Qt). As long as the
Listener object exists, it will be possible to evaluate the application. In addition, the
library containing the Listener class needs to be linked into the application. Both of
these changes are very easy for any software developer to do and can easily be added
and removed at will to most Qt applications.

5.2.4 The Protocol

Since KLM-Qt communicates through a network connection, a decision needed to be
made regarding what protocol to use. Since KLM-Qt does not transfer files, using a pro-
tocol like Hypertext Transfer Protocol (HTTP) or File Transfer Protocol (FTP) would
not provide any benefits. Therefore, it was decided to write a custom protocol. The pro-
tocol would also be lined-based where a carriage return and newline signify the end of  a
line, similar to what is done for other “interactive” protocols like mail protocols (SMTP
and IMAP). Although all the commands and responses are currently 7-bit ASCII char-
acters, all text is sent as Unicode characters using the UTF-8 encoding.

A sample session could consist of  a client connecting to a server and receiving the string
OK to indicate that the connection has been established. It can then tell the server to start
recording by sending START, to which the server will reply with RECORDING. The client
can then request an operator from the server by sending the commandSEND to the server.
The server will respond by sending DATA followed by the size of  the operator it will send
in bytes. It then sends the operator a chunk of  binary data that ends with a carriage
return, new line, followed by a period (’.’) followed by another carriage return and new
line. The reason the operator is sent as binary data instead of  plain text is that this lets Qt
serialize and reconstruct the data itself  instead of  having the programmer parse the text.
Once the client has received the operator, it asks the server to send the next operator
by sending SEND again and this continues until either the client sends STOP to tell the
server to stop sending operators (to which the server will respond with STOPPED) or the
server closes the connection (usually by the application being evaluated terminating).
The client can end its connection by sending the BYE command with the server replying
with “Goodbye!”. A sample time line is shown in Figure 5.7.

Looking at the finite state machines for both the client and server may be helpful to
show how the protocol works. They are shown in figures 5.8 and 5.9 respectively. The
client initially starts in the “Disconnected” state and the server starts in the “Waiting
for Connection” state. When a connection is made, the client moves into a “Waiting
for Connect” state while the Server, if  it has a connection available, will accept the
connection and move into the “Connected” state and send an OK to the client which
will move the client into its “Connected” state. At this point, the client can prime the
server for recording by sending the START command. The server receives this command
and moves into the “Ready for Sending” state and replies back with RECORDING. This
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Figure 5.7: Time line of  a KLM-Qt client doing a very short recording session.

moves the client into the “Start Receiving” state and is its cue to ask the server for its
first recorded operator, so it sends the command SEND. The server then moves into the
“Sending” state. At this stage the server waits until it has an operator available in its
queue. When it does, the server sends DATA to the client with the size of  the incoming
data, moving the client into the “Receiving Data” state. The DATA command specifies
how big the chunk of  data being sent is, so the client then starts acquiring the operator.
It stays in the “Receiving Data” state until it receives a ’.’ on a single line indicating
that the operator has finished sending. The client will then transition back to the “Start
Receiving” state. At this point, the client can continue asking for operators by issuing
repeated SENDs and alternate between the “Start Receiving” and “Receiving Data” state.
Alternatively, the client could also decide to issue a STOP which would transition the
server back to the “Connected” state. The server will reply by sending STOPPED which
will move the client back to its “Connected” state. The client can then disconnect by
sending BYE to the server. The server completes the disconnect by sending Goodbye! At
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Figure 5.8: Finite state machine for the KLM-Qt client.

this point, the client transitions to its terminal state of  “Disconnected” and the server
back to “Waiting for Connection.”

The KLM-Qt server can logically only send operators to one client at a time. This raises
the question of  what should be done in the situation when the server receives a connec-
tion request while it is currently connected to a different client. The second client is put
on hold until the first client disconnects. At which point, the second client will then be
sent an OK to begin its connection. While it is unlikely that multiple connections will
occur5, there is a potential that the many clients could “queue up” making it impossible
for a legitimate client to connect. In that case, it may be better to simply reject extra
connections. The server also runs with an idle timer and will disconnect a client that
does not send a response to a command sent by the server after 30 seconds.

The operators are sent via chunks of  big-endian binary data that is encoded by QDataS-
tream according to the format specified by Qt 4.2 (Trolltech ASA, 2007c). As depicted
in Figure 5.10, the data consists first of  a 16-bit unsigned integer that is the size of  the
payload in bytes minus the 2 bytes of  this field6. The next two bytes is a magic number
that is included to make sure that the data received is KLM-Qt data. This value is al-
ways the hexadecimal value of  0xEFEE. The operator type is included in the next two
bytes. The value in the operator type matches the same value that is in the KLMOper-
ator’s OperatorType enumeration. This informs the client what type of  KLMOperator
subclass to create. The first 11 bytes of  the remaining data consists of  the base KL-

5Especially considering that KLM-Qt only advertises on the local area network and the user is usually
present with the machine where the application is being evaluated, it seems unlikely that there would even
be three clients connecting to the same program at the same time.
6Although the client probably should be checking the size presented in the first field and compare it with
what was sent with the DATA statement, it currently does not. Also, the client will gladly accept chunks of
data that are bigger than the value in this field.
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Figure 5.9: Finite state machine for the KLM-Qt server.

MOperator information, with any remainder including the specific information that is
needed for each subclass. This information can be streamed directly into the newly
created KLMOperator subclass using the QDataStream.

The base KLMOperator information consists of  four fields:

• The version of  KLMOperator information—one byte

• The operator type—two bytes

• The time at which the operator occurred—four bytes

• The duration of  the operator in milliseconds—four bytes

If  there is ever a need to include more information, the version of  the KLMOperator
information can be incremented with the new information. This allows newer clients
to be able to communicate with clients that have earlier versions of  the server. The extra
information varies from subclass to subclass, but consists of  standard types that were
streamed with QDataStream using the Qt 4.2 rules.

5.2.5 Client Processing

After the client has told the server to stop recording, it has a list of  zero or more op-
erators from the application under evaluation. This list of  operators is not enough to
present a proper keystroke-level model, so they must be further processed. The client
goes through the operators and performs the following transformations:
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Figure 5.10: The chunk of  bits that is sent for each operator.

• Gather groups of  Point operators and turn them into one Point operator that con-
tains the position of  the first Point operator as its start point and the position of
the last Point operator as its end point. The duration contains the amount of  time
it took to move between the two points.

• Gather groups of  ButtonPress and ButtonRelease operators and convert them to
a single ButtonRelease operator if  their buttons match and include the duration.

• Gather groups of  KeyPress and KeyRelease operators and convert them to a single
KeyRelease operator if  their keys match and include the duration.

• Examine places where there is a KeyPress or KeyRelease operator followed either
by a Point or a ButtonPress or ButtonRelease (or vice versa) and insert an H op-
erator that is either the time between the movement of  the hand or the maximum
as set in the client, whichever is the smallest.

The other operators are not transformed, and if  a Point operator is on its own, it is left
as is. KeyPress and ButtonPress operators that are not immediately followed with a
release, are not combined, and the same applies to the corresponding release operators.
This is normally not a problem, but it does have an effect when users use application
shortcut key sequences. Further transformations could be added later—for example,
the heuristics for calculating M s from Figure 2.3 would be a good candidate. Once the
transformations have been done, the model is then presented to the user.

5.2.6 KLM-Qt File Format

Having the ability to save a model and look at it later is an essential requirement. KLM-
Qt has the ability to save and load its own file format and uses the .klm extension. The
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files are standard XML documents that essentially consist of  a list of  the operators in
a model with the type and property for each operator. The DTD for the klm files is
included in appendix C.

The reason two different ways of  encoding KLMOperators were developed (one for the
network and one for storing on disk) is that each encoding serves a different purpose.
The network format needs to be compact and human readability is not important, but
for the data stored on disk the advantage of  using XML as the file format is that it is
an open format that can be read and used by a large variety of  tools. So, the data can
still be useful even if  someone does not have access to the KLM-Qt client. The main
reason for not using it in the communication protocol between the client and the server
is that there is a certain amount of  processing overhead when handling XML data and
this might have a negative performance impact on mobile devices. At the same time
writing binary data into a file does not give us very much on modern desktop hardware
and also requires others using the data to have a deeper knowledge of  how the client
writes the data. This does result in two different ways of  reading and writing data, but
in practice, the operators do not change much and when they do, both have the ability
to adapt. In the end, writing XML using QXmlStreamReader and QXmlStreamWriter
was straightforward and makes it much easier to add more information later.

KLM-Qt also has the ability to print a model, since it is also useful to be able to have
models as a hard copy. However, the user currently does not have much control over
the output7, so the printouts may be a little aesthetically lacking.

5.2.7 Platform-Specific Abstractions

Since KLM-Qt works on multiple platforms there must be some way of  dealing with
platform-specific issues. In this case it’s the Listener object that lives in the application
under evaluation that needs to handle the abstraction. Qt already provides an abstrac-
tion for dealing with events from the system called QEvent. Qt also provides mecha-
nisms for handling the events at both the widget and application level, and it is even
possible to create a filter that sees an event before a widget in Qt does. A benefit of
handling events at this level is also that there is no need to write any platform specific
code, since Qt handles that itself. However, this means that KLM-Qt can only work
with applications based on Qt.

This seemed like a promising architecture and the original implementation made use of
it by installing an event filter at the application level to see all the QEvents. This seemed
like it would work well as event filters are a well understood metaphor in Qt and they
can be stacked on top of  each other making it possible to work even when another event
filter is installed. This is especially true for the event filter of  KLM-Qt, which only
examined events and never filtered any events out. Initial tests seemed to show that this
was a workable solution, but there were some issues that surfaced. It turns out that some
events are never sent to a widget or the application, namely mouse events that will never
go to a widget. So, while many events would get delivered, some events—particularly
Point events outside of  windows of  Qt—would be completely missed.

7The developer does not have much choice either without having to do a lot of  typesetting by hand.
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The solution to this was to go deeper than Qt’s high level event-handling abstraction
layer. Qt has a class called QAbstractEventDispatcher (Trolltech ASA, 2007b), which
functions as an interface for taking the operating system-specific events and sending
them on to the application. There is a callback that can be installed that will deliver
the operating system-specific event to the callback before it goes on to the application.
It is possible to take this event and get the required information from it, although this
does require knowledge of  the underlying event system, which varies from platform to
platform. As a plus, though, as long as the application is active, the callback will get all
the events from the operating system. The only disadvantage with this approach, aside
from the extra knowledge that it requires, is that there can only be one callback installed
at a time. However, it is very rare that developers install event handlers at this level in
Qt applications.

Since there is a need to write code for multiple platforms, some special considerations
of  writing the code were needed. The trick used was similar to what is used in Qt. The
basic idea is to create special operating system-specific functions, usually appended with
“_sys” in a separate file and write the operating system specific-functions in that file. It
is then simply a matter of  compiling the platform-specific “_sys” files when compiling
on each target platform.

Another approach that would be worth pursuing would be to use the idea of  an “event
tap.” This is even lower level than where the event dispatcher works, does not depend on
Qt, and allows events to be looked at even earlier in the process. However, this requires
more setup and understanding of  raw events, but is certainly a feasible approach. Of
course, this method is not an issue for Qtopia, because Qtopia controls the events itself.

5.2.8 Modifications for Qtopia

As mentioned in section 5.2.3, the typical way of  getting the KLM-Qt server into an ap-
plication to evaluate is to instantiate a Listener object in the application’s main function
and link in the extra library. This is easy to do for applications that live on the desktop,
but requires a bit more work for applications running in the Qtopia environment. This is
because Qtopia has multiple ways of  launching applications, one is the traditional way
through the “main” function that is identical to desktop applications. However, since
mobile devices have far fewer resources, it takes longer for these applications to start
up. For that reason, Qtopia has an idea of  a “quicklauncher” (Trolltech ASA, 2007e),
which means that the application is built as a plug-in instead of  an executable. When
Qtopia is run on the device, it creates several quicklauncher processes that create the
basic parts of  a GUI, but then sleep. When it comes time to run one of  these applica-
tions, a quicklauncher process loads the associated plug-in and runs that. The time to
load the plug-in and execute the application is faster than the time it takes to spawn a
new process on the device.

The quicklauncher posed some problems when bringing KLM-Qt to the embedded de-
vices. Initially, it seemed that it would not be possible to get the KLM-Qt server working
with quicklauncher applications. If  the launcher was started too early, there would be
quicklauncher “zombies” shown as available for evaluation, too late and the whole pro-
cess would be shutting down. Eventually with some modification of  the Qtopia library
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code, a solution was found that would instantiate a Listener object just after the plug-
in was loaded, but before the application was executed. This means that there is no
noticeable slowdown when evaluating “quicklaunched” applications in Qtopia.

5.3 Summary

This chapter focused on the technical details that comprise KLM-Qt. Some of  the tech-
nologies, such as zeroconf  for advertising services and Qt for the user interface and net-
working API, greatly simplify the work needed to be able to generate Keystroke-Level
Models. There still was work that needed to be done to create the actual protocol that
was used to communicate between the client and the server and developing for mobile
devices always brings its own idiosyncratic challenges. There are probably still many
things that can be improved, but nonetheless, KLM-Qt is functional and can gener-
ate useful Keystroke-Level Models. Of  course, writing software is only one part of  the
project. It is important to see if  KLM-Qt is actually able to generate models that are
useful to evaluators or even developers. That is the focus of  the rest of  this thesis.





Chapter 6

Mobile Phone Evaluation

This chapter describes the mobile phone evaluations that were conducted during the
course of  this thesis. The first evaluation was done using one device and an earlier ver-
sion of  KLM-Qt. The other evaluations included KLM-Qt along with other evaluation
methods and were performed on several devices. The devices are presented along with
how the evaluations were conducted and the results of  each evaluation. Discussion of
the results and how well each evaluation method worked with the mobile phones is
given in the next chapter. The methods used have been introduced in chapters 2 and 3.

6.1 Devices Under Evaluation

Three devices were used in the evaluations. In order to familiarize readers with the
devices, they are described here. Two of  the devices are designed with open source soft-
ware in mind (see section 3.3.3), and have the ability to run different operating systems
and software from those supplied with the device.

6.1.1 The Trolltech Greenphone

The Trolltech Greenphone (hereafter Greenphone) was announced by Trolltech ASA
in August 2006 as a way of  simplifying the work of  application developers in develop-
ing applications for smartphones. It was available until October 2007 when the last of
the inventory was sold. At this point, other phones had become available for devel-
opment and Trolltech, as a software company, decided to support those phones rather
than manufacture more Greenphones.

As detailed by Trolltech ASA (2006)1, the Greenphone is a tri-band GSM/GPRS phone
with a QVGA (240×320) screen. It uses an XScale-based processor running at 312
MHz, and has 64MB RAM and 128MB of  flash storage, with further expansion avail-
able via a mini-SD slot. Like other smartphones it also offers Bluetooth capability and
a 1.3 megapixel camera. The Greenphone provides multiple ways of  interaction and

1A master’s thesis should not be burdened down with lots of  technical information that does not contribute
much to the research in hand. However, since two of  the phones are no longer available, printing the
specifications here make it possible to compare the capabilities of  the devices.
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Figure 6.1: The Trolltech Greenphone (Trolltech ASA, 2006).

has both a physical keypad and a touchscreen (see Figure 6.1). It also has a mini-USB
port to connect the phone to a computer and that can double as an Ethernet connection.
Software-wise, it runs an older version of  the Linux kernel (2.4.19) and originally came
with Qtopia Phone Edition 4.1.7, but it is upgradable to later versions of  Qtopia. The
Greenphone was running Qtopia Phone Editions 4.2.3 and 4.3.1 for these evaluations.

6.1.2 The Neo1973 “OpenMoko Phone”

Like the Greenphone, the Neo1973 allows developers to install other software stacks on
it. The Neo1973 phone was released by First International Computer, Inc. (FIC). The
phone was created as the reference platform for the OpenMoko project which aims to
create an “Open Source Mobile Communications Platform (Openmoko, Inc., 2007).”
For this reason, the phone is sometimes referred to as the “OpenMoko Phone.” In its
current form, the phone is not targeted at consumers, but instead at developers wishing
to create applications on an open mobile phone platform. Qtopia was available for the
Neo1973 after the phone was available for purchase and is officially supported in Qtopia
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Figure 6.2: The Neo1973 running Qtopia.

4.3.1. As pointed out by the wiki, using Qtopia with the Neo1973 makes it “…at the
edge of  being usable for phone use” (Openmoko, Inc., 2008).

The technical specifications for the Neo1973 that was used for the evaluation include
an ARMv4 chip running at 266 MHz, 64MB flash memory and 128 MB of  RAM. A
micro-SD card reader is also included, but it is necessary to remove the battery to install
new cards. For communication it has a tri-band GSM/GPRS modem. The Neo1973’s
primary means of  interaction is through its touchscreen running at VGA (480×640) res-
olution, but it does have two buttons (AUX and Power). Like the Greenphone, it also
has Bluetooth capability and a mini USB connection that can be used for Ethernet con-
nectivity. There is a GPS receiver included on the device, but it is not enabled because
there is no open source driver currently available for it. It does not have a camera. The
software used during the evaluations was Qtopia 4.3.1 on a Linux 2.6.22 kernel.

The entire Neo1973 production run sold out and no more are being made. A second
version targeted at consumers is currently being designed. It is called the “Neo FreeRun-
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Figure 6.3: The iPhone by Apple Inc. (Apple Inc., 2007).

ner” and will have a faster processor, WI-FI capability, accelerometers, and 2D graphic
acceleration.

Both the Greenphone and Neo1973 run Qtopia phone edition, an open source platform
designed for mobile environments. Both phones run the same version of  Qtopia, but
the Qtopia platform is tailored to handle the way a user interacts with the phone in dif-
ferent ways. The Greenphone has a touchscreen, but most of  the interaction is handled
through the physical keypad using a version of  predictive input that is similar to the T9
input method (Nuance Communications, Inc., 2008). The Neo1973 only has a touch-
screen and stylus as its main form of  interaction. For this, Qtopia provides an onscreen
keyboard for entering text. As letters are selected on the phone, suggestions are made
for the intended word.

6.1.3 The iPhone

The iPhone was announced by Apple Inc. in January 2007 and went on sale June 29,
2007, in the U.S. and later in other parts of  the world2. It has a fully functional web
browser specially adapted to mobile phone use. It also has an innovative user interface
for phones, with the main method of  interaction being a touchscreen that has multiple
touch points for users to interact with. It has some physical buttons for adjusting volume,
locking the phone, and a large physical button on one end of  the phone for returning to
the main screen (see Figure 6.3). The majority of  interaction is through the touchscreen
using one or two fingers. For entering text, an on-screen keyboard is provided.

2As of  this writing, the iPhone is not available for sale in Norway.
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The iPhone has a 480×320 screen with 8 or 16GB storage space. It has an ARM pro-
cessor that is underclocked at around 400 MHz though it could run at 620 MHz. It
also has a 3-D accelerometer that detects when the iPhone changes orientation, and a
motion detector to detect when the phone is close to a face and that can lock the con-
trols on the touchscreen. A 2-megapixel camera is also included. It has radio receivers
for doing tri-band GSM, GPRS, EDGE, and WI-FI. It runs a variant of  Apple’s OS X
operating system.

Unlike the other two phones mentioned above, the iPhone currently does not allow
users to install applications or tinker with settings, but Apple has announced that it will
be possible to install applications in a future release.

6.2 Evaluations

There were several evaluations that were done during the course of  the thesis and in
combination with the INF5261 course (Development of  Mobile Information Systems
and Services) at the University of  Oslo. The first evaluation was done as part of  testing
an early version of  KLM-Qt.

The first evaluation uncovered some issues that needed to be addressed in KLM-Qt. In
particular, KLM-Qt needed to be able to edit the models and add notes to help explain
what was happening in the model. Adding notes was especially helpful when looking at
models after they had been generated. These features were added and are documented
in section 4.3.2. With the improvements in place, KLM-Qt was tried again to see if
better models could be generated. At this point, besides the Greenphone, the Neo1973
was available and could run Qtopia, and the iPhone had been released, so the goal
became to see how the Keystroke-Level Model would work for different phones with
different interaction paradigms.

At the same time, the question came up about how useful other methods that originated
on the desktop would be for evaluating mobile devices? So, running the evaluation on
the three phones became part of  a larger project that included seeing how well usability
testing (section 7.3) and heuristic evaluation (section 3.2.2) worked on mobile devices.

6.2.1 Research Questions

During the first evaluation, the main concern was to see how well KLM-Qt would per-
form on the Greenphone and to see if  anything could be done with the results. It was
also a test to see if  the information that could be derived from the system events that
KLM-Qt was listening to would actually generate valid Keystroke-Level Models.

The second evaluation expanded the topic in several areas by looking at more phones
and methods. KLM-Qt was tested to see how well it worked for devices with other
input mechanisms and for specific telephone functionality that was not evaluated in the
previous evaluation.
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6.2.2 First KLM-Qt Evaluation

The first evaluation was in the spring of  2007 and involved the use of  an earlier version
of  KLM-Qt with Qtopia on a Greenphone. The open source version of  Qtopia was used
since it did not require getting a license and also allowed others to replicate the evalu-
ation if  they wanted to. However, as mentioned in section 5.1.2, earlier versions of
Qtopia did not have the phone features in the open source version. This imposed some
limitations on what programs or tasks could be evaluated with KLM-Qt. The evaluation
consisted of  checking several of  the personal information management (PIM) applica-
tions on the device: Addressbook, Calendar, and Todo. The tasks for these applications
are presented in Figure 6.4. A couple of  the other applications that come with Qtopia
were also checked. Some tasks were performed twice to see what effect the different
ways of  doing input on the Greenphone had.

Determining what tasks to evaluate started with looking at the documentation of  each
application to determine functionality and decide what could be done. It was hoped
that KLM-Qt would be able to “see” the actions that were needed to accomplish a
task. Since the Keystroke-Level Model focus is on error-free performance, any model
that contained mistakes was removed from the final set of  test results. In practice, this
meant not saving the model and starting the recording process over again with KLM-Qt
until an error-free model was achieved. No data is available about the number of  failed
attempts.

A concerted effort was made to choose an efficient way of  doing a task as this would be
consistent with what experts would do (e.g., doing actions like going “up” to select the
final item in a list instead of  scrolling down the list). Time was spent trying to figure out
the best way of  doing each task. Without extra testing, there is no guarantee that the
sequence of  actions was the most efficient. When inserting data, an attempt was made
to ensure that the input was was about the same length for all the different items.

If  a task required an item to be selected from a list, the item was selected before the actual
task was test run. Finding an item was included where it was possible to evaluate, but
other methods of  navigating to an item were largely untested.

After each task was successfully completed, the resulting Keystroke-Level Models were
stored in the KLM-Qt file format (see section 5.2.6) so they could be used for later
analysis. There were 46 different models that were generated during the evaluation.

6.2.3 Second KLM-Qt Evaluation

The Keystroke-Level Models were constructed using the updated KLM-Qt for the Green-
phone and the Neo1973, and manually for the iPhone. The Greenphone and Neo1973
both used the open source version of  Qtopia 4.3.1. This version of  Qtopia included tele-
phony functionality, so, a different set of  tasks was created focusing on phone-oriented
tasks rather than PIM tasks. The user tasks for the phones are presented in Figure 6.5.
The tasks were adjusted so that all the phones participating in the evaluation could
do each task. For example, the Greenphone and iPhone both have a camera, but the
Neo1973 does not, so instead of  taking a picture for a contact, it was selected from im-
ages that were already on the phone. Another change that was made as compared to the
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• Addressbook

– Add yourself  as a contact with
a phone number

– Edit a contact

* Change a contacts phone
number

* Add a home address to a
phone number

* Add a note to a contact

* Change the business a con-
tact works for

* Change the category of  a
contact

* Add a picture to a contact

– Set a Contact as a business card

– Delete a contact

– Find a random contact

• Calendar

– Change the start time of  a day
to be at 9:00

– Add an event

* Add a 1 hour meeting in
the future

* Add a 1 hour meeting in
the future under the busi-
ness category

* Add a week long meeting

* Add an all day event

* Add a repeating weekly
event

* Add a repeating yearly
event

* Add a repeating monthly
event

– Edit an event

* Change an event to happen
on another day

* Change an event to happen
at a different time

* Change the time zone for
an event

* Change the repeat of  an
event

* Add an alarm to an event

* Change the alarm type for
an event.

– Delete an event

• Todo

– Add a todo

* Add a simple todo

* Add a todo with text

* Add a todo with a due date

* Add a todo with a different
priority

– Edit a todo

* Mark a todo as complete
(with keys and stylus)

* Edit the text of  a todo

* Change the priority of  a
todo

* Change the due date of  a
todo

* Change the status of  a todo

– View a todo

– Delete a todo

Figure 6.4: A sample of  the tasks that were performed for the Greenphone evaluation
with KLM-Qt.
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first set of  tasks, was to try and cover the entire interaction from starting at the “home”
screen of  the phone to completion of  the task. This meant having to search through
contacts in order for find the correct contact to work on. It was hoped that this would
create more realistic models. In some cases, this meant generating the whole interaction
in parts. For example, navigating to the application and starting it was in one model,
then the actual task performed using the program in another.

The Neo1973 introduced a new problem for KLM-Qt. The way the numeric keypad
for dialing was implemented was that it would take a mouse press event and translate
it to a key event and send the mouse event as a key event. Implementation-wise for the
phone, this makes no difference, but it did make KLM-Qt generate an H operator for
these operators (usually lasting around 2 milliseconds). Some adjustments to the KLM-
Qt application were made to account for these very fast changes helped eliminate this
problem.

Since KLM-Qt cannot record events on the iPhone, the iPhone models were all gener-
ated by hand using blank KLM-Qt models. Most of  the tasks could be accounted by K
operators that originated from a mouse. For the on-screen keyboard, K operators from
the keyboard were used. To simulate the slide on the iPhone, a combination of KPK3

was used to indicate the press, slide, and release. Times were not measured precisely
for this, but the slide usually takes about second. None of  the tasks that were tested
used “multi-touch” gestures. Since the models were generated by hand, M operators
were also added using the heuristics from Figure 2.3. The duration for both the P and
M operators used the times presented in table 2.1.

The evaluations were all done using a stationary environment, with the user being seated
at a table and the mobile phone in the user’s hand. Part of  the reason for this was
pragmatic, and it also simplified the class of  tasks that needed to be evaluated. As
discussed earlier by Kjeldskov and Stage (2004), doing the evaluation in a stationary
setting uncovered more problems with an interface than when the evaluator was moving.

6.2.4 Usability Testing

The usability evaluation was done at the University of  Oslo, Informatics Building. Two
student volunteers that were friends of  the group were the testers, one male and one fe-
male. No monetary compensation was given, but they were given beverages and donuts
and signed an informed consent form (see appendix B). The usability test was filmed
with a camera focusing on the use of  the phone. The testers were given a set of  tasks
that are similar to Figure 6.5, but presented in an organized format and are detailed in
appendix A. One person filmed, another acted as a referee to encourage the tester to
think aloud and help if  the tester got lost, and another person took notes about what
was happening. An example of  the set up is shown in Figure 6.6.

Since the Greenphone and the Neo1973 used the same software, the phone used first
was chosen randomly, with the iPhone tested last in both cases. Going through all the

3Card et al. (1980; 1983) included a D operator that represented drawing straight lines on a grid. Although
there is some similarity to drawing a straight slide and doing a “slide” on the iPhone, the D operator is
described as being tied to a device that was available at the Palo Alto Research Center, so going for the
KP K combination seemed more appropriate.
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• Remove the keypad lock.

• Add a contact, “Marius” with a mo-
bile number.

• Send an SMS with text “Hi” to a new
number.

• Answer an incoming call.

• End a telephone call.

• Add number from the previous call
to a new contact, “Jo.”

• Call the “Marius” contact from the
addressbook.

• Change the name of  the “Jo” contact
to include a last name.

• Make the telephone silent.

• Answer the SMS sent to the phone.

• Set an alarm for tomorrow at 10:00

• Add a picture to a contact from the
library of  pictures included in the
phone.

• Dial a number

• Call the most recently called contact.

• Add a contact as a speed dial.

• Remove the picture from a contact.

• Add a “Meeting” at 10:00 the next
day in the calendar.

• Check missed calls.

• Delete a contact.

• Activate the keypad lock.

Figure 6.5: The tasks performed for the second evaluation of  the Greenphone, iPhone,
and Neo1973.

phones took about an hour for each tester. Some of  the phones did not have all the
testing data removed, so when asking a tester to perform a task, it was already done.
This resulted in modifications that had to be made in the test in order for the task to
be done. A couple of  tasks could not be finished due to errors in the software, and
these were noted. After all the testers had finished, the videos were digitized and then
examined to document what happened. Specifically, points were noted where the testers
had trouble completing a task or found things working differently than what they had
expected. These help supplement what was given in the notes.

6.2.5 Heuristic Evaluation

The heuristic evaluation was conducted using Nielsen’s heuristics which were covered
in section 3.2.2. Each person was responsible for one phone and doing the evaluation
on their own. The time for the evaluation was between an hour and a half  to two hours.
There was a meeting afterward to discuss what was found and to create a final report.
The tasks that were used to conduct the heuristic evaluation were similar to what was
mentioned above, but since there was a bit more freedom, some of  the other programs
were looked at as well.
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Figure 6.6: The set up for the usability test.



Chapter 7

Evaluation Results

The previous chapter introduced us to the devices used in the evaluations and how each
of  the evaluations was conducted. In this chapter, we present the results that were col-
lected during the evaluations. The results for each evaluation are presented separately
to give an idea of  what each evaluation found. In chapter 8, the comparison between
the methods and their results is discussed.

7.1 First KLM-Qt Evaluation

The first evaluation using KLM-Qt with the applications on the Greenphone worked
quite well. The user interface to KLM-Qt had changed, but the process was similar to
how it was presented in section 4.3, but there was no real problem getting the data from
the Greenphone and saving it to a file.

One of  the things that was discovered was that not all keystrokes on the phone are
created equal. Some keystrokes generate standard keystrokes that can be counted as a
K operator, while others are captured inside an input method. Initially, this meant that
some input was missed. Instead, the operating system handled these events as input
method events. One event is sent of  the text that is currently being composed and then
one to confirm the text as final output. To accommodate these events, a new operator
was introduced, I, that kept track of  composing and confirming the input. While it
was possible to combine multiple I operators into a single operator, doing so would
hide information about what keys were pressed or how many steps before the input was
confirmed, so every “composing” operator is included individually.

The speed of  the software on the Greenphone was a problem. There was a pause lasting
several seconds when starting an application or when using certain functions. This was
most likely not the result of  the KLM server being added to the application, as the
applications are slow without KLM-Qt being present. This version of  Qtopia was not
optimized for the Greenphone, so this speed problem was not given much emphasis in
the results.

Another issue was that it was only possible to get information for one application at
a time. Some applications launch other applications (e.g., Addressbook launches the
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Figure 7.1: The “new event” dialog in the Calendar application from Qtopia 4.2.3. It is
fine for entering new information, but it is tedious when one must navigate all the way
down to change the end time on an existing event.

camera application for taking a picture of  a contact). It was not possible to get this infor-
mation included in the task for “adding a picture to a contact.” However, it was possible
to do the camera part as a separate test run and use it for supplemental information in
the evaluation.

Apart from these problems, the models generated during the test runs were okay. It was
possible to take a look at the resulting models and relive the operators that created it and
understand what was going on with the application. This also meant that it was possible
to find problems in the applications’ designs and brainstorm ideas that could make the
applications easier and quicker-to-use. It was actually much simpler to create the models
on the phone than on the virtual framebuffer—the “emulator” for developing Qtopia
applications—since the phone ensured that text was entered only through the keypad
whereas the emulator could also accept input accidentally typed on the keyboard.

One thing that the evaluation seemed to bear out the most was that the current set of
applications were not designed with the Greenphone in mind. Qtopia Phone Edition is
designed for all types of  mobile phones, but the lack of  customizing the interface to the
Greenphone could have lead to some of  the issues.

Input was troublesome. The stylus can be used to navigate, and it works well for several
tasks that require picking a point on the screen, but it does have some problems when
navigating a dialog with a lot of  controls—for example, it will jump to the wrong control
and sometimes even attempt to recognize stylus movement as handwriting when trying
to do something else (e.g., using a scrollbar to scroll). In general, the stylus usually ends
up stowed inside the Greenphone and is only brought out when it becomes easier to
select an item in a list instead of  navigating through the items using the direction keys.
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This means that the direction keys are used for most of  the navigation, with the keypad
used to enter information. This is not a problem and it is possible to do everything this
way. However, some things, such as marking a todo item as complete are easy to do
with stylus and clumsy with the direction keys, requiring lots of  button presses. The real
problem is that there is some extra navigation that users must do to enter information.
Most of  the dialogs for entering a contact, a calendar event, or a todo item, have many
fields. This means that all the fields that are not of  interest must be navigated past to
enter the relevant information (see Figure 7.1). This is not so bad when first entering
information, and the Calendar application is helpful in that it has a drop down list of
typical information entered for an event making the input relatively painless. It is much
worse when changing information that is already entered. This is a bit slower than one
would expect because the application tries to create an input method for each control
the user navigates past. This results in the models generated for editing existing items
having a lot of  direction key presses, but not so many for entering information.

7.2 Second KLM-Qt Evaluation

The second round of  Keystroke-Level Model tests of  the Greenphone were interesting
because some things in Qtopia had changed since the last time the evaluation had been
run. The changes that had been made in KLM-Qt in between the first and second eval-
uation had also allowed for richer models. Many of  the speed issues that were present
in the previous version of  Qtopia had disappeared, but there was still the need to wait a
second or two as each program loaded. Additionally, some attention had been spent on
improving the interface for the addressbook and calendar. Editing contact information
was much easier in the 4.3.1 version of  Qtopia as compared to the earlier release. As
can be seen in Figure 7.2, it is much easier to choose between phoning, sending an SMS
message, or editing the contact. In the previous version one had a choice of  calling them
(by clicking on the link that was their phone number), but sending a message or edit-
ing the contact required navigating the context menu. This can be a bit more difficult
when the user just wants to update a phone number. The keystroke models that were
conducted for this revealed that the new software was faster to use, even when includ-
ing searching for the name in the later version, users could complete the task about five
seconds faster.

The majority of  the telephone functions worked as expected. Dialing a contact, dialing
a phone number, or reading an SMS worked similarly to how it works on other phones.
Writing SMS messages was a little different as it involved dealing with the messages
program that appeared to have been designed for more of  an email-style way of  working.
It also took extra steps to specify the SMS’s recipient when starting from the messages
program. An example of  the operators selecting a contact and making a call for both
the Greenphone and the Neo1973 are given in Table 7.1. Both phones have the same
list of  contacts, but the Greenphone can search through its list for the user, whereas the
user has to search through the list of  contacts manually on the Neo1973. The Neo1973
did beat the Greenphone in general navigation though. It was just a matter of  clicking
on the field to edit, while the Greenphone required navigating through every field in a
dialog to get to the field to edit. Still, the input through the on-screen keyboard slowed
down the tasks enough on the Neo1973 to eliminate this advantage.
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Figure 7.2: Comparison from version Qtopia 4.2.3 (left) and Qtopia 4.3.1 (right). Picture
of  Ms. Foo is courtesy of Kelly (2007).

Table 7.1: KLM models for selecting a contact and calling them on the Neo1973 and
Greenphone.

Neo1973
Operator Detail

K
P
K
K
K scroll to contract
P
K
P
K select contact
M
P
K Click Call

Greenphone
Operator Detail

I Enter first letter
I confirmed

M
I Enter second letter
I confirmed

M
K Press “up” to select last item in list
K Hit Call Button
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Table 7.2: Times and number of  keystrokes for select tasks for the phones under evalu-
ation.

Tasks Greenphone iPhone Neo1973

Add a contact 21.022 sec/
22 keystrokes

20.150 sec/
20 keystrokes

40.018 sec/
26 keystrokes

Send an SMS 14.912 sec/
14 keystrokes

16.100 sec/
10 keystrokes

18.025 sec/
11 keystrokes

Add number from a call 22.240 sec/
12 keystrokes

16.600 sec/
8 keystrokes

18.868 sec/
13 keystrokes

Call a contact 4.921 sec/
4 keystrokes

10.600 sec/
4 keystrokes

7.988 sec/
5 keystrokes

Change contact name 22.326 sec/
28 keystrokes

24.100 sec/
16 keystrokes

41.688 sec/
16 keystrokes

Answer SMS 23.379 sec/
18 keystrokes

11.650 sec/
8 keystrokes

17.275 sec/
11 keystrokes

Set an alarm 5.677 sec/
6 keystrokes

15.850 sec/
5 keystrokes

1.000 sec/
3 keystrokes

Add picture to contact 20.326 sec/
14 keystrokes

21.600 sec/
10 keystrokes

43.364 sec/
17 keystrokes

Dial a number 6.915 sec/
9 keystrokes

6.200/
10 keystrokes

8.556 sec/
10 keystrokes

Call most recent 4.958 sec/
2 keystrokes

5.300 sec/
2 keystrokes

11.483 sec/
5 keystrokes

Add contact to speed dial 9.489 sec/
13 keystrokes

13.450/
5 keystrokes

10.403 sec/
5 keystrokes

Remove contact picture 9.489 sec/
13 keystrokes

13.450 sec/
5 keystrokes

10.403 sec/
5 keystrokes

Add a meeting 25.290 sec/
20 keystrokes

27.500 sec/
16 keystrokes

37.419 sec/
21 keystrokes

Check missed calls 3.609 sec/
2 keystrokes

5.300 sec/
2 keystrokes

5.576 sec/
3 keystrokes

Delete a contact 9.832 sec/
7 keystrokes

17.400 sec/
7 keystrokes

9.003 sec/
5 keystrokes
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Though both the Neo1973 and the Greenphone run the same version of  the software,
they did not perform the same. The Neo1973 is faster to navigate and load applications
quicker, so it might be expected that it is a faster phone to use. Yet surprisingly, the
times for doing things on the Neo1973 were longer than for the Greenphone. Tasks like
adding contacts, writing SMS messages, or adding a calendar event sometimes took 10
seconds longer than doing it on the Greenphone. Details of  times to complete a task
and the number of  keystrokes is shown in Table 7.2. Though there is more to the models
than just counting keystrokes, presenting both values here can provide a useful summary
for comparing among the phones. Keep in mind that the iPhone models are generated
by hand, so the times given are not exact.

Comparing the Keystroke-Level Models that were generated from the iPhone to the
Greenphone or Neo1973 shows a different philosophy on how functionality was imple-
mented. As can be seen in Table 7.2, the iPhone had the smallest number of  keystrokes
for almost all of  the tasks. However, there were some things that worked faster on the
Greenphone. For example, the Greenphone could assign a phone number to speed dial.
This meant that hitting a single button was sufficient to dial its associated number. The
iPhone and the Neo1973 maintained a list of  favorites. After setting the speed dial,
it was very fast to reach this contact on the Greenphone, and a bit longer on the oth-
ers, as it meant scanning a list. However, setting a number as a favorite required fewer
keystrokes and could be completed faster on the iPhone than setting up the speed dial
on the Greenphone. Another task for which the Greenphone came out ahead of  the
iPhone was in setting times. On the Greenphone, it is possible to just type in the time;
on the iPhone, setting a time involves sliding rollers to get a correct time (see Figure
7.3, compare with Figure 7.1). In this case, setting an alarm or creating a meeting was a
bit faster on the Greenphone. However, setting times on the iPhone is less error-prone
than on the Neo1973.

Certain tasks were simple on all the phones. For example, answering a call, hanging up
on a call, or locking the phone, all operated the same way—one button press. Unlocking
the phones was similarly straight forward, either a slide or two key presses. The iPhone
has a major departure from the other two phones concerning making it silent. The
Greenphone and Neo1973 required going into the settings to make the “silent” profile
active, while the iPhone had a switch on the side to flip. Obviously it was quicker to
switch the iPhone into and out of  silent mode than navigate through to the profile area
and to make a profile active. The Greenphone had a slight advantage on pure phone
functionality, most likely because it possessed a keypad for dedicated phone tasks. This
made it easy to dial a number, check missed calls, or call recent contacts, which on the
other phones, required navigation into the specific “phone” area of  the software.

7.3 Usability Testing

The usability test turned up an interesting result regarding the design of  the phones.
While the members of  the group who had been conducting the usability test understood
how to use the majority of  the functions for the mobile phone, it was surprising to see
that new users had problems with the phones and had to have some things pointed out
to them about how they worked. There was at least one thing on each phone that was
a stumbling block for someone.
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Figure 7.3: Setting times on the iPhone. Changing the values is accomplished by rolling
the components with a finger.

One thing that the usability test did highlight was that the input methods on the Green-
phone and Neo1973 had problems. One of  the issues that was encountered when gen-
erating the models for KLM-Qt was that the current input methods did not support
Norwegian Bokmål. This was problematic as some of  the tasks required entering Nor-
wegian names. This was solved by changing the names to English equivalents and
having a lot of  leniency about what was entered. Even with these relaxed requirements,
the testers struggled to enter the correct text. One of  the testers wondered how to add
words to the dictionary as there seemed to be no way to do this on the Greenphone or
the Neo1973.

The virtual keyboard on the Neo1973 proved to be especially problematic for the testers.
One of  the comments made was that it was difficult to use the keyboard because it kept
on making suggestions that did not really match what was being typed. The user meant
what was being typed and did not want the suggestions. Another issue that both testers
encountered on the Neo1973 was that there was no obvious key on the virtual keyboard
for entering a space or deleting a character. That was because there was no key and the
way to do this was to do a gesture of  stroking a horizontal line from left-to-right (for
space) or right-to-left (for delete). This gesture was not documented anywhere, however1

and was only discovered by accident by one of  the testers. Another issue was that if  you
stroke up or down in the keyboard area, the keyboard “rolls” to a different palette (letters
to capital letters to numbers to symbols). This is straight forward to understand once it

1This was a surprise to me as well, I thought the way to do a space was to hit the small area near the
bottom which got a space for me. Apparently, a small horizontal line had been entered for me.
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is shown or explained, but there is no visible way of  showing this (e.g., the keyboard has
no visual cue that it can be “rolled,” like the numbers from the iPhone in Figure 7.3)
and no alternative way of  switching between the keyboard palettes is provided. It also
does not require much of  a vertical stroke to make roll the keyboard palette. One of  the
testers had accidentally made this switch when first entering text and had no idea how
to get back to the original keyboard. At one point, the input method would no longer
come up without restarting the Neo1973.

The testers understood how to use the text input method on the Greenphone. Since it
had a keypad, the method was similar to the phones that the testers already had. The
user who had complained about the virtual keyboard on the Neo1973 making sugges-
tions had no problem with suggestions on the Greenphone. There were still some issues
though. One of  them was that once a word was completed, it was not possible to go
back and add to the word (e.g., changing “run” to “running”). Instead, the Green-
phone would start a new capitalized word. This appeared to annoy the testers. One of
the testers said that the Greenphone was better, if  only for the fact that it was possible to
enter text. The Greenphone also offered a virtual keyboard and character recognition
using the stylus, but the keypad seemed to be the preferred method. One of  the testers
did try the character recognition, but abandoned it when it did not match what was
written.

Another issue with the phones running Qtopia was how items, like contacts and events
in calendars, were saved. This was typically done by entering the information and hitting
“back.” One tester mentioned early on that this was confusing . When adding a contact
and hitting “back,” the tester was not sure the contact was really added, so the tester
went back to check that the contact was there.

When turning a phone number into a contact on the Qtopia phones, the testers were
confronted with a dialog asking them which phone number they wanted to attach it to
(regular phone, mobile phone, business or home). One of  the testers did not understand
what all the icons meant (see Figure 7.4). Both wondered which one they should pick
and felt that this was more information than they should have to specify.

Another comment during the testing was that the buttons on the keypad of  the Green-
phone were “far away” from the soft buttons that the they represented on the screen.
This lead to some confusion when interacting with the context menu. The tester would
hit the “context menu” button to open the menu, then navigate to an option and hit the
“context menu” again, but this would close the menu without selecting the option. Nor-
mally, the tester could also hit the “hang-up” button to cancel a menu, but this would
not work when on the home screen. The tester did not like having to hit the different
buttons.

Setting an alarm was interesting on the Qtopia phones as well. There is normally a
checkmark that enables an alarm, but both of  the testers clicked around in the disabled
area that displayed the time and day for the alarm. Strangely enough, the dialog for
selecting the day eventually came up and from there setting the alarm was straight for-
ward. It is unknown whether this was a bug in the software or not. On the iPhone, it
was more a matter of  adding an alarm for a particular time. It did not allow the user to
specify the day, aside from making it repeat on a day. Because of  the way the task was
phrased, this made the testers look around for setting the alarm for “tomorrow” when
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Figure 7.4: Qtopia’s “Add Number to Contact” dialog as shown on the Greenphone.

adding the alarm was enough (i.e., if  the alarm was for 10 a.m., and the user was setting
the alarm at 1 p.m., it was implicit that it was for tomorrow).

As was mentioned in section 6.2.4, the order the phones were given was done randomly
because the Greenphone and the Neo1973 had the same software. Both testers did show
that some learning had occurred when using the second Qtopia phone based on their
experience using the first. When they used the first phone, each ran into some problems
regarding things they did not find intuitive. For example, setting a number as speed dial
for one tester proved to be very difficult because the menu changed depending on which
tab the tester was on in the contact. After opening the menu in one spot, the tester went
looking all over the place but did not open up the menu again. Eventually seeking help
to add the contact to speed dial. However, when both got to the second Qtopia-based
phone, they were able to perform the tasks without help.

Some of  the tasks went well on all the phones, for example, reading an SMS, answering
the phone, and dialing a number were done quickly by both of  the testers. Both testers
pointed out that the Qtopia phones were slow in stopping the phone from ringing after
answering the phone. On the Neo1973, a tester accidentally hung up on the caller be-
cause it seemed like the phone was not responding to hitting the answer button, but just
as the tester hit the button a second time, it had become the hang-up button.

The iPhone also had issues. The one task that seemed to make each tester stop and
think was dialing a contact. The testers were able to easily add a contact, but when told
to dial the new contact, they selected the contact and the list of  contacts and expected
it to just dial the number. Instead, the iPhone presents them with information on the
contact, selecting the phone number then dials it. Making the iPhone silent was another
trouble point. Both of  the testers looked around in the software settings on the iPhone
to make the iPhone silent and adjusted the volume down. Actually, the iPhone has a
mechanical switch to flip that disables the ringer, and both testers needed to be shown
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this. Neither of  these things are obvious for first-time users, though like the quirks on
the other phones, it was understood quickly afterwards. One of  the testers had some
issues with typing on the keyboard, the other did not, but it turns out that that tester
owns an iPod-Touch which has the same on-screen keyboard. Both of  the testers were
able to finish all the tasks on the iPhone faster than on the other phones and, as one
tester mused, with less keystrokes. This probably has more to do with the design of
the phone than knowing about the tasks that were performed previously. Both testers
preferred the iPhone after all the tests had been run.

7.4 Heuristic Evaluation

Each of  the phones fared differently when doing the heuristic evaluation. What follows
is each heuristic and how each device met that heuristic. In many cases, the Greenphone
and Neo1973 behaved similarly, so their results are merged in several places.

Visibility of System Status

All the phones were good at showing their status. On all the phones, it was possible to
see the battery level, if  the battery was changing and the strength of  reception for making
calls or sending messages. There are also indicators on all the phones when an SMS is
being sent, and when the phone is dialing. There is also some sort of  indication when
an SMS or call is received. The phones also do a good job of  indicating what current
application is running by showing its name at the top of  the screen.

The iPhone went a bit further to also show the mobile service provider and the type of
Internet connection the iPhone had (wireless or using GPRS/EDGE). The other phones
did not show their Internet connection status. The iPhone is also good about providing
other state information. For example, there is an indication when it is downloading
data from the Internet, has an alarm active, has the screen locked, or is playing music.

The Greenphone and Neo1973 show if  they are silent by displaying the current profile
on the home screen. The iPhone did not provide an indication whether it was silent or
not, but it is possible to check by tilting the iPhone and looking at the position of  the
switch and its orange dot, which indicates whether or not it is silent. There are also
some times when the iPhone is unresponsive, for example when loading a note that was
previously being edited, there is some delay and there is no indicator. The Greenphone
and Neo1973 do show a ticking clock in the center of  the screen when they are busy
loading. There are some periods where this may seem to take a long time.

Match Between System and the Real World

The iPhone has a very consistent use of  names throughout and they match the common
terms used for most mobile phones. The only place where things were not obvious was
in describing the terms used for slideshow feature for photos of  the phone.

The Greenphone and Neo1973 follow this heuristic pretty well too and use many of  the
terms that are familiar on most mobile phones. Their icons are similar to those that a
user will have seen before and would understand their function. The only icon that is
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Figure 7.5: The “Applications” icon is a picture of  four boxes in Qtopia and gives no
clue as to its meaning.

confusing is the icon representing “Applications.” It is a picture of  four boxes (Figure
7.5) and this gives no real indication of  its purpose. On the Greenphone, it is possible
to move around using the direction keys on the keypad and see what each icon is for.
However, when using the touchscreen functionality of  either phone, it was not possible
to know what the icons represent without actually starting the application.

User Control and Freedom

Both the iPhone and Greenphone have a de-facto “emergency exit” that will exit out of
the application and return back to the home screen.For the iPhone, hitting the “home”
key will bring the user back to the main screen. Applications mostly remember where
they last were when they are started again. The only place where data can be potentially
lost is when entering in new information for a contact, since jumping back to the home
screen will lose that information.

On the Greenphone, the red telephone number button for ending a conversation will
also bring the user back to the main screen. This is similar to other mobile phones.
All applications also have a “back” button that will normally go one step back in the
interaction, though it might mean deleting text instead of  leaving a dialog. However,
there was a situation where figuring out how to go back was confusing. When using
the touchscreen on the phone and navigating to documents, and writing a letter for
searching, it was not obvious how to remove the letter and get back to the original state.

Since the Neo1973 has interaction through the touchscreen, it only has the “back” but-
ton that was described for the Greenphone and not a global “emergency exit.” Hitting
the back button enough times will eventually bring the user to the main screen again.
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Consistency and Standards

The iPhone was consistent overall and the interfaces worked the same. The only place
where this consistency was lacking was that some applications would change their ori-
entation when flipped, while others that seemed like they should did not.

The Greenphone and Neo1973 were pretty good about consistency. For example, both
always used “new” and “delete” to indicate operations on contacts, events, or SMS’s.
One place where the phones were consistent, but not necessarily standard was the use
of  the word “back.” As mentioned above, this allows the user to go one step back, but
it also is a way of  saving changes. For example, when adding information for a contact,
most users would search for an option to “save” the contact (or for an “OK” button),
instead of  realizing that clicking back will save the contact. However, neither phone
gives a confirmation that data has been saved and it is necessary for the user to check
that the save has really happened.

Error Prevention

On the iPhone, the area where most errors occur is when typing text. The iPhone tries
to make suggestions and correct what is being typed, but it is impossible to always get
them right, and it sometimes “corrects” words that have been entered correctly in the
first place. The other potential problem is accidentally dialing a number in the call
history when only wanting to look up the call details. However, it is easy to notice this
and to cancel the call before the phone number is actually dialed. One area that might
benefit from adding error prevention code is when looking at a list of  contacts to send an
SMS or email, the iPhone would indicate which contacts do not have a phone number
or email address respectively, instead selecting the contact will bring up a screen saying
“no phone number (or email in the later case) for this contact.” It also filters them out of
the suggestions when the user types in the “To:” field. Otherwise, the only other error
is accidentally choosing the wrong value, but it is usually obvious when this happens
and it can easily be backed out of.

Besides text input, both the Greenphone and Neo1973 are pretty good at warning be-
fore deleting an item. SMS messages are first sent to the trash before being completely
deleted, so there is a chance to rescue mistakenly deleted messages. The Neo1973 does
have an issue with the way the context menu is placed. For example, when creating a
new contact, it is easy to accidentally choose the “hide” menu choice or the “abort”
menu choice which will return the user to the main user screen.

Recognition Rather Than Recall

The iPhone has big icons with text underneath them that makes it easy to remember
which application does what. When entering in who should get an email message or
SMS, the iPhone offers suggestions from the contacts list, so it is not necessary to re-
member a phone number or email address. It is pretty good at matching, even if  the text
is not quite correct. This does not happen when looking for a contact to call however,
but if  the user can remember the first letter of  the last name it is possible to narrow the
search.
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The Greenphone and Neo1973’s icons have been mentioned above, including the issues
that apply to them. The options menu is always available on the screen when dealing
with an item, so it does not require remembering commands. However, some of  the
menu choices are not always obvious and require some experimentation to find out
what they actually do. This indicates that some choices require some training or getting
used to.

Flexibility and Efficiency of Use

The iPhone has no accelerators in the traditional sense. There are opportunities to en-
ter in the text instead of  having to scroll. As mentioned in the previous heuristic, it is
possible when choosing contacts to jump to the first letter of  the last name instead of
having to scroll through all the names. The biggest accelerators are saving frequently
used selections. For example, contacts can have favorites, websites can have bookmarks
(or “web clips” on the main screen), and the maps programs can have saved locations.
Recent Conversations via SMS are saved, so conversing with recent contacts is not dif-
ficult. There is no support for cut and paste however, so the only way to enter in text at
another place is to type it all over again.

On the Greenphone, the main screen has twelve icons that can be reached by pressing
the corresponding key on the keypad. However, menus lower in the hierarchy do not
have this functionality. It is also possible to add a contact to “speed dial.” The Neo1973
only had the capability for speed dials. There was an alternate mechanism for running
applications, but it seemed to take longer than the standard way of  just choosing the
application from the main area.

Some evaluators expected shortcuts for writing SMS’s or adding a contact, since these
are tasks that are commonly provided on other phones. None of  the phones had this
functionality explicitly.

Aesthetic and Minimalist Design

All the dialogs that were tested on all the phones uphold this heuristic well, most of  the
information is very minimalistic. The iPhone is a little better than the other two phones
in that its dialogs are laid out with a lot of  space between items in order to accommodate
finger presses.

Help Users Recognize, Diagnose, and Recover from Errors

There are few error messages that are encountered during normal use on any of  the
phones. The only two that were encountered were when the battery is low or the SIM
card is missing. Not much is given to describe what to do, but for the situations described
above, the solutions are fairly obvious.

Help and Documentation

The Greenphone and Neo1973 have context sensitive help that can be selected by choos-
ing the “Help” menu choice. When choosing it, a new screen is shown with a descrip-
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tion of  the choices that are available at the moment. There are also links to other options
in case the user wants to learn about them in this context.

There is no online help included on the iPhone itself. It is possible to navigate to Apple’s
website and look for help there, but access to the Internet might not be available (or could
be expensive). However, most tasks do not require consulting documentation, though
some tasks like killing a stuck application or resetting the device are not straight forward.



Chapter 8

Discussion

In this chapter we discuss the results from the evaluations performed over the course
of  this master’s thesis. Specifically, we look at the Keystroke-Level Model and KLM-
Qt to see what they can contribute to mobile phone evaluations. We also look at the
usability testing that we performed and the heuristic evaluation and their contributions.
We also discuss each method’s disadvantages and how they compare to each other.
Conclusions are discussed in the next chapter. The sections are presented to match the
research questions that were outlined in chapter 1.

8.1 The Keystroke-Level Model and Mobile Devices

Even though the Keystroke-Level Model was designed for desktop systems, it appears
to produce models that are useful in evaluating and comparing mobile device user in-
terfaces. The models help to capture the interaction that goes on when using a mobile
device and can reveal how well or poorly a task is supported by a device. Having the
models provides a way of  comparing the interaction between two devices and seeing
which one allows the quickest way of  doing things. In situations where two devices
used the same software, it was also possible to see which interactions worked faster.
This information could be used to guide choices in what hardware to select, for exam-
ple.

While the Keystroke-Level Model can be used with mobile devices in the abstract sense
that the desktop operators map over to corresponding operators on the mobile phone, it
is a bit more difficult to say if  that is the case with the actual values that were originally
determined by Card et al. (1980; 1983) and detailed in section 2.3. Pressing buttons
seems to transfer well to the K operator, even when they are software buttons on the
screen pressed by a stylus, but some operators do not make this clear transfer. For exam-
ple, the P operator is not necessary on phones that do not need to have a touchscreen,
but on touchscreen phones, it is difficult to apply consistently because the cursor works
differently than on a desktop machine. On a desktop machine, the mouse dictates the
P operator since it tracks the movement of  the cursor and there is a smooth movement
between all the points on the screen. On a mobile phone, pointing jumps the cursor to
the new position and this happens faster than it takes to move the cursor with a pointing
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device. The hand does very little movement and indeed one can access different points
on the screen with different fingers which makes the P much faster on those occasions.
When Luo and John (2005) experimented with the Keystroke-Level Model on Palm-
devices, they saw a need for creating a Graffiti operator, but they left the P operator
alone. Perhaps using Fitts’ Law tailored to each screen would provide better values.

Another problem is the H operator. It might mean completely different things on differ-
ent devices. On the iPhone, for example, it could be argued that there is an H operator
that happens when clicking on a field that requires text input and the on-screen key-
board comes up. At these points, users may change to using their thumbs for typing
instead of  the pointer finger (though the user can continue to just point with a finger
and thus eliminate the H completely). This is much different on the Neo1973 because
the user is always using the same pointing device and there is no perceived difference.
The H does not seem to exist on devices like the Greenphone where the primary mode
of  interaction is through a keypad, and text input and navigation are simply a matter of
pressing different buttons.

The M operator can be another issue that may need to be addressed. Myung (2004)
claims that the M operator for a mobile phone should be around 570 milliseconds,
which is much shorter than the traditional value of  1350 milliseconds. No data was
collected to see if  this was in indeed true. Holleis et al. (2007) contends that this value
is for a very specialized area of  use and asserts that the normal value should be used.
Besides examining the time for an M operator, developing a new set of  heuristics that
focus more on mobile devices could also be useful. This might mean that it is necessary
to mark operators that input arguments and commands, but knowing where the user
mentally prepares can also be a good metric to compare with. Having less points where
a user has to mentally prepare to do something should be more efficient.

Even though the K operator works well in most cases of  pressing buttons, it does not
always transfer well. In particular when using predictive input methods, it can require
the person to confirm that the text that is entered is correct as Myung (2004) found was
the case for Korean input methods. More research needs to be done to create a better
operator to encapsulate typing using an input method. The I operator introduced for
using with KLM-Qt is not sufficient to represent different input methods.

When the evaluation was being run, the decision was made to have the evaluators sitting
at the table and having the phone in their hand. This does not cover all possible situa-
tions of  how and when someone uses a mobile phone, but it covers an adequate subset.
Holleis et al. (2007) proposed many new types of  operators that could be used, such as a
macro and micro attention shifts (Smacro and Smicro), distraction (X), an arbitrary action
(A(t)), broad gestures (G), finger movement (F ), and initial act (I1). These suggested
operators were not used in our models, partly because this research was discovered late
on in the research for this thesis, and partly because of  the fact that they add complexity
to the models. We were still able to create models that provide useful information about
the number of  operators it requires for completing a task and how long it takes. Adding
in the operators from Holleis et al. would not invalidate the data, but would provide a
deeper understanding of  what is going on.

1Not to be confused with the I operator introduced in the previous chapter.
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However, one thing to keep in mind is that the models were generated differently be-
tween the iPhone and the other phones and it could be that the default times that were
used for the P and M on the iPhone add more time to the task than it would really take.
Even using those values that are most likely larger than their actual values, the iPhone
is able to accomplish most of  its tasks faster than on the Greenphone or the Neo1974
and with fewer keystrokes. Of  the three phones tested, the iPhone models indicated the
iPhone is the most efficient phone. This seems to match informal opinion about expe-
riences with the devices. Having a better way of  capturing input methods may make it
possible to try alternative methods when designing applications for a mobile phone and
to see how well they work on a device before much time is spent implementing them.

8.2 KLM-Qt and Mobile Devices

KLM-Qt works for generating an initial model of  a task. During the evaluation, it was
possible to connect a Greenphone or the Neo1973 and start recording a model. Once
the model was complete, it was just a matter of  going back and adding extra notes for
the operators that should be documented. It was also easy to add or remove operators
when this was appropriate. It was much faster using KLM-Qt to generate the model by
recording than generating the model by hand. For our final set of  models, we were able
to start and complete the whole process in around 20 minutes. This was compared to
spending around two hours when doing the models by hand. So, the goal of  minimizing
time was clearly realized.

Even though KLM-Qt could generate models quickly, there were some problems when
recording the models. The most troublesome was the Neo1973. It did generate models
that were usable, but the models contained a lot of  noise as the touchscreen seemed to
detect slight movements, which would show up as P operators between a mouse press
and release (KpressPKrelease). The solution was to substitute these sequences with one
K that contained all these operators. Another issue seemed to be an implementation
detail of  Qtopia on the Neo1973, the mouse presses would generate other input events,
but both of  the events would be reported, so the models would contain the mouse’s K
followed by an I or a keyboard K. Some work was done to filter out spurious Hs that
would be generated this way, but there were still extra operators. Adding the duration
of  the K and the I in the models together would generate durations that are similar to
the K in Table 2.2.

When creating the models by hand, going through the task a couple of  times was neces-
sary in order to accurately record each step. After initial models were written, it usually
required going back over the models a couple of  times to add in elements that were miss-
ing (like P and M operators). It would have been very helpful to have had the ability to
have captured events from the iPhone and to have generated the models automatically.

It was useful to have KLM-Qt available for generating the models by hand, since it was
able to provide some specialization that is not built in to most spreadsheet programs.
However, it would have been helpful to be able to copy and paste groups of  operators in
the model to have access to commonly repeated operations (such as sliding a bar on the
iPhone). Of  course, KLM-Qt was primarily targeted as a recorder and not a full-fledged
KLM model editor.
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Recording the events from the device worked well in general, but it could have been
better at handling the input methods. As described in section 6.2.2, the new operator
I helps solve the problem of  including the information in the model, but it also hides
information because it is impossible to know from the event what type of  input method
generated the event. In some cases this may be problematic, for example, when wanting
to compare different input methods. Some input methods give a good indication of
which one is being used. For example, when seeing that the composition text first starts
with an ‘a,’ then starting with ‘b,’ then ‘a’ again, and finally ‘c’ as each letter is added,
it is most likely some type of  predictive method. This change in text does not happen
when using an on-screen keyboard, though it is possible to choose suggestions on the
screen, it will only be reflected in the confirmed text.

As mentioned above, the P operator is a bit tricky to track on the mobile device. How-
ever, KLM-Qt is well placed to solve this issue since it has access to the events. It could
look for events where there is a “mouse” release event and record the position. It could
then record the new position on the next press and generate a P event given the time
and distance between the two events. This has the side effect of  swallowing M events
that occur between the two events though, but if  the time is longer than that for a normal
M an MP could be inserted instead.

The M operator is another place where the recording could be improved. Having the
ability to place M operators at locations where they might occur, such as preparing to
enter text or confirming a selection, would be very useful. However, it is also possible
to detect false positives. There are points where the user has to wait for the device to
load a dialog and this may be more than a few seconds2. This is beyond the limit for
inserting an M operator and consequently, an M gets inserted into the model. This is
part of  the reason why finding Ms this way is not the default. On the other hand, this
can be used as a way of  discovering many of  the points where the user must wait for the
device because it usually results in M operators that are three to four times the standard
duration. It is possible to replace these with an M and R(t) or simply an R(t).

As mentioned in section 2.4, Raskin (2000) introduces the idea of  computing the effi-
ciency of  the input (i.e., how much input is used for actual data versus navigation and
other interaction). This can be used to gauge if  an interface is “good enough” or if  it
needs another iteration to attempt to achieve a more efficient interface. This can also
be a useful metric for comparing competing designs. KLM-Qt does not currently have
a way of  computing the efficiency of  a design, but it is something that could be added.
It is important to not focus solely on efficiency, as this may result in interfaces that are
very efficient, but may be confusing or hard to use. As Raskin explains, “Theoretical
limits may or may not be reached by a practical interface, but they do give us a star by
which to steer” Raskin (2000, page 90).

The Keystroke-Level Models that were generated from these evaluations did not deal
with certain situations such as getting the device out of  a purse or jacket pocket to answer
it. Part of  the reason for this was that it was clumsy to do with the way the phones
communicated with KLM-Qt. The phones use a TCP/IP connection (section 5.2.3)
and the Greenphone and Neo1973 are only able to provide a connection through a USB

2It probably should be pointed out that one way of  reducing this waiting time is to show the dialog, then
close it and open it again. This was discovered after most of  the evaluations with KLM-Qt had already
been finished.
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cable (sections 6.1.1 and 6.1.2). This cable gets in the way when stowing the phone and
could potentially become disconnected. And walking with the phone, the cable, and
a laptop, is not how most people use their phones. In the future, as more devices get
the ability to do wireless networking, it may very well be possible to use KLM-Qt to
model these extra situations as well. Another possibility is to try and use some of  the
techniques that were introduced by Kjeldskov and Stage (2004) such as using a treadmill
or having the user play a game that involves the whole body at the same time. It would
be interesting to see how KLM-Qt or simply the Keystroke-Level Model would deal
with situations that take the user beyond working while sitting at a table or desk.

8.3 Usability Testing and Mobile Devices

Usability testing provides valuable information about how users use mobile phones.
Seeing how the users performed tasks showed that there were various ways to accom-
plish a task, some of  which were new to those conducting the tests. It was also possible
to detect patterns of  use that are not always obvious when using a the device oneself.
It was also interesting to see that the testers often struggled with similar issues, some-
times even making the same mistakes. Changing the interface to prevent these mistakes
would make the phones more usable for these testers.

Another interesting result revealed by the usability testing was how much the testers
focused on interacting with the screen almost completely (or in the case of  the Green-
phone, the screen and keypad). While this approach is fine for the Neo1973, since al-
most all interaction is accomplished this way, it caused problems with the other phones.
For example, both testers missed the “silent” switch on the iPhone, and one used the
software to lock the keypad on the Greenphone instead of  hitting the hardware “key-
pad lock” button. The other tester when reaching for the button made a comment, “Oh,
these buttons do things too.” It is difficult to say the exact reason for this. Since there
no specific instructions were given about the buttons, perhaps some text in the usability
testing sheet about looking at all the buttons on the phone and determining what they
do, would be a way of  ensuring that these other buttons are not neglected.

One thing that was realized after completing the usability testing was that the the tests
were rather forgiving. Some of  the input was changed so that it would not cause prob-
lems when entering text. While this may be acceptable when trying to get the optimal
results, it does not necessarily work well in the usability tests. Part of  the effort should
be trying to solve the problems that arise since there is a fair chance that these problems
will be encountered in real life, especially when dealing with text input. This means
that the data collected reflected the common tasks, but could have done a bit better cov-
ering tasks such as entering a non-English word that does not exist at all on the phone.
However, by not fully covering text entry, there is an implication that it is currently
inadequate on the Greenphone and Neo19733.

Video taping the usability testing went well. Since there was only one camera available,
it was focused primarily on the device and not on the user. This allowed us to capture

3The iPhone was not taken into account when making these changes to the usability test. It does have
problems entering in Norwegian Bokmål text though.
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most of  the interaction with the device and how this interaction was carried out (press-
ing somewhere on the screen or hitting a key). The devices are small enough that it
is possible capture all of  this on one camera, and the screens on the phone are good
enough to be legible on film as well. There was a small problem that the device moved
off  camera in a couple of  situations, although this was quickly solved by the camera
operator. Having another camera to capture the tester’s facial expressions would have
been helpful as well. This was done by having one person taking notes, but is not nearly
as robust as recording. Unfortunately we did not have access to devices that can track
where the eye is looking on the screen—this would have provided information about
what people search for when performing the tasks. Of  course, as mentioned above all
of  this is ideal for stationary setups. As documented by Kjeldskov and Stage (2004),
there are some issues of  filming people when they are moving and making sure that the
person is heard and not creating a crowd of  people following the tester.

The one item that seemed to show up the most in the usability testing was the input
methods. It could be that this is because the testers are confronted with the need to
input information in many of  the tasks. It certainly seems that usability testing would
be a good way to try out new methods of  input to get the opinions of  the users. The
testers certainly complained about issues when entering text.

One thing that was surprising was that aside from the fact that one tester liked the green
color of  the Greenphone, there were no comments about the hardware. This could be
that the testers were only concerned about the software and not the hardware. Another
reason could be that there was only a short amount of  time spent with the phone. The
Greenphone and the Neo1973 have power management issues, so if  there was a longer-
term evaluation, the hardware issues might arise.

Some of  the issues described in section 3.2.1 were encountered in the usability test con-
ducted here. We definitely got the perspective of  first-time users with the devices. This
was helpful and showed places where an interface could be improved to make it easier
to learn, but a question could be how much these issues would affect users once they
had used the device for awhile. Also, as indicated above, there was very little comment
on the hardware. Having an evaluation that would last a few weeks and would allow
the users to spend time having to charge the device, carry the device around, etc. would
turn up other issues, but it would also be a bigger use of  resources.

8.4 Heuristic Evaluation

Using heuristic evaluation did not work out as well as we had hoped. We do not fault the
method, but rather the heuristics that were selected. Some heuristics work—like “aes-
thetic and minimalist design” are a good fit for mobile devices. Some other heuristics
that were selected made sense on the desktop, but did not have an analog on a mobile
device. Heuristics like, “implement undo and redo,” are a great concept on desktop
computers, but most mobile phones do not offer a good means of  supporting it. The
closest that some of  the phones we evaluated had was a “trash” container for SMS mes-
sages. This was not extended to any of  the other programs, so for example, if  a contact
is deleted, once the user has confirmed the deletion the contact cannot be undeleted. As
Nielsen (2005) points out, the heuristics that we used were based on heuristics that he
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used with some of  his original work and is therefore linked to applications on desktop
machines. On the other hand, these heuristics have been applied successfully to web-
sites, and some of  them worked for our evaluation on mobile phones, so it is possible
to make these particular heuristics transfer to other platforms.

It would have also been interesting to have had other experts do heuristic evaluations
on the phones. Each of  the evaluators found different issues on the phones, but it would
have been interesting to see what others would have found. It may have also given an
indication about how good the heuristics would have been.

If  the problem is the heuristics, then it is a matter of  finding a good set of  heuristics
that work for mobile devices. The question is where to look for them? Some devices
have their own guidelines, such as the Nokia phones (Nokia Inc., 2008) and the iPhone
(Apple Developer Connection, 2008). At this time of  writing, though, the guidelines are
very targeted at the specific phone and do not necessarily transfer to other phones. On
the other hand, it should be possible for experts to come up with a good set of  guidelines
drawing on these sources and what they have seen themselves in evaluations4. Perhaps
in the future, there will be sets of  heuristics that work well for all mobile devices.

While there were some problems with the heuristics that were selected, it does not mean
that the evaluation was not useful. Some of  the things, especially on the iPhone, were
only picked up during the heuristic evaluation. Perhaps part of  the reason could be
that the evaluators are given more time to examine the phone and focus on a specific
heuristic and and see how well the heuristic is followed by the phone.

Another benefit of  heuristic evaluation was how quickly it is to do. A complete evalua-
tion for a phone can be done in a couple of  hours. Of  course, heuristic evaluation works
best when multiple experts do an evaluation, but it would be possible to have three to
five experts do the evaluations concurrently but separately and have the results by the
end of  a day. From our experience, it seems the most difficult part of  the evaluation was
to find and agree on the final set of  heuristics. If  a good set of  heuristics is found, it may
be helpful to use these same heuristics again in a later evaluation once improvements
have been made.

A question that can be asked is whose perspective is represented in a heuristic evalu-
ation? Obviously, we are getting the findings of  an expert in usability, but that does
not necessarily mean that this is the same as that of  an expert user. Nor is it likely that
this is the opinion of  a new user of  an interface. Of  course, a usability expert has more
knowledge of  interface design issues than a typical user, so while the advice does not
necessarily match a target user, the problems found are likely real.

8.5 Comparison between Evaluation Methods

It seems that each of  the evaluation methods has something to offer in the evaluation
process. Using KLM-Qt or doing Keystroke-Level Models by hand, generates informa-
tion about how long it takes to do a task. The models are very easy to create and can
be done quickly without involving many people, ideal when time and money is limited.

4We saw things during our usability test that could probably be transferred into heuristics.
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In some ways, it also lets the person creating the models examine the interfaces very
closely to think how to use them “the fastest.”

It is also possible to take the results from different phones doing the same tasks and have
a way of  comparing how long it takes to do a task, mental load, number of  keystrokes,
movement, etc. These can then be used as benchmarks if  there is a desire to make the
interactions faster (especially in comparison to a competing phone). Using the concept
of  Raskin’s efficiency of  input (2000) for a Keystroke-Level Model; i.e. how much input
is used for actual data versus navigation would also be a useful for benchmarking.

The Keystroke-Level Model can make sense when evaluating mobile phone interfaces.
There are some tasks that are done often, for example calling a contact, reading an SMS,
sending an SMS, add a contact, etc. Users will usually have the phone long enough to
be experts when doing these tasks. Therefore, knowing how long it takes an expert to
do these tasks is important and may be more important than a new user’s experience
with these tasks.

On the other hand, the Keystroke-Level Model does not tell us much about a user’s
first experience with the phone or where they might have problems or make mistakes.
Usability testing can supplement this, especially if  the people recruited to perform the
usability test are new users for the phone. Usability testing can give a lot of  information
about how people use the device and can reveal lots of  issues that would not be noticed
when generating keystroke-level models. It also is a way of  getting a user’s opinion
about how things currently work and what they like and do not like.

Usability testing does not only have to provide the insight of  beginners. A usability
test with experienced users can provide the insight and opinion of  expert users. On the
other hand, if  it is a completely new product that is being developed, experienced users
will not exist. The Keystroke-Level Model can be a good option in these cases and, as
reported by John and Kieras (1996b), has been used for exactly these situations.

At the same time, usability testing requires a great deal of  preparation: determining
what to test, and getting the time, place, equipment, and people to do and participate
in the usability test. There is also the time requirement afterward for going through
all the data collected during the test. During the usability test that was conducted dur-
ing this thesis, we found that even if  there is good preparation beforehand, things can
still go wrong during the actual tests that must be dealt with. The process of  usability
testing may seem a bit daunting, especially when compared with creating models with
the Keystroke-Level Model, but the different information that can be gleaned from it is
valuable, especially since it can be different information.

Heuristic evaluation serves as a middle ground for evaluation. It has the advantage of
a person looking at the interface and it does not require as much time or resources as
usability testing. There are also “experts” involved, though not experts of  the particular
user interface. A stumbling block could be selecting heuristics. If  the chosen heuristics
are not a good fit with the device, there is a risk that the “wrong” usability problems are
found; i.e. the problems found break the heuristics, but are not a problem when using
the device in real situations. Still, even in our heuristic evaluation with heuristics that
did not quite match the device, we were able to find usability problems with each of  the
devices. Heuristic evaluation does not implicitly give any information about the time it
takes to complete a task however, nor how many actions it took to do the task.
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One of  the conclusions that can be drawn from reviewing these different evaluation
methods is that each evaluation shows each phone in a different light. For example,
while the there were some problems discovered when doing the heuristic evaluation of
the Greenphone and the Neo1973, one could infer from the results that there are not too
many issues that would hold the device back from being used. However, the usability
test paints a different picture, where our users ran into many problems when using these
phones. One could also argue that a Keystoke-Level Model for a task is only interesting
when there are other things to compare it too. Taken in isolation, the results may seem
to say that an interface is sufficient. As long as the aim going into the evaluation is that
it is to improve an interface, and not validate them, this should not be an issue.

Another interesting point was the fact that the actual hardware (i.e. the form factor, the
way that the phone worked, its battery life, or how it was put together) did not factor into
any of  the usability issues found during the evaluations. The issues all concerned the
software that was running on the device. In some ways this might be a sign that many
of  the hardware issues are “solved” with mobile phones, but this is naive. Anecdotal
stories can be found that indicate that users have detailed issues with the hardware for
all the phones, but they do not show up initially. So, other methods like having users
keep journals of  their experiences with a device, doing an interview, or doing surveys
may uncover a whole new class of  issues that are not found in the methods that we used
in this thesis. Of  course, the hardware did play an indirect role in issues that resulted in
speed problems. One of  the ways to solve the problem is by getting faster hardware, but
writing more efficient code also helps solve these issues.

Finally, what was surprising was how much the input methods helped color the expe-
rience with the phone. Both the Greenphone and Neo1973 had some issues with their
input methods that affected how easy it was to enter text. The users in the usability
test pointed out the issues that they had with the input methods. Text input was also
an issue when creating Keystroke-Level Models. In both cases, the input was changed
in the tasks so that the results did not focus exclusively on the input methods. It does
show that having a bad input method can really ruin the user’s experience. Strangely,
the input methods were not noted at all in the heuristic evaluation. It could be because
the evaluators were already aware of  the issue, or it could be that the evaluation really
did not pick it up.

If  the question is, what method is the best for evaluating mobile phones? The answer
depends on several factors: what is being evaluated, how much time and money is avail-
able, at which point in the process is this being done, is a certain class of  user perspective
desired, what specifically should be evaluated, etc. When all the factors are known, a
decision can be made as to how to best do the evaluation. It should be stressed that
each method is able to uncover its own set of  problems, some unique to the method
being used. As Knight et al. (2007) points out, combining evaluation methods can give
us a better idea of  how well a new interface will work. A consequence of  this is that it
is probably not a good idea to use just one method exclusively, because there is a risk
that only a small proportion of  problems will be uncovered. Using results from multiple
methods to triangulate usability problems is likely the best practice to follow. Of  course,
as Nielsen (1994) argues, any form of  evaluation is likely to find many more usability
issues than doing no evaluation at all.





Chapter 9

Conclusion

Just as reviewing is important in ensuring good research, evaluation is an important part
in the design of  a good user interface. In this thesis, we have examined three evaluation
methods on mobile phones:

The Keystroke-Level Model A way of  modeling expert users and the time it takes for
them to perform a task.

Usability Testing Users are observed doing tasks with a new user interface.

Heuristic Evaluation Experts determine how well an interface obeys established guide-
lines and practices.

We introduced KLM-Qt as a tool for helping create Keystroke-Level Models. We then
saw how well these methods worked on mobile phones and discussed what each method
has to offer. We can now summarize the results and propose areas to explore for future
work. We can take these in the form of  looking at the research questions that were
proposed in chapter 1.

9.1 Final Results

When starting this thesis we sought to find out how well the Keystroke-Level model
works with mobile phones. We found that with some small changes, the Keystroke-
Level Model does indeed work and gives an idea of  how long it takes to perform tasks
by expert users. It is possible to use these results to help guide the user interface’s de-
sign. Using the Keystroke-Level Model is also not especially labor-intensive nor time-
intensive, requiring only basic knowledge of  the operators and how they relate to the
application or device under evaluation.

One of  the big advantages of  using the Keystroke-Level Model is that it is possible to
use the models as a means of  comparison between different designs. Besides comparing
the time it takes to complete a task, other items can be compared as well including:
the number of  keystrokes, the number of  times a user has to change hand position,
the number of  times the user has to mentally prepare, and the amount of  navigation
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versus actual data entry. This can be used to help compare how well a particular design
works between different evaluations. This can help find “regressions” in the time it
takes to perform an action in being able to perform critical tasks. There is no reason
that comparisons need to be restricted to the device under evaluation. It is also possible
to create Keystroke-Level Models for tasks on other devices or earlier versions of  the
software. This can be a useful way of  seeing how well a device can stack up to the
competition, or simply to see if  a device’s new software is more usable than its previous
software. If  standardized values are used for the operators, the times for doing a task
should be able to be compared without having to make any adjustments. In any case,
comparing streams of  operators should work between different devices.

The Keystroke-Level Model was also able to transfer between different phones with
different ways of  interacting with them. Our evaluations included phones that used
a physical keypad, a touchscreen and stylus, and a finger-operated touchscreen. The
adjustments made to the Keystroke-Level Model were enough to create usable models
for each of  the phones. While our adjustments do not always provide information about
how the interaction happens, it is more than enough be able to draw conclusions and
make meaningful comparisons.

Another part of  the thesis was creating the tool KLM-Qt. The purpose of  KLM-Qt was
to lower the barrier for doing evaluations with the Keystroke-Level Model. This led to
another question, how does KLM-Qt work as an evaluation tool for mobile devices?
We found that KLM-Qt can indeed be used for evaluating mobile devices. By doing a
task while KLM-Qt is recording, it is possible to capture most of  the operations. With a
little bit of  tweaking by adding operators that cannot be captured by the device and notes
explaining what is going on, it is possible to get a very complete model that explains
the actions a user would take to complete a particular task. In our own evaluations, it
was possible to go through a complete set of  tasks with KLM-Qt in a much shorter time
than creating the models by hand, especially since hand created models usually required
rechecking to make sure nothing was missed.

We also got a chance to see how well KLM-Qt worked when it was not possible to record
the actions on the phone. Though not originally designed for model editing, KLM-Qt
worked very well for creating models on the iPhone. The support that it gave for adding
operators and providing good defaults was better than coercing a more general tool, like
a spreadsheet or text editor to record the model.

With regard to the question about how well desktop methods transfer to mobile devices,
we found that they do in most cases. Usability testing seemed to require the least amount
of  changes and, aside from some adjustments in how the test is filmed, could basically
be applied “out of  the box” to testing a mobile phone. This can most likely be attributed
to the fact that in usability testing it is more important to get the opinions and practices
of  the user and this is not dependent so much on the set up of  the hardware.

As mentioned above, the Keystroke-Level model also worked well, with the small changes
that were needed to deal with input methods. So, it is also a desktop evaluation method
that can be used on mobile devices.

The heuristic evaluation seemed like it should work well for evaluation on mobile de-
vices. Like usability testing, it is not so dependent on the hardware or metaphors on the
desktop. However, it is dependent on appropriate heuristics being used by the evalua-
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tors who do the evaluation. The heuristics that we chose did not work out well for the
mobile phones. We were able to find some issues, but it was not nearly as successful
in uncovering issues as the Keystroke-Level Model or usability testing. It would have
been interesting to see what would have happened with a set of  heuristics more tuned
to a mobile phone.

So, while not all the evaluations methods we used were as successful in discoving us-
ability issues, they all produced useful results. Our final question was what does each
evaluation give us. If  we look back at the description of  the classes of  evaluation meth-
ods in section 2.1.4, we see that we had a representative method from each of  these
classes. In usability testing, we got a new user’s perspective on how it is to use the de-
vice for the first time. This includes their opinion on what they liked and disliked about
each device. It was also possible to see where they had difficulties and what worked
well.

We do not get this type of  information from the Keystroke-Level Model, but we do get a
model of  how an expert user will use the interface. In addition, we get the time it takes
to complete each task. While it will not give us an indication about how a user gets to
the level of  an expert, we do get a useful set of  numbers that can be used in comparison
with previous results or even against other tasks on other devices. It also can be done in
a short amount of  time, especially with the aid of  a tool like KLM-Qt.

Heuristic evaluations provide a way of  getting a usability expert’s view on an interface. It
also can give an indication to how compliant an interface is to its platform’s guidelines.
Heuristic evaluation also has the lowest barrier for entry, since it is usually possible to
bring in outside experts to do the evaluation and be done with it quickly.

While we did have a representative from each class, we found that no evaluation alone
can provide the complete picture about a device. We found that even using all the meth-
ods selected, not everything is covered. Each method illuminates more of  the usability
picture on the device and there are methods in addition to those mentioned here to help
find other issues. Some of  the methods highlighted earlier from O’Hara et al. (2006)
and Alsos and Svanæs (2006) provide other information that can be useful for evalua-
tion. It is usually prohibitive in time and resources to be able to apply all the evaluation
methods, so it is important to consider the situation and what needs to be evaluated and
pick the methods that are feasible.

To summarize, we found that desktop evaluation methods can be applied to mobile de-
vices, although some adjustment is needed in each method. Each evaluation method
brings different information that can be used in the evaluation process. The Keystroke-
Level Model and our KLM-Qt tool worked well in evaluating mobile phones with dif-
ferent methods of  input and should work well in general for mobile devices. However,
there are some changes that need to be considered to get a more complete picture.

9.2 Future Work

The results from this thesis are useful “as is” and serve as a guide in informing about
evaluation methods and what each can tell us about a device. It is also possible to use
KLM-Qt in future evaluations, whether or not they use the Qt libraries. At the same
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time, there are plenty of  areas that are ripe for further research and would be helpful in
explaining some issues encountered during this thesis.

One area to focus on is heuristic evaluation. It seemed very strange that it did not
turn up as many issues as the other evaluations that were done. There could be a few
reasons as to why this happened and it would be worth finding out. Some of  the possible
issues are the fact that the heuristic evaluation was the last evaluation, the experience
of  the experts doing the evaluation, and the heuristics selected. The first two issues
are related. The heuristic evaluation was done last and largely by a group that had
been involved in all the previous evaluations. This may have led to some issues being
unconsciously overlooked since they were known to have arisen previously. Doing the
heuristics evaluations at the start or perhaps by a different group might have produced
different results. On the other hand, we suspect that it has more to do with the heuristics
that were selected for the evaluation. Another way of  testing this would be to have one
group use Nielsen’s heuristics (section 3.2.2) and another set that is more tailored to
mobile devices and see what each set can provide. Of  course, another open question is
what are the set of  heuristics that are more tailored to mobile devices.

The Keystroke-Level Model worked well, but there are some areas that can be examined
as well. One is the M operator. The heuristics that were originally proposed by Card
et al. (1980; 1983) may need some adjustment to take into account how a user interacts
with a mobile phone since both Myung (2004) and Holleis et al. (2007) have proposed
alternate ways of  how a user thinks when entering text. They also have conflicting views
of  how long the M operator should last. We adopted the traditional values, but Myung
(2004) claims that the real value is smaller. Having some tests of  experts using mobile
devices would need to be done to figure out which value is correct. A proper M value
would be required to have a good approximation of  how long a task takes.

The P operator is another place for investigation. The value from Card et al. (1980;
1983) does not appear to be correct for mobile phones. It might be that the value may
be best expressed with a constant, or in terms of  Fitts’ law. Further research is required to
find out what the true value is. Another issue to consider is “multi-touch” gestures that
utilize more than one point on the screen. Can they be represented with a P operator
or do they require a new operator.

While we felt that our models were expressive enough, it would also be worthwhile to
look at the operators introduced by Holleis et al. (2007) to see how they compare. A
good test may be using the Holleis et al. operators to recreate the tasks that were done
with the iPhone and see how they compare and also if  they add extra complexity into
the models.

KLM-Qt has a lot of  potential for development as well. KLM-Qt can generate a model
as fast as it can be demonstrated, but each model requires some adjustments afterwards
to add M operators or R(t) operators or remove spurious operators that may occur
during the demonstration. Having ways of  reducing or eliminating these issues could
reduce the time of  an overall evaluation. Another point is to examine the idea of  effi-
ciency from Raskin (2000) and have this be calculated as well.

There’s also a point for enhancing KLM-Qt as just a more specialized editor for Keystroke-
Level Models without the need for recording. It could provide help and coaching when
creating the models and point out potential pitfalls or help complete actions. It could
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also provide a repertoire of  common actions and perhaps a way of  defining new opera-
tors so that it could continue to be useful as the Keystroke-Level Model evolves.

On the recording front, one obvious improvement would be to increase the number of
platforms that KLM-Qt runs on. We examined KLM-Qt primarily for its evaluation on
the mobile phone, but there is nothing that prevents it from working on desktop systems
aside from the fact that it needs an implementation to work on the various desktop
systems. While there is probably the same amount of  gain in using KLM-Qt on the
desktop, some research could be done there to find out how much.

Another potential thing that can be done with KLM-Qt is to remove its dependence on
Qt and instead use some platform specific way of  recording the events. Various methods
are available on all the desktop machines and is is possible that public APIs will become
available for mobile phones as time progresses.

Finally, KLM-Qt works in the hands of  evaluators that have an understanding of  the
Keystroke-Level Model. Another area to examine is how KLM-Qt could work as a
tool for software developers. Like the tools mentioned in section 1.2, KLM-Qt could
be a worthwhile addition to developers’ toolkits. Also as noted by Çetin and Göktürk
(2007), this could be very useful in the open source world, which is also part of  the
reason for releasing it under an open source license. There are certainly environments
where a study could be done to see how well this would affect the development of  some
applications. It would also be interesting to see at what level developers can take the
results from a Keystroke-Level Model and see how they can optimize an interface in the
same way that they would optimize performance in a computer algorithm.





Appendix A

Tasks for Usability Testing

Welcome to usability testing of 

mobile phone interfaces
The goal of testing is to find missing features and problem areas with the current user 
interface. This is not a contest and it is important to emphasize that it is not you that is 
being evaluated, but the interface and how they function.

The following pages contain tasks for you to complete. As you complete the tasks, it will 
produce data that will give us the basis for understanding and evaluating the user 
interface.

As you complete the tasks, it is important to let us know what you are thinking. We hope 
that you tell us what you are looking for, thinking, and doing. What appears confusing 
for you, etc. Think aloud in all that you do.

Task 1—Investigate the menu system
Your first task is to use a few minutes to become acquainted with the device.

A) Remove the key lock

B) Become familiar with the menu system

Task 2—Addressbook
A) Add a contact Øyvind with the telephone number 41 26 78 12 and quit addressbook

B) Open the address book and find the contact Øyvind and call him

C) Add an existing picture for the to the Øyvind contact

D) Rename the contact from Øyvind to Øyvind Reistad

E) Add the contact Øyvind Reistad as a speed dial

F) Remove the picture from Øyvind Reistad

G) Delete the Øyvind Reistad contact

Task 3—Messages
A) Send an SMS message with the text “Hi” to the number 41 26 78 12

B) Read and answer the message from 41 26 78 12
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Task 4—Calls
A) Answer an incoming call and hang-up on the conversation

B) Add the number from the previous conversation to a new contact Øyvind

C) Enter the number 41 26 78 12 and call them

D) Call the last called contact

E) Check for missed calls

Task 5—Other Tasks
A) Make the telephone silent

B) Set an alarm for tomorrow morning at 10:00

C) Add a “meeting at IFI” at 10:00 tomorrow morning in the calendar

D) Activate the key lock

Thanks for participating, please enjoy some cola and donuts!



Appendix B

Informed Consent Form for
Usability Testing

Informed Consent Form 

 

I state that I am over 18 years of and and wish to participate in a program of research 

being conducted by Daniel Lagutin, Jo Christian Magnussen, Marius Oppedal, 

Øyvind Reistad at the University of Oslo, Department of Informatics. 

 

The purpose of the research is to assess the usability of three mobile phones: the 

Qtopia Greenphone, the Neo1973, and the iPhone. 

 

The procedures involve the monitored use of the phones. I will be asked to perform 

specific tasks using the phones. I will be asked open-ended questions about the 

phones and my experience using it. 

 

All information collected in the study is confidential, and my name will not be 

identified at any time. 

 

I understand that I am free to ask questions or to withdraw from participation at any 

time without penalty. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ _______________ ______________ 

Signature of Participant   Date   Place 

 

 

 

 

 

 

______________________________ _______________ _______________ 

INF5261 Group Member   Date   Place 
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Appendix C

Document Type Definition (DTD)
for KLM-Qt files

<!ELEMENT klmML (klmList)>

<!ATTLIST klmML

klmVersion CDATA #IMPLIED

>

<!ELEMENT klmList (Operator*)>

<!ATTLIST klmList

task CDATA #IMPLIED

>

<!ELEMENT Operator (type,operatorTime,duration,((key,string)?|(location,stopLocation)?|buttons?))>

<!ELEMENT type (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT operatorTime (Hour,Minute,Second,Milisecond)>

<!ELEMENT Hour (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Minute (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Second (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT Millisecond (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT duration (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT key (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT string (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT buttons (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT location (x,y)>

<!ELEMENT stopLocation (x,y)>

<!ELEMENT x (#PCDATA)>

<!ELEMENT y (#PCDATA)>
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The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test
Runs

These are the keystroke-level models that were generated during the evaluation pro-
cess for the three phones in chapter 6. They are presented here in no particular order,
grouped by phone.

D.1 Greenphone Tables

Task Name: Keypad unlock

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

H 0 400

K 400 158 Context1

K 871 172 *

1

Unlock Keypad.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 230 Select Select "New Message"

M 230 1513 Auto-computed M

I 1743 0 IM Compose (I)

I 1975 0 IM Compose (Hi)

I 2701 0 IMCommit (Hi)

K 2868 0 Select

K 3051 217 Select Choose next

K 4316 315 Select Choose search

M 4631 1350

I 5981 0 IM Compose (M)

I 6533 0 IMCommit (M)

I 6543 0 IM Compose (a)

I 7208 0 IMCommit (a)

K 7216 198 Up

K 8375 168 Up

K 8992 201 Select Select Mastis

K 10060 249 Back Back to the message

M 10309 1305 Auto-computed M

K 11614 1413 Select Choose send

M 13027 1680 Auto-computed M

K 14707 205 Back Choose "OK"

1

Send an SMS.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 325 Context1 Choose option

K 3162 448 Select Create contact

K 4881 351 Context1 Answer yes to create new contact

K 9851 105 Down

K 10354 138 Down

K 11466 457 Select Select mobile phone entry

I 14931 0 IM Compose (J)

I 15643 0 IM Compose (Jo)

I 17189 0 IMCommit (Jo)

K 17356 0 Select Confirm

K 19811 159 Select Confirm

K 20910 472 Back Exit dialog

K 22070 170 Back Save Yes/No

1

Save recently called number to a new contact.

Task Name: Ring Last Called

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 877 Call

M 2227 1350

K 3577 1381 Call

1

Call the last called number.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 181 Down

K 491 254 Select Choose inbox

K 2354 535 Select Choose first message

K 3846 274 Context1

K 5049 464 Select Choose reply

I 7722 0 IM Compose (I)

I 8367 0 IM Compose (It)

I 9227 0 IMCommit (It)

K 9267 0  

I 9477 0 IM Compose (I)

I 9801 0 IM Compose (is)

I 10158 0 IMCommit (is)

K 10194 0  

I 10705 0 IM Compose (M)

I 10896 0 IM Compose (oh)

I 11539 0 IM Compose (nic)

I 11893 0 IM Compose (nice)

I 14124 0 IMCommit (nice)

K 14244 0 Select confirm text

K 17406 260 Select Choose next

K 18826 698 Select Choose send

K 21239 194 Back

K 22774 605 Back

1

Reply to an SMS message.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 691 0 IMCommit (J)

H 691 400

K 1763 24 Up

K 2246 1123 Select

K 4963 62 Right

K 5619 195 Right

K 6415 180 Right

K 7629 169 Right

K 8985 120 Down

K 9447 142 Down

K 10678 144 Select

K 15039 412 Right

K 16075 614 Right

K 17431 918 Right

K 19800 146 Select

K 21850 93 Down Could have hit up once

K 22214 99 Down

K 22441 97 Down

K 22949 140 Select Select Remove

K 25042 248 Back

1

Remove picture from contact.

Task Name: Navigate to messages

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 237 Select

K 870 221 Left

K 1249 191 Select

W 1440 1500 Wait to show messages

1

Navigate to messages application.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 196 Select

K 612 112 Select

W 724 1000 Wait for Addressbook to show,

1

Navigate to contacts (addressbook) application.

Task Name: Navigate to clock

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 216 Select

K 946 123 Down

K 1573 167 Select

1

Navigate to clock application.

Task Name: Lock phone

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 128 Context1

K 406 138 Select

1

Lock Greenphone (using context menu)

Task Name: get to call history

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 167 Select

K 1334 83 Up

K 1705 204 Select

W 1909 1000 Wait for call history to pop up

1

Navigate to call history.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 185 9

K 1959 119 2

K 2576 198 0

K 3274 135 1

K 3506 136 1

K 4244 141 8

K 4642 168 9

K 5345 163 5

M 5508 1208 Auto-computed M

K 6716 199 Select

1

Dial a number.

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 688 0 IMCommit (J)

H 688 400

K 1446 166 Up

K 3972 978 Select

K 7119 196 Context1

K 8019 374 Select

K 9216 616 Context1

1

Delete a contact.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 106 Up

K 223 60 Up

K 394 81 Up

K 610 46 Up

K 765 73 Up

K 955 73 Up

K 1781 126 Up

K 2294 132 Up

K 2712 108 Up

K 3445 101 Down

K 4112 139 Select Navigate to profiles

K 6006 5 Down

K 6696 712 Select Select Silent

K 11177 239 Back

K 11559 141 Back

K 12333 255 Back

1

Choose silent profile.

Task Name: Cheating silence

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 2900 - Press and hold "volume -"

1

Become “silent” by changing the volume.
Task Name: Check missed calls

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 771 Call

M 2121 1350

K 3471 138 Left

1

Check missed calls.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 689 0 IMCommit (J)

H 689 310

K 999 112 Up

K 2048 572 Select Select Jo

K 4528 159 Down

K 4847 129 Down

K 5457 165 Select Select Edit

K 7492 179 Select Select Name

K 8254 171 Left Go back

K 8558 104 Left

K 8775 100 Left

K 8960 113 Left

K 9173 178 Left

K 9422 142 Left

K 9749 151 Left

K 10202 158 Left

I 12491 0 IM Compose (A)

I 13876 0 IM Compose (Ah)

I 14738 0 IM Compose (Air)

I 15088 0 IM Compose (Agri)

I 15588 0 IM Compose (Chris)

I 15988 0 IM Compose (Christ)

I 16378 0 IM Compose (Christi)

I 17231 0 IM Compose (Christia)

I 17583 0 IM Compose (Christian)

I 18892 0 IMCommit (Christian)

K 18915 0  Space

K 20171 139 Select Confirm output

K 21155 1067 Back

K 22223 103 Back

1

Change a contacts name.



128 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Call Mastis

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (M)

I 690 0 IMCommit (M)

M 690 2297 Auto-computed M

I 2987 0 IM Compose (a)

I 3690 0 IMCommit (a)

H 3690 400

K 4583 138 Up

K 4721 200 c Hit the call button

1

Call a contact in the addressbook.

Task Name: Add to speeddial

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 364 0 IMCommit (J)

H 364 9

K 373 231 Up

K 686 160 Up

K 1914 582 Select

K 3130 170 Context1

K 4053 147 Up

K 4305 112 Up

K 4507 112 Up

K 4881 190 Select

K 6105 234 Select

K 7070 249 5

K 8020 207 Select

K 9211 278 Back

1

Add contact to speeddial.



D.1. Greenphone Tables 129Task Name: Enter an alarm for 10:00

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 169 Right

K 1514 142 Select Choose Alarm

K 2905 187 Down

K 3908 124 1

K 4485 166 0 Enter 10:00

K 5503 174 Select

1

Add an alarm.

Task Name: Add an existing picture to Mastis

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 685 0 IMCommit (J)

H 685 400

K 2511 124 Up

K 3217 996 Select

K 5520 17 Down

K 5694 130 Down

K 6198 154 Select

W 7758 2000

K 9800 127 Right

K 11123 324 Right

K 11959 195 Right

K 12623 225 Right

K 13469 168 Select Select the picture

K 16646 26 Select Select pictures

K 18417 183 Select Choose picture from gallery

K 20041 285 Back

1

Add a picture to a contact.



130 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add Marius as a contact

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 0 954 Select

M 954 4182 Auto-computed M

I 5136 0 IM Compose (M)

I 5801 0 IM Compose (Ma)

I 6583 0 IM Compose (Map)

I 6972 0 IM Compose (Nash)

I 7353 0 IM Compose (Margu)

I 7746 0 IM Compose (Marius)

I 8731 0 IMCommit (Marius)

K 8909 0 Select

M 8909 1384 Auto-computed M

K 10293 275 Down

K 11196 154 Down

K 11674 188 Down

M 11862 1991 Auto-computed M

K 13853 346 2

K 14206 161 1

K 15414 143 5

K 15706 214 4

K 16656 154 8

K 17025 145 7

K 17955 129 3

K 18361 157 6

K 19121 167 Select

K 20253 769 Back

1

Add a contact.



D.1. Greenphone Tables 131Task Name: Add a meeting@10

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 807 Select Choose new event

K 2275 162 Select Choose description

I 3326 0 IM Compose (M)

I 4043 0 IM Compose (Of)

I 4318 0 IM Compose (Net)

I 4758 0 IM Compose (Neum)

I 4945 0 IM Compose (Neumg)

I 9060 0 IMCommit (Neumg)

K 9077 116 Down

K 9839 163 Down

K 11189 233 Down

K 13038 143 Select

K 13936 117 Right

K 14681 108 2 select date

K 15030 117 1

K 15467 131 Down

K 16340 127 Select

K 17004 184 Down

K 17977 148 Select enter time

K 18772 127 1

K 19008 144 0

K 19640 128 0

K 19886 111 0

K 20844 136 Select

1

Schedule a meeting.
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D.2 Neo1973 Tables

Task Name: Send an SMS

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (H)

I 1113 0 IM Compose (he)

I 2102 0 IM Compose (hei)

I 6391 0 IMCommit (Hey)

I 6401 0 IM Compose ( )

H 6401 400

K 7942 49 Mouse Button Press (1)

I 8017 0 IM Compose ()

I 9814 0 IM Compose ()

H 9814 400

K 12707 300 Back

I 16056 0 IM Compose (9)

I 16541 0 IM Compose (99)

I 17850 0 IM Compose (997)

I 18789 0 IM Compose (9971)

I 20264 0 IM Compose (99718)

I 20835 0 IM Compose (997181)

I 22011 0 IM Compose (9971812)

I 23122 0 IM Compose (99718125)

I 23930 0 IMCommit (99718125)

I 23938 0 IM Compose ( )

H 23938 400

K 26574 4 Mouse Button Press (1)

I 27136 0 IM Compose ()

I 27183 0 IM Compose ()

H 27183 400

K 28157 661 Back

1

Send SMS.



D.2. Neo1973 Tables 133
Task Name: Send an SMS

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 165 Mouse Button Press (1) Select new message

I 1996 0 IM Compose (h)

I 2920 0 IM Compose (Hi)

I 3736 0 IMCommit (Hi)

I 3747 0 IM Compose ( )

K 4890 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 4950 0

K 5069 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 5097 0 IM Compose () Click out of  the input method

I 7758 0 IM Compose ()

H 7758 400

K 9163 374 Back Click next

H 9537 400

K 10405 134 Mouse Button Press (1) Click to on the addressbook icon

K 12305 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 12325 1843 Drag to "Madrid"

K 14295 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 14865 0 Mouse Button Press (1) Click Madrid

P 14879 180

K 15074 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

H 15074 400

K 16424 0 Back Click send

K 17347 678 Back Click OK

1

Send SMS—Alternate way.



134 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Remove picture from Madrid

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 155 1585

K 1886 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 3455 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 3469 0

K 3484 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 5214 74 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 7514 509 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 10254 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 10269 16

K 10299 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 12694 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 12709 407

K 13204 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 15174 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 15207 0

K 15279 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

H 15279 400

K 17453 119 Back

1

Remove picture from contact.

Task Name: Remove lock

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 15 889

K 915 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

1

Unlock screen.



D.2. Neo1973 Tables 135Task Name: Make silent

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 5 50

K 69 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 2859 120 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 4659 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 4688 2

K 4719 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 6845 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 6860 53

K 6994 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 8785 5 Context1

P 8860 0

K 8863 2 Context1

K 10335 95 Mouse Button Press (1)

1

Select silent profile.

Task Name: Delete a contact

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 141 1542

K 1821 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 2653 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 2668 0

K 2698 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

H 2698 400

K 5363 67 Context1

H 5430 400

K 7493 88 Mouse Button Press (1)

H 7581 400

K 8975 58 Context1

1

Delete a contact.



136 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add madrid to speeddial

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 133 2585

K 2899 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 4588 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 4603 16

K 4648 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

H 4648 400

K 6524 154 Context1

H 6678 400

K 7528 84 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 10373 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 10388 0

K 10403 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

1

Add contact as speeddial.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 6 Context1 Open context

K 273 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 1070 0 Mouse Button Press (1) Choose "save contact"

P 1130 240

K 1445 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 3320 5 Context1 Answer "yes"

K 3654 16 Context1 Choose phone number

K 6485 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 6560 15

K 6620 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 8981 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 8995 120

K 9145 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 9194 0 IM Compose (J)

K 10200 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 10215 90

K 10320 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 10330 0 IM Compose (jo)

K 11060 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 11135 45

K 11195 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 11207 0 IMCommit (Jo)

I 11208 0 IM Compose ( )

K 12985 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 13000 60

K 13105 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 13640 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 13719 0

K 13774 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 15186 0 IM Compose ()

K 15190 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 15230 45

K 15290 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 15295 0 IM Compose ()

1
Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 18330 6 Back

P 18354 151

K 18864 4 Back

2

Add a number as a contact.



138 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add a meeting at ifi.

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 118 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 119 1 Mouse Button Press (1)

I 3183 0 IM Compose (m)

I 3942 0 IM Compose (mo)

I 6568 0 IM Compose (mot)

I 7786 0 IM Compose (mote)

I 11423 0 IMCommit (Bore)

I 11432 0 IM Compose ( )

I 13408 0 IMCommit ( )

I 15002 0 IM Compose (a)

I 15872 0 IM Compose (at)

I 16945 0 IMCommit (at)

I 16954 0 IM Compose ( )

I 18245 0 IMCommit ( )

I 18254 0 IM Compose (i)

I 19577 0 IM Compose (if)

I 20573 0 IM Compose (idi)

I 24401 0 IMCommit (Uri)

I 24420 0 IM Compose ( )

K 26264 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 26286 2366

K 28747 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 30813 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 30828 0

K 30843 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 32396 6 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 32421 81 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 32923 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 32938 0

K 32953 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 33773 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 33789 0

1

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 33803 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 34783 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 34813 1455

K 36283 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 37386 0 IM Compose ()

I 37419 0 IM Compose ()

2

Add a meeting.



D.2. Neo1973 Tables 139Task Name: Activate time lock

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 30 Mouse Button Press (1)

1

Activate screen lock.

Task Name: Set an alarm for 10.

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 30 0

K 73 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

1

Set an alarm.



140 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add a contact "madrid"

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 6 Context1

P 25 35

K 74 4 Context1

M 78 1442 Auto-computed M

K 1520 30 Mouse Button Press (1)

M 1550 2529 Auto-computed M

K 4079 226 m

M 4305 1370 Auto-computed M

K 5675 139 a

K 6967 195 s

K 8172 154 t

M 8326 1220 Auto-computed M

K 9546 124 o

K 10655 134 d

M 10789 2276 Auto-computed M

K 13065 148 Mouse Button Release (1) Click on Madrid

I 13287 0 IM Compose ( )

M 13287 1660 Auto-computed M

K 14947 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 14972 1415 drag the scroll bar

K 16432 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 16922 30 Mouse Button Release (1)

M 16952 4000 Auto-computed M

K 20952 166 4

K 21509 62 5

M 21571 1472 Auto-computed M

K 23043 142 0

K 23467 184 0

M 23651 1335 Auto-computed M

K 24986 154 2

K 25894 7 4

M 25901 2078 Auto-computed M

1
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 27979 109 2

K 29024 110 8

M 29134 2505 Auto-computed M

K 31639 59 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 31777 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 31803 464

K 32282 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 32897 70 Mouse Button Release (1) Confirm number

I 33009 0 IM Compose ( )

M 33009 3429 Auto-computed M

I 36438 0 IM Compose ()

K 36438 33 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 36507 0 IM Compose ()

M 36507 3440 Auto-computed M

K 39947 5 Back

K 40016 2 Back

2

Add a contact.

Task Name: Check missed calls

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 771 Call

M 2121 1350

K 3471 138 Left

1

Check missed calls.



142 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test Runs
Task Name: Change Jo Magnussen to Jo Christian Magnussen

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (J)

I 689 0 IMCommit (J)

H 689 310

K 999 112 Up

K 2048 572 Select Select Jo

K 4528 159 Down

K 4847 129 Down

K 5457 165 Select Select Edit

K 7492 179 Select Select Name

K 8254 171 Left Go back

K 8558 104 Left

K 8775 100 Left

K 8960 113 Left

K 9173 178 Left

K 9422 142 Left

K 9749 151 Left

K 10202 158 Left

I 12491 0 IM Compose (A)

I 13876 0 IM Compose (Ah)

I 14738 0 IM Compose (Air)

I 15088 0 IM Compose (Agri)

I 15588 0 IM Compose (Chris)

I 15988 0 IM Compose (Christ)

I 16378 0 IM Compose (Christi)

I 17231 0 IM Compose (Christia)

I 17583 0 IM Compose (Christian)

I 18892 0 IMCommit (Christian)

K 18915 0  Space

K 20171 139 Select Confirm output

K 21155 1067 Back

K 22223 103 Back

1

Change contact name.



D.2. Neo1973 Tables 143Task Name: Ring last called contact

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 5 38

K 54 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 1518 45 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 4848 525 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 7818 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 7833 15

K 7878 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 11423 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 11438 15

K 11483 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

1

Call last called contact.

Task Name: Call Mastis

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

I 0 0 IM Compose (M)

I 690 0 IMCommit (M)

M 690 2297 Auto-computed M

I 2987 0 IM Compose (a)

I 3690 0 IMCommit (a)

H 3690 400

K 4583 138 Up

K 4721 200 c Hit the call button

1

Call a contact.



144 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Answering an sms

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 156 Context1

H 156 400

K 1538 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 1633 0

K 1657 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

I 3857 0 IM Compose (h)

I 4632 0 IM Compose (he)

I 5840 0 IM Compose (hel)

I 6292 0 IM Compose (hell)

I 7109 0 IM Compose (hello)

I 8259 0 IMCommit (Hello)

I 8280 0 IM Compose ( )

K 10976 5 Mouse Button Press (1)

I 11055 0 IM Compose ()

I 11960 0 IM Compose ()

H 11960 400

K 15306 184 Back

K 16365 910 Back

1

Answer an SMS.

Task Name: Answer a phone call and hang-up.

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 14 46

K 74 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

P 74 1100

K 1174 200 Mouse Button Release (1)

1

Answer a call.



D.2. Neo1973 Tables 145Task Name: Add a picture to madrid

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 0 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 148 6242

K 6529 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 8435 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 8450 14

K 8479 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 11164 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 11194 0

K 11209 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 15332 494 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 17214 322 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 20836 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 20869 0

K 21008 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 21036 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 21062 2462

K 23565 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

K 24015 0 Mouse Button Press (1)

P 24030 15

K 24060 0 Mouse Button Release (1)

H 24060 400

K 28065 59 Context1

H 28124 400

K 29375 50 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 32939 128 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 35864 696 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 36569 333 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 37503 1 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 38514 33 Mouse Button Press (1)

K 40294 15 Mouse Button Press (1)

H 40309 400

K 43126 238 Back

1
Add a picture to a contact.
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D.3 iPhone Tables

Task Name: Unlock iPhone

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Press

P 2650 500 Slide

K 3150 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Release

1

Unlock Screen



D.3. iPhone Tables 147
Task Name: Send an SMS

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Press the "New Message" icon

H 2650 400

M 3050 1350

K 4400 200 m

K 4600 200 a

K 4800 200 r

K 5000 200 i

H 5200 400

M 5600 1350

P 6950 1100

K 8050 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Select Marius from the list

M 8250 1350

P 9600 1100

K 10700 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click the text area

H 10900 400

M 11300 1350

K 12650 200 h

K 12850 200 i

H 13050 400

M 13450 1350

P 14800 1100

K 15900 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Send"

1

Send an SMS.



148 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Make a phone call

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click contacts

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click in "M" area

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Marius

M 7950 1350

P 9300 1100

K 10400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click on "Mobile" number

1

Call a contact.

Task Name: Lock the phone

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click the top button

1

Lock the screen.

Task Name: Hangup

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Press Hangup

1

Hang up on a call.



D.3. iPhone Tables 149Task Name: delete photo

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click contacts

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click the "#" area

P 5300 1100

K 6400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Øyvind"

K 6600 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Edit"

P 6800 1100

K 7900 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click on picture

M 8100 1350

P 9450 1100

K 10550 200 Mouse Button Release (1) choose delete

M 10750 1350

P 12100 1100

K 13200 200 Mouse Button Release (1) choose delete photo

1

Delete picture from contact.
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Task Name: Delete a contactl

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "contacts"

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "M" area

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Jo Christian Magnussen"

M 7950 1350

P 9300 1100

K 10400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "edit"

M 10600 1350

P 11950 1100

K 13050 200 Mouse Button Release (1) press

P 13250 1100 slide

K 14350 200 Mouse Button Release (1) release

M 14550 1350

P 15900 1100

K 17000 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Delete Contact"

K 17200 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Delete Contact"

1

Delete contact.



D.3. iPhone Tables 151Task Name: Create a contect from a phone number

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Recents

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click ">"

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Create new Contact"

M 7950 1350

P 9300 1100

K 10400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "First Last"

H 10600 400

M 11000 1350

K 12350 200 j

K 12550 200 o

M 12750 1350

P 14100 1100

K 15200 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Save"

K 15400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Save"

1

Create a contact from a phone number.

Task Name: Check missed phone calls

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click recents

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Missed"

1

Check missed calls.
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Task Name: Change a contact's name Jo->Jo Chirstian Magnussen

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click contacts

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click in the "J" area

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Jo

M 7950 1350

P 9300 1100

K 10400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Edit

M 10600 1350

P 11950 1100

K 13050 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Name

M 13250 1350

P 14600 1100

K 15700 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click Last

H 15900 400

M 16300 1350

K 17650 200 c

K 17850 200 h

K 18050 200 r

K 18250 200 i

K 18450 200 s

K 18650 200 t

K 18850 200 i

K 19050 200 a

K 19250 200 n

K 19450 200  *space*

K 19650 200 m

K 19850 200 a

1

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

K 20050 200 g

K 20250 200 n

K 20450 200 u

K 20650 200 s

K 20850 200 s

K 21050 200 e

K 21250 200 n

M 21450 1350

P 22800 1100

K 23900 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Save

2

Change contact’s name.



D.3. iPhone Tables 153Task Name: Ring the last Called number

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click recents

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click on the name

1

Call the last called number.

Task Name: Answer a call

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

P 0 1100

K 1100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click on "Answer"

1

Answer incoming call.



154 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add a picture from a gallery

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click contacts

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click the "#" area

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Øyvind"

M 7950 1350

P 9300 1100

K 10400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Edit"

M 10600 1350

P 11950 1100

K 13050 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Add Photo"

M 13250 1350

P 14600 1100

K 15700 200 Mouse Button Release (1) "Choose Exisiting Photo"

M 15900 1350

P 17250 1100

K 18350 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click camera roll

K 18550 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click picture

K 18750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click set photo

M 18950 1350

P 20300 1100

K 21400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "save"

1

Add a picture to a contact.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Choose contacts

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "#"

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Choose Øyvind

M 7950 1350

K 9300 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Press

P 9500 1100 Slide

K 10600 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Release

M 10800 1350

P 12150 1100

K 13250 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Add to favorites"

1

Add contact as favorite.



156 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add a meeting

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click plus

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "Title/Location"

H 5300 400

M 5700 1350

K 7050 200 m

K 7250 200 e

K 7450 200 e

K 7650 200 t

K 7850 200 i

K 8050 200 n

K 8250 200 g

H 8450 400

M 8850 1350

P 10200 1100

K 11300 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "save"

P 11500 1100

K 12600 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "starts ends"

M 12800 1350

P 14150 1100

K 15250 200 Mouse Button Release (1) down

P 15450 1100 silde to the next day

K 16550 200 Mouse Button Release (1) up

M 16750 1350

P 18100 1100

K 19200 200 Mouse Button Release (1) down

P 19400 1100 slide to 10

K 20500 200 Mouse Button Release (1) up

M 20700 1350

1
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

P 22050 1100

K 23150 200 Mouse Button Release (1) down

P 23350 1100 slide to 00

K 24450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) up

M 24650 1350

P 26000 1100

K 27100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "save"

K 27300 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click done

2

Add a meeting.



158 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Add Marius as a contact

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Plus

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Name

H 5300 400

M 5700 1350

K 7050 200 m Shift already hit

K 7250 200 a

K 7450 200 r

K 7650 200 i

K 7850 200 u

K 8050 200 s

H 8250 400

M 8650 1350

P 10000 1100

K 11100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Save

M 11300 1350

P 12650 1100

K 13750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click "Add new Phone"

H 13950 400

M 14350 1350

K 15700 200 4

K 15900 200 5

K 16100 200 0

K 16300 200 0

K 16500 200 2

K 16700 200 4

K 16900 200 2

K 17100 200 8

M 17300 1350

1

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

P 18650 1100

K 19750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Save

K 19950 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click Save

2

Add a contact.
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Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click alarm

M 2650 1350

P 4000 1100

K 5100 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "+"

M 5300 1350

P 6650 1100

K 7750 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Down

P 7950 1100 Slide hours to 10

K 9050 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Up

M 9250 1350

P 10600 1100

K 11700 200 Mouse Button Release (1) down

P 11900 1100 Slide minutes to 00

K 13000 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Up

M 13200 1350

P 14550 1100

K 15650 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click "save"

1

Add an alarm.

Task Name: Make Telephone "Silent"

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

K 1350 200 Mouse Button Release (4) Flip switch

1

Switch phone to “silent” mode.



160 Appendix D. The KLM-Qt Evaluation’s Test RunsTask Name: Dial a new number

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

M 0 1350

P 1350 1100

K 2450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click Keypad

H 2650 400

M 3050 1350

K 4400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 4

K 4600 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 5

K 4800 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 0

K 5000 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 0

K 5200 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 2

K 5400 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 4

K 5600 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 2

K 5800 200 Mouse Button Release (1) 8

K 6000 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Call

1

Dial a number.
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Task Name: Answer an SMS (Assuming your choose have SMS choosen)

Operator Elapsed (msec) Duration (msec) Detail Note

W 0 3000 Wait for the conversation to show

M 3000 1350

P 4350 1100

K 5450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) Click in the edit area

H 5650 400

M 6050 1350

K 7400 200 a

K 7600 200 n

K 7800 200 s

K 8000 200 w

K 8200 200 e

K 8400 200 r

H 8600 400

M 9000 1350

P 10350 1100

K 11450 200 Mouse Button Release (1) click send

1

Answer an SMS (assuming it is already selected).
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